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The economicsuccess of theWorld Wide Webmakes it ahighly competitive environment
for web businesses. For this reason, it is crucial for web business owners to learn what
their customers want. This thesis provides a conceptual framework and an implemen-
tation of a system that helps to better understand the behavior and potential interests
of web site visitors by accounting for both explicit and implicit feedback. This thesis is
divided into two parts.
The ﬁrst part is rooted in computer science and information systems and uses graph
theory and an extended click-stream analysis to deﬁne a framework and a system tool
that is useful for analyzing web user behavior by calculating the interests of the users.
The second part is rooted in behavioral economics, mathematics, and psychology
and is investigating inﬂuencing factors on different types of web user choices. In de-
tail, a model for the cognitive process of rating products on the Web is deﬁned and an
importance hierarchy of the inﬂuencing factors is discovered.
Both parts make use of techniques from a variety of research ﬁelds and, therefore,
contribute to the area of Web Science.
IIIIVZusammenfassung
Einleitung
Welche Interessen verfolgen meine Webseiten-Nutzer? Diese Frage beschäftigt viele Betrei-
ber von Online-Unternehmen. Um in einem solch hart umkämpften Markt wie dem des
Internetbusiness erfolgreich bestehen zu können, ist es für die Entscheidungsträger die-
ser Unternehmen ausschlaggebend zu verstehen, welche Ziele ihre Kunden verfolgen.
Hauptziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es, diese Frage mit Hilfe eines konzeptionellen
Bezugssystems und der Implementierung eines Systems zu beantworten. Beide Elemente
berücksichtigen sowohl das Verhalten, als auch das explizite und das implizite Feedback
der Webseiten-Nutzer.
Der vorgeschlagene Lösungsansatz unterstützt Betreiber von Online-Unternehmen
dabeiihreKundenbesserzuverstehen.DiesgeschiehtdurchdasBeobachtenundAuswer-
ten des Kundenverhaltens, um daraus die vermuteten Kundeninteressen zu berechnen.
Außerdem werden, um den Prozess des Feedbackgebens besser zu verstehen, diejeni-
gen Faktoren untersucht, die die Auswahl des Webseiten-Nutzers beim Feedbackgeben
beeinﬂussen.
Folgende Forschungsfragen werden in dieser Arbeit im Hinblick auf unterschiedliche
Aspekte des Feedbacks von Webseiten-Nutzern untersucht:
 Was lernen wir aus der Analyse des explizit und des implizit durch die Webseiten-
Nutzer ausgeführten Feedbacks?
 Was sind die wichtigsten Faktoren, die das Feedback von Webseiten-Nutzern be-
einﬂussen?
Forschungsbereich
Die Arbeit ist dem neuen interdisziplinären Bereich „Web Science“ zugeordnet, der kurz
in diesem Kapitel vorgestellt wird. Außerdem ist die Arbeit Teil des Gugubarra-For-
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 Forschungsbereiche, die in dieser Arbeit zur Anwendung kommen
Abbildung 1: Die verschiedenen Forschungsgebiete der Web Science [OH08]
schungsprojektes [HKTZ06b] der Arbeitsguppe Datenbanken- und Informationssyste-
me (DBIS) der Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main. Die Arbeit steht in der Tradition
früherer Veröffentlichungen um das Gugubarra-Projekt und erweitert dieses um einige
neue Konzepte.
Web Science
In seinen Anfängen war die Hauptaufgabe des World Wide Web der Transport von Infor-
mationen und deren Bereitstellung. Daher war das Interesse der Wissenschaft an diesem
Netz sehr eingeschränkt und auf die Bereiche der Informatik, der Mathematik und der
Physik fokussiert. Die Situation änderte sich aber mit dem großen Erfolg des World Wi-
de Web. Immer mehr Menschen begannen es zu nutzen und Web-Gemeinschaften zu
bilden. Dadurch wurde das World Wide Web als Forschungsobjekt für die Sozialwissen-
schaften interessant. Mit dem steigenden wirtschaftlichen Erfolg des Web entstand einVII
■  ■ erster Teil  ■  ■ zweiter Teil
Abbildung 2: Forschungsbereich
neues und schnell wachsendes ökonomisches System, das die Aufmerksamkeit der Wirt-
schaftswissenschaften auf sich zog. Heutzutage entdecken immer mehr Wissenschaftler
der unterschiedlichsten Disziplinen das Internet als Forschungsobjekt.
Tim Berners-Lee erkannte diesen aktuellen Trend und erschuf den Begriff der „Web
Science“ [BLHH+06], der dieses neue Forschungsgebiet beschreibt. Es umfasst alle Wis-
senschaften, die die Phänomene des World Wide Web erforschen. Dazu zählt auf der
einen Seite die Forschung am „micro-level“ [OH08], wie etwa die Entwicklung von ma-
thematischen Modellen, das Entwerfen neuer Protokolle und das Entwickeln neuer Al-
gorithmen [BLHH+06]. Auf der anderen Seite steht die Forschung am „macro-level“, zu
dem beispielsweise das Bloggen, Spammen oder der E-Commerce zählen. Mit den For-
schungsergebnissen aus der Web Science sollen die sozialen Effekte und das Potenzial
des World Wide Web vollständig verstanden werden [OH08]. Abbildung 1, entnom-
men aus [OH08], zeigt die verschiedenen Forschungsgebiete der Web Science und hebt
gleichzeitig den interdisziplinären Charakter dieses neuen Forschungsfeldes hervor.
Da die vorliegende Arbeit Themen auch sehr unterschiedlichen Forschungsberei-
chen behandelt, kann sie dem Bereich der Web Science zugeordnet werden. Wie aus
Abbildung 2 hervor geht, ist sie in zwei Teile gegliedert: Im ersten Teil „Inferring WebVIII
User Feedback“ werden Methoden aus der Mathematik angewandt, um das Verhalten
der Webseiten-Nutzer zu analysieren. Im Einzelnen wird mit Hilfe der mathematischen
Logik die Beständigkeit des Verhaltens der Webseiten-Nutzer deﬁniert und mit Hilfe
der Graphentheorie die Bedeutung der Mitglieder der Web-Gemeinschaft berechnet. Im
zweiten Teil „Inﬂuencing Factors on Web User Feedback“ kommen Methoden der Ma-
thematik (Statistik), der Wirtschaftswissenschaften (Verhaltensöknomie), der Soziolo-
gie (Soziale Netzwerke) und der Psychologie (Kognitives Verhalten) zur Anwendung,
um die Einﬂussfaktoren auf das Feedback in einer Web-Gemeinschaft zu analysieren.
Alle Forschungsdisziplinen, die in dieser Arbeit Anwendung ﬁnden, sind in Abbildung 1
mit Gelb hervorgehoben.
Ergebnisse
Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt ein konzeptionelles Bezugssystem und die Implementie-
rung eines Systems vor, die dabei helfen sollen, das Verhalten und die möglichen In-
teressen der Webseiten-Nutzer besser zu verstehen. Um dies zu erreichen, wird sowohl
das explizite, als auch das implizite Feedback der Webseiten-Nutzer berücksichtigt. Die
vorliegende Arbeit ist in zwei Abschnitte gegliedert.
Im ersten Teil - der im Forschungsgebiet der Informatik und der Informationssyste-
me angesiedelt ist - werden mit Hilfe der Graphentheorie und einer erweiterten Click-
Stream-Analyse sowohl ein Bezugssystem, als auch ein Programm entwickelt, die aus
dem Verhalten der Webseiten-Nutzer deren Interessen berechnen.
Im zweiten Teil - der der Verhaltensökonomie, der Mathematik und der Psycholo-
gie zugeordnet ist - werden diejenigen Faktoren untersucht, die unterschiedliche Ent-
scheidungen von Webseiten-Nutzern beeinﬂussen. Im Einzelnen wird ein Modell für den
kognitiven Entscheidungsprozess der Produktbewertung erstellt; außerdem werden die
Einﬂussfaktoren nach ihrer jeweiligen Priorität eingestuft.
Mit Hilfe eines interdisziplinären Forschungsansatzes wurden die beiden folgenden
Forschungsfragen untersucht:
Was können wir aus der Analyse des expliziten und des impliziten Feedbacks von
Webseiten-Nutzern lernen?
Die vorliegende Arbeit trägt mit folgendem Beitrag zur Beantwortung dieser
Frage bei: Um das Verhalten der Webseiten-Nutzer besser zu verstehen, wird im Kapi-
tel 3 ein Bezugssystem (Framework) entwickelt, um das Feedback einzelner Webseiten-
Nutzer zu analysieren. In sieben Schritten kann hierzu der Webseiten-Betreiber die Ver-IX
haltenskontinuität der Besucher seiner Webseite an Hand ihres Feedbacks überprüfen.
Dazu wird ein neues Benutzerproﬁl-Konzept deﬁniert, das sogenannte „Relevance Proﬁ-
le“ und außerdem vier Kontinuitätsstufen. Mit Hilfe dreier Fallstudien kann in Kapitel 5
die praktische Anwendbarkeit dieser neuen Konzepte darlegt werden. In diesen Studi-
en werden Verhaltensmuster von Webseiten-Nutzern nachgewiesen, die sowohl Hinwei-
se auf strukturelle Schwächen einer Webseite, als auch auf falsch verstandene Themen
durch Webseiten-Nutzer, sein Desinteresse an einem Thema, aber auch sein anhaltendes
Interesse an einem Thema geben.
In Kapitel 4 wird eine Software vorgestellt, mit der Ähnlichkeitsgraphen erstellt und
analysiert werden können. Diese Software verschafft dem Webseiten-Betreiber einen
Überblick über die Ähnlichkeiten der Interessen und die Wichtigkeit der Benutzer sei-
ne Web-Gemeinschaft. Die Software stellt dem Webseiten-Betreiber vier Methoden zur
Auswahl, um Ähnlichkeitsgraphen seiner Web-Gemeinschaft zu erstellen. Anschließend
können diese Graphen mit neun verschiedenen Algorithmen analysiert werden, von de-
nen zwei im Zuge dieser Arbeit neu entwickelt werden. Um die praktische Anwendbar-
keit dieser Software zu demonstrieren, werden in Kapitel 5 drei Fallstudien durchge-
führt.
In Kapitel 6 wird die Genauigkeit der Benutzerproﬁle dadurch erhöht, dass zusätzlich
zu den Server Log Dateien eine neue Quelle für die Verhaltensdaten von Webseiten-
Nutzern zur Berechnung der Proﬁle verwendet wird. Hinzu wird das Gugubarra-Frame-
work um die Fähigkeit erweitert, die Mausaktivitäten der Webseiten-Nutzer zu speichern
und zu analysieren (sog. „Mouse-Tracking“). Die Schwierigkeit besteht darin, das neue
Leistungsmerkmal an die schon vorhandenen Konzepte anzupassen. Außerdem wird in
einem weiteren Experiment nachgewiesen werden, dass durch die Einbeziehung der
Mausaktivitätsdaten die Genauigkeit der Benutzerproﬁle gesteigert werden kann.
Welche sind die wichtigsten Faktoren, die das Feedback von Webseiten-Nutzern
beeinﬂussen?
Die vorliegende Arbeit trägt mit folgendem Beitrag zur Beantwortung dieser
Frage bei: In Kapitel 7 wird das Gugubarra Framework um Leitlinien erweitert, die ei-
ne Aussage dazu machen, wie Bewertungssysteme auf Webseiten platziert und eingebettet
werdenkönnen.DazuwirdderEinﬂuss,dendasDesignverschiedenerBewertungssystem-
Skalen auf unterschiedliche Auswahlmöglichkeiten der Nutzer hat, erforscht. Hierfür
wird ein kognitives Modell entwickelt, um die Bewertung von Musiktiteln im World Wi-
deWeberklärenzukönnen.DiesesModellbestehtausvierKomponentenundbeschreibt
mit Hilfe kognitiver Heuristiken das Auswählen und das Bewerten der Musiktitel durchX
Webseiten-Nutzer
Abbildung 3: Die funktionellen Elemente des Gugubarra Framework
den Webseiten-Nutzer. Die Bedeutung der einzelnen Einﬂussfaktoren wird in drei Ex-
perimenten mit Hilfe einer Auswahl-basierten Conjoint-Analyse bestimmt. Im Einzel-
nen werden die Faktoren untersucht, die einen Webseiten-Nutzer beeinﬂussen, wenn er
einen Musiktitel anhört, ihn bewertet und Interesse an ihn zeigt.
Fazit: Unterstützt durch die Ergebnisse der vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein Webseiten-
Betreiber in die Lage versetzt, das Feedback sowohl einzelner Nutzer, als auch der Ge-
samtheit aller Mitglieder einer Web-Gemeinschaft zu untersuchen. Auch die Mausbewe-
gungen der Webseiten-Nutzer werden hierzu analysiert. Als zusätzliche Orientierung
werden neue Leitlinien für die Platzierung und das Einbetten von Bewertungssystemen
auf Webseiten entwickelt. Sind dem Webseiten-Betreiber die Interessen der Webseiten-
Nutzer bekannt, kann er die Inhalte der Webseiten entsprechend anpassen. Durch die
Anwendung der vorgestellten Leitlinien kann er das maßgeschneiderte Feedback erfas-
sen. Zusammengefasst zeigt Abbildung 3 alle funktionellen Elemente des Gugubarra
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
What are the interests of the visitors of my web site? This question greatly concerns
many web businesses. To survive in the Internet’s highly competitive environment, web
companies must learn what their customers want. The main research goal of this thesis
is to answer to this question by providing a conceptual framework and an implementation
of a system that observes and analyzes the behavior of web site’s visitors and both their
explicit and implicit feedback.
The proposed approach helps web business owners to better understand their cus-
tomers by observing and analyzing their behavior and by calculating their potential in-
terests. Furthermore, to aid in understanding the process of web user feedback, various
factors that inﬂuence the user’s choices on giving feedback are investigated.
The following research questions, related to different aspects of web user feedback,
are addressed in this thesis:
 What do we learn from analyzing explicit and implicit user feedback on the Web?
 What are the main factors that inﬂuence user feedback on the Web?
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1.2 Research Area
The context of this thesis is the new interdisciplinary research area called “Web Science”,
which will be brieﬂy introduced in this section. This thesis is part of the Gugubarra
research project [HKTZ06b] of the Databases and Information Systems (DBIS) group at
the Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main. This thesis is in the tradition of publications
in the Gugubarra Framework and, consequently, extends the Gugubarra Framework
with several new concepts.
1.2.1 Web Science
Historically, the World Wide Web was intended for transporting and sharing informa-
tion. Therefore, scientists’ interest in the Web was limited to the areas of computer
science, mathematics, and physics. With the Web’s success and rising popularity, the
phenomenon changed. An increasing number of people began using the Internet, and
social communities began to form, which attracted the social sciences to the Web. With
the economic success of the Web, a fast growing, new ecosystem arose and drew the
attention of the economists. Today, an increasing number of scientists from various
disciplines discover the Web as an object of research.
Realizing this cross-disciplinary research interest, Tim Berners-Lee coined the term
“Web Science” [BLHH+06] to describe a new ﬁeld of research, which unites all sci-
ences that discover phenomena of the World Wide Web. Beyond research on the micro-
level [OH08], such as developing better mathematical models, engineering new proto-
cols, and constructing new algorithms [BLHH+06] for the Web, the macro-level, which
includes blogging, spamming, and e-commerce, must be considered to understand the
social effects and potential of the Web [OH08]. Figure 1.1, taken from [OH08], shows
the various areas of Web Science research, emphasizing the interdisciplinary aspects of
this new ﬁeld.
This thesis contributes to the area of Web Science and, therefore, covers multiple
research topics from multiple research ﬁelds. The research scenario is divided into
two parts, as shown in Figure 1.2. The ﬁrst part, “Inferring Web User Feedback”, uses
techniques from mathematics to analyze the behavior of web site users. In particular,
mathematical logic is used to deﬁne the consistency of users, and graph theory is used
to determine the important users of a web community. The second part, “Inﬂuencing
Factors on Web User Feedback”, uses methods of mathematics (statistics), economics
(behavioral economics), sociology (social networks), and psychology (cognitive prop-
erties) to analyze the factors that inﬂuence community feedback. The disciplines used
in this thesis are marked with yellow in Figure 1.1.1.3. Structure 5
 Disciplines used in this thesis
Figure 1.1: The research areas of Web Science [OH08]
1.3 Structure
The thesis is divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part aims to improve the analysis func-
tionality and accuracy of user interest proﬁles. The second part focuses on factors that
inﬂuence web site visitors on their explicit feedback and develops guidelines for how
web site business owners could place and enrich rating systems on their web site. The
two parts are organized as follows:
Part I: Inferring Web User Feedback (covers the blue parts of Figure 1.2 and Fig-
ure 1.3).
Chapter 2: The Gugubarra Framework. To analyze web user feedback, we use
the Gugubarra Framework [HKTZ06b], a web analytic tool that helps the owner of a
web site to better understand the interests of the web site visitors. Chapter 2 introduces6 Introduction
■  ■ Thesis Part I  ■  ■ Thesis Part II
Figure 1.2: Research scenario
the Gugubarra Framework, including its basic concepts in Section 2.3, the different user
proﬁles in Section 2.4, and the implementation of these concepts in Section 2.5.
Chapter 3: A Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a Web
Site. In Chapter 3, we use past user data to analyze the consistency of user behavior
with respect to user feedback. Accordingly, we extend the Gugubarra Framework with a
framework analysis for managing the feedback of web site visitors. Within the seven steps
of this framework, the web site owner can identify patterns of users’ interest. In detail,
Section 3.6 introduces the Relevance Proﬁle, and Section 3.8 introduces the methodology
of the consistency check.
Chapter 4: User Similarity and User Importance. In Chapter 4, we analyze the
on-line community in its entirety with the help of graph algorithms. In particular, we
extend the Gugubarra Framework with a tool for building and mining similarity graphs
of the web community. With this tool, the web site owner can calculate the most “im-
portant” and the most “unimportant” users with respect to their interests. This tool has
a two-phase workﬂow. In the ﬁrst phase, described in Section 4.4.1, the similarity graph1.3. Structure 7
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Inferring Web User Feedback
Part II
Influencing Factors on
Web User Feedback
Figure 1.3: Relation of Part I and Part II
of a community, which is determined by the similarity threshold chosen by the web site
owner, is built. In the second phase, the importance of the web site users is calculated.
Section 4.4.2 describes nine algorithms that are used in this calculation.
Chapter 5: Case Studies. In Chapter 5, we conduct three case studies to show
the applicability of the extended Gugubarra Framework in different real world scenar-
ios. The chapter uses the analysis methodologies that were introduced in the prior
chapters. The scenario of the ﬁrst case study, described in Section 5.2, is a cold-start
situation, which means that the user logs on the web site for the ﬁrst time and the ex-
tended Gugubarra Framework calculates an initial user proﬁle. The second case study,
described in Section 5.3, compares a cold-start situation with a warm-start situation. In
a warm-start situation, the user is already familiar with the web site, and her/his proﬁle
calculation includes data from previous user sessions. The third case study, Section 5.4,
uses all user data of a real web site, collected over two years. This scenario represents
the application of the extended Gugubarra Framework to a web community existing for
a long period of time.
Chapter 6: Mouse-Tracking. In Chapter 6, we propose a further extension to the
Gugubarra Framework, the ability to track the mouse activities of the web site visitors.
Section 6.4 discusses the potential of using mouse-tracking technology in the Gugubarra
Framework. The practical realization and implementation are presented in Section 6.5,
which demonstrates the expandability of the existing concepts. In Section 6.6, we eval-
uate the new mouse-tracking functionality by conducting an experiment. This chapter
completes the ﬁrst part of the thesis, “Inferring Web User Feedback”.8 Introduction
Part II: Inﬂuencing Factors on Web User Feedback (covers the green parts of Fig-
ure 1.2 and Figure 1.3).
Chapter 7: How Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice. In ad-
dition to the analysis of web user behavior, in Chapter 7, we extend the Gugubarra
Framework with a set of guidelines for placing and enriching rating systems [CM06] on
web pages. Accordingly, we investigate the inﬂuencing factors of various rating scale
designs on different types of user’s choices. To measure these factors, we conduct three
experiments on a real web store. Section 7.2 presents the theoretical insights, focus-
ing on the cognitive process behind this choice. Section 7.4 presents a four-step analysis
process that is based on a choice-based conjoint (CBC) analysis and is used in the three ex-
periments to determine the inﬂuencing factors. The ﬁrst study, described in Section 7.5,
explores the impact of service attributes on the choice of listening to audio ﬁles. In Sec-
tion 7.6, with the help of the second experiment, we determine the impact of service
attributes on the choice of rating an audio ﬁle. The third experiment, described in Sec-
tion 7.7, discovers the impact of service attributes on the choice of indicating interest in
an audio ﬁle.
Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Research Directions. Chapter 8 presents the
conclusion in Section 8.1 and lists future research directions in Section 8.2.
How Part I and Part II relate. The goal of this thesis is to develop a framework for web
site owners that, on the one hand, helps to understand web site visitors by analyzing their
feedback and, on the other hand, provides guidelines for collecting visitor feedback. With
the knowledge of the visitor’s interests, the web site owner can adapt the web pages
accordingly and provide proper content. With the guideline for collecting the visitors’
feedback, the web site owner will be able to collect suitable feedback for the analysis.
The two parts of this thesis, which are visualized in Figure 1.3, reﬂect the composition
of this goal.
Figure 1.4 concludes the introduction by presenting a word cloud of this thesis. A
word cloud is calculated from the frequencies of the words in a text without stop words,
such as is, as, and or. Only the most frequent words are shown, and the font size of
a word increases with its frequency in the source text. At the beginning of Part I and
Part II, the word cloud of the respective part is shown.1.3. Structure 9
Figure 1.4: Word cloud of the complete thesis10 IntroductionPart I
Inferring Web User Feedback
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The Gugubarra Framework
With the Gugubarra Framework, a web based analytic tool is introduced that helps the
owner of a web site to understand the interests of the web site users. In the ﬁrst part of
this chapter, the novel concepts introduced by Gugubarra are discussed. In the second
part, the implementation of these concepts is presented.
2.1 Introduction
The web based analytic framework Gugubarra, also described in [MWTZ04, HZ08], is a
prototype system developed by the Databases and Information Systems (DBIS) research
group at the Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main. The purpose of the system is to
help the owner or manager of a web site to more fully understand the interests of the
registered users on her/his web site.
In this project, a web site is a collection of web pages, where visitors or users can
register and log on. The combined group of registered users of this web site are called
the on-line community or web community. This web site is maintained by a web site
owner who controls the content and decides on the business strategies or goals. During
a user session, which is deﬁned as the time between the log-in and the log-out of a web
user, all web page requests are stored in the log ﬁles of the web server and enriched with
additional information, such as zones, topics, and actions, which are explained later in
1314 The Gugubarra Framework
Figure 2.1: Laughing Kookaburra1
Chapter 2. All of these data are used to calculate proﬁles describing the interests of
every web site user.
It is assumed that a web site owner has certain business goals, e.g., to reach a certain
number of reads, sales, or registered users on her/his web portal [HZ08]. For example,
she/he wants to keep the users on the web site and to attract new users. To achieve
these goals, the web site owner has to react to the on-line community and provide or
adapt the content of the web site accordingly. Therefore, she/he has to understand the
following:
 what the visitors want on the web site,
 why they visited a speciﬁc web page, and
 what the interests of the users are.
1This image is published by Flagstaffotos (http://www.flagstaffotos.com.au/) under the terms
of the GFDL license (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html).2.1. Introduction 15
Figure 2.2: Logo of the Gugubarra project
To attain these goals, a common server log analysis, such as described by Weischeldel
and Huizingh in [WH06] or by Jung et al. [JHW07], is reﬁned using several new con-
cepts, which will be discussed in the next sections.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 2.2, privacy issues
relatedtotheGugubarraFrameworkarediscussed. Section2.3introducesthebasiccon-
cepts of the Gugubarra Framework, i.e., zones, topics, and topic weights in Section 2.3.1
and actions and their weights in Section 2.3.2. Important to the basic concepts are the
different user proﬁles of Gugubarra, which are described in Section 2.4.1, Section 2.4.2,
and Section 2.4.3. The implementation of these concepts is explained in Section 2.5.
This chapter ends with the conclusion and a summary of possible future work activities
in Section 2.6.
Remark 2.1 Origin of the Name “Gugubarra”
Gugubarra is the name the Australian aboriginals use for the laughing Kookaburra
bird; Figure 2.1 shows a picture of the laughing Kookaburra bird and Figure 2.2 de-
picts the logo of the Gugubarra project.
The name was chosen without ulterior motive, but a student (Sven Eschenberg) sug-
gested the following meaningful explanation afterwards: The Kookaburra is a carniv-
orous bird that hunts for its food. The Gugubarra Framework also hunts for the data
of the web site users to calculate their interest proﬁles.16 The Gugubarra Framework
2.2 Gugubarra and Data Privacy
With the commercialization of the Internet, the need to collect data and analyze user
behavior is increasing. Many ideas in business are based on selling collected data. The
standards concerning trading the data of web visitors that are in place to protect their
privacy vary between countries and between companies; these standards range from
very restrictive to very loose [MSB00, JK08].
With the Gugubarra Framework, both sides are accommodated. On the one hand,
the web site owner who wants to earn money by using the data of the web site users
often comes into conﬂict with the privacy protection standards. On the other hand, the
users of the web site are concerned about the security of their (behavioral) data [HZ11].
The one side cannot exist without the other, i.e., without the commercial use of the
behavioral data, many web sites would not be proﬁtable. However, if a web site owner
uses the data of her/his customers irresponsibly, she/he will lose them, and often, the
foundation of her/his business will follow.
To manage the privacy issue, the Gugubarra Framework is designed for an on-line
community of registered users. Such a ﬁnite community makes it easier for the web site
owner to inform the users that their actions and behavior on the community pages are
analyzed and that several user proﬁles are built from these data. With the awareness
that they are being tracked, users can always decide not to register to this community
and so avoid being tracked. However, in the end, the proper and responsible use of the
data is the responsibility of the web site owner.
2.3 The Basic Concepts of Gugubarra
The concepts of Gugubarra are based on observations of bricks-and-mortar businesses,
i.e., grocery stores. How these observations are transferred to the modern e-commerce
world is described in the following sections.
2.3.1 Zones, Topics, and Topic Weights
Many grocery stores are organized into different zones [Ill07], which makes it easy for
the customer to ﬁnd the desired goods. Therefore, these zones contain similar items
that are semantically connected. For example, there is a zone with large refrigerators
that contain different types of frozen foods and another zone with shelves that are ﬁlled
with a wide variety of candies. Semantically, these zones are not totally disjunctive,
e.g., in the zone with frozen foods, sweet ice cream can also be found.2.3. The Basic Concepts of Gugubarra 17
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Figure 2.3: Gugubarra concepts: zones, areas, and pages
With the Gugubarra Framework, the concept of zones is transferred to the world
of e-commerce [HKTZ06b, HKTZ06a], i.e., a zone of a web site consists of one (Fig-
ure 2.3a) or more web pages (Figure 2.3b) or a set of parts of a web page (Figure 2.3c
and Figure 2.3d). Zones must be disjunctive and each zone has a unique ID. For sim-
plicity, individual parts making up a zone are denoted as areas (see Figures 2.3a-2.3d).
Therefore, a zone can also be deﬁned as a set of areas.
For each zone, a list of topics is deﬁned, which describes the contents of the zone.
Each topic, in turn, has an associated weight. Topic weights are deﬁned by the owner
of the web site and are used to indicate the relative importance of the given topic with
respect to the zone where the topic is deﬁned. The topic weight is represented by a
number between 0 and 1; 0 represents minimum importance, while 1 denotes maxi-
mum importance of this topic. A topic can be assigned to different zones with different
weights.
In analogy to the grocery store, the zone with large refrigerators could have a “frozen
food” topic with a weight of 0.9 (very important) because lot of different types of frozen
foods are stored there. In the same zone, a refrigerator with ice cream can be placed
and represented by the “sweets” topic with a weight of 0.2 (less important) because ice18 The Gugubarra Framework
cream is only a small part of this zone. In contrast, the “sweets” topic could have a high
weight in the zone with candies, e.g., 1.0, which indicates maximum importance.
2.3.2 Actions and Action Weights
Parallel to the structural observations of a grocery store, a comparison can be made to
the store customers. Customers usually perform many actions during their visit, e.g.,
they walk around the store, take goods off the shelves, touch the goods, put the goods
into their shopping cart, and pay for the goods at the cashier. Some of these actions
are more important to the store owner than others. Walking could indicate a person’s
interest in the range of products or only curiosity. However, a customer who is paying
for goods indicates a deﬁnite interest in the store’s products.
To reﬂect these observations in Gugubarra, a set of actions that can occur within the
web site are deﬁned [HKTZ06b]. Clicking a link and downloading a ﬁle are examples
of possible actions. Each action also has an associated weight that indicates the relative
importance of the speciﬁc action in the context of the zone where the action can occur.
The action weight has a value greater than or equal 0. A value with a range between
0 and 1 has a damping effect on the weight of the topics in the zone where the action
occurs. Accordingly, an action weight greater than 1 has a strengthening effect on the
impact of the topics.
The next sections will show, in detail, how this information is used to calculate sev-
eral user proﬁles of web site visitors.
2.4 User Proﬁles of Gugubarra
Gugubarra has different types of user proﬁles, i.e., user proﬁles for explicit feedback,
user proﬁles for implicit feedback, and a user proﬁle that unites all interest proﬁles of a
user in one single proﬁle. Figure 2.4 gives an overview of all Gugubarra user proﬁles,
which will be explained in the next sections in more detail.
2.4.1 Explicit Feedback User Proﬁles
In Gugubarra the explicit user data are stored in two different proﬁles, the Obvious Proﬁle
(OP) and the Feedback Proﬁle (FP) [MWTZ04]. Explicit user data means, that the web
site user is directly asked by the web site owner about the data, e.g., by an e-mail or a
web form. The advantages of these types of data is that they come directly from the user
and that the user is aware of being asked about her/his interests. Thus, the results can2.4. User Proﬁles of Gugubarra 19
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Figure 2.4: Gugubarra user proﬁles
reﬂect the interests of a user very accurately. However, the disadvantages are that a user
can misinterpret the topics and/or give inaccurate answers. The explicit user feedback is
a valuable source for the calculation of user interest proﬁles. The next sections describe
the use of the explicit user feedback in the context of the Gugubarra Framework.
Obvious Proﬁle (OP)
The Obvious Proﬁle (OP) stores the data that are explicitly given by a user, e.g., name,
age, address, and e-mail address, during the initial registration process, and from up-
dates as they occur [MWTZ04]. These data are not used to calculate interest proﬁles
but could be used to obtain a demographic overview of the web community.
Feedback Proﬁle (FP)
The Feedback Proﬁle (FP) stores the data that are explicitly given by a user about her/his
interests in the topics of the web site [MWTZ04].
Technically, all FPs are vectors and store the interests of each user, um, related to a
topic Ti at time tn. Each row contains the calculated interest values of the user for a
topic. The values of the calculated interests are between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates high
interest, and 0 indicates no interest in a topic or that the user did not give any explicit
feedback about her/his interest in this topic. Figure 2.5 displays an example of a FP of20 The Gugubarra Framework
a user, showing a high interest in topic T2 with an interest value of (1.0), lower interest
in topic T1 (0.3), and no interest in topic T3, (0.0).
FPum,tn =
0
@
0.3
1.0
0.0
1
A
  T1
  T2
  T3
Figure 2.5: FP for a user um deﬁned for three topics T1, T2, and T3
2.4.2 Implicit Feedback User Proﬁles
In addition to the explicit user data, the Gugubarra Framework calculates user interests
from the implicit user data. The sources of the implicit user data are the interactions
of the visitors with the web site, particularly, the behavioral data. With these data,
Gugubarra compensates for the constraints of the explicit user data mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. The implicit user data are stored in the Non-Obvious Proﬁle (NOP), which
consists of the Action Proﬁle (ActP) and the Duration Proﬁle (DurP) [HKTZ06b]. In
Chapter 6, the implicit user proﬁles of the Gugubarra Framework are extended with
data from the mouse activities of the web site user.
Action Proﬁle (ActP)
The Action Proﬁle (ActP) takes into account the activities a user performs in a given zone
with respect to a topic and is deﬁned as follows:
ActP(Ti) =
P
q(
P
t awt  v(Ti,Zq))
P
s aws
(2.1)
For each zone Zq with topic Ti, the associated topic weight, v, is multiplied with
the sum of the weights of all actions, awt, that occur in that zone. The result is then
normalized by the sum of the weights of all actions that have occurred. The results
are normalized to obtain values between 0 (no interest) and 1 (high interest) for the
speciﬁc topic Ti.
Similar to the FP (see Figure 2.5), the ActP stores the calculated interests of a user
in a vector. The stored values are between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates high interest,
and 0 indicates no interest in a topic or that the user did not perform any action in a
zone with this topic.2.4. User Proﬁles of Gugubarra 21
Duration Proﬁle (DurP)
The Duration Proﬁle (DurP) takes into account, for a topic Ti, the time (duration) spent
by the user on a page that contains that topic. It is calculated as follows:
DurP(Ti) =
P
j(duration(Pj) v(Ti,Pj))
P
k duration(Pk)
(2.2)
For a topic Ti, the weights v of the topic Ti are summed for all pages P, for the zones
that contain the topic Ti. The result is then multiplied by the time the user has spent on
each page (duration). Finally, the result is normalized by dividing it by the total time
the user spent on the web site.
Similar to the FP (see Figure 2.5), the DurP stores the calculated interests of each
user in a vector. The stored values are between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates high interest,
and 0 indicates no interest in a topic, or that the user did not spend any time (duration)
on a page with this topic.
Non-Obvious Proﬁle (NOP)
The Non-Obvious Proﬁle (NOP) combines the ActP and DurP to calculate the behavioral
data of a user of the web site.
The calculation of a NOP for a user, um, at a given time, tn, with respect to a topic, Ti,
is automatically computed by Gugubarra as follows:
NOPum,tn(Ti) = a ActP(Ti)+ b  DurP(Ti) (2.3)
In the calculation of the NOP , the importance of the actions (expressed by the ActP)
and the time duration (expressed by the DurP) can be determined, relative to one an-
other, by setting the two parameters a and b in the formula. We can assign values
between 0 and 1 to a and b, with the condition that their sum must be 1. For example,
with a setting of the two parameters a = 0.8 and b = 0.2, the ActP would have a much
higher impact than the DurP on the NOP calculation.
Similar to the FP (see Figure 2.5), the calculated interests of a user are stored in a
vector. The value of each element is between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates high interest,
and 0 indicates no interest in a topic, or that no data are available about the user’s
interest in that speciﬁc topic.
Mouse Proﬁle (MP)
In Chapter 6, the Gugubarra Framework will be extended with the capability to track the
mouse interactions of a user with the web site. Therefore, the Mouse Proﬁle (MP) will22 The Gugubarra Framework
Figure 2.6: Architecture of the Gugubarra Designer [Hoe11]
be introduced. It consists of the Zone visiting Proﬁle (ZvP) and the Click Proﬁle (CIP).
Further details will be discussed in Chapter 6.
2.4.3 The Relevance Proﬁle (RP)
The Relevance Proﬁle (RP) unites the explicit and the implicit feedback proﬁles of a user
into a single interest proﬁle. This proﬁle will be deﬁned and discussed in Chapter 3 of
this thesis. With the help of the RP , the web site owner can calculate the consistency of
the users and also collect valuable information about the community.
2.5 Implementation
In this section, the implementation of the two parts of the Gugubarra Framework, the
Gugubarra Designer and the Gugubarra Analyzer, will be brieﬂy discussed. A more
detailed description can be found in the PhD thesis of Natascha Hoebel [Hoe11]. Below,
version 3.0 of the Gugubarra Framework is presented.2.5. Implementation 23
Figure 2.7: The Gugubarra Designer Joomla! plug-in showing the zone management
2.5.1 Gugubarra Designer
The Gugubarra Designer helps the web site owner to include the concepts of Gugubarra
into the web site. Figure 2.6 shows the layer view of the architecture of the Gugubarra
Designer. The frontend layer is made up of the web site that is analyzed with the
Gugubarra Framework.
Currently, web sites are usually composed of more than one web page, and are often
very complex. The use of a content management system allows the web site owner to
administrate the web site more easily. Therefore, the Gugubarra Designer is built as a
plug-in for a content management system. This plug-in forms the backend layer of the
Gugubarra Designer. In [Hoe11], the full description of the construction of the plug-
in for the Joomla!2 content management system, Guguboomla, can be found. Gugu-
boomla is the reference implementation for the Gugubarra Designer used in this thesis.
With this plug-in, the web site owner can add Gugubarra zones, topics, and actions,
with their corresponding weights, to the web site. Figure 2.7 presents a screenshot of
the Gugubarra Designer with its zone management section.
All these Gugubarra meta data are stored in ﬁles on the web server. The meta data
2https://www.joomla.org/24 The Gugubarra Framework
Figure 2.8: Architecture of the Gugubarra Analyzer [Hoe11]
ﬁles are coded using the Extensible Markup Language (XML)3 document format that
are good readable by humans too. The user sessions are managed by the content man-
agement system, i.e., Joomla!, and stored on the same server as the server log ﬁles.
In this thesis, the Gugubarra Designer is extended with the ability to track the mouse
activities of the web site visitors; see Chapter 6. An advanced feedback form system for
the collection of the explicit user feedback is also added; see the bachelor thesis of
Solaimankhel [Sol10].
After the integration of the Gugubarra concepts into the web site, the behavioral data
of registered web site visitors are collected and analyzed by the Gugubarra Analyzer,
which is introduced in the next section.
2.5.2 Gugubarra Analyzer
The main tasks of the Gugubarra Analyzer are to analyze the data of the Gugubarra
Designer, to build the user proﬁles, and to provide the web site owner with a web ap-
plication to analyze her/his web community. Figure 2.8 shows the layers of the archi-
tecture of the Gugubarra Analyzer with frameworks used for the implementation. The
Gugubarra Analyzer is a separate service and can be installed on the same or a different
machine than the Gugubarra Designer.
3http://www.w3.org/XML/2.5. Implementation 25
Figure 2.9: The Gugubarra Analyzer web application
The GUI4 of the web application is the presentation layer. Tapestry5, an open source
framework for creating dynamic web applications in Java6, is used in this application
to build the simple HTML7 pages, such as the conﬁguration dialogs. For more com-
plex pages, the Java libraries Swing and JavaFX are used. Within the GUI conﬁguration
dialogs, the web site owner can inﬂuence the user proﬁle calculations by changing dif-
ferent parameters. After conﬁguration, the different user proﬁles are calculated and
presented to the web site owner.
The Gugubarra Analyzer comes with a few of different analysis services, which allow
the web site owner to examine some statistics about the web community. For example,
Figure 2.9 presents the NOP , the FP , and the RP of a user for one topic and for one year.
4Graphical User Interface
5https://tapestry.apache.org/
6http://www.java.com/
7HyperText Markup Language, http://www.w3.org/html/26 The Gugubarra Framework
The user proﬁles, the graph calculation, and the different services are part of the
service and logic layer. All these services are provided using Spring8, a Java framework
for the development of enterprise applications.
The next layer, the integration and persistence layer, provides the business objects,
i.e., zones, topics, and users, to the Gugubarra Framework. The needed data are queried
from the database and mapped to objects using Hibernate9, a framework for the storage
and retrieval of Java domain objects via object/relational mapping. This layer also
organizes the access and download of any meta data or log ﬁles on Gugubarra Designer
that are located on another server. The access and download occur via HTTP10 and are
implemented with the Java library Java.net.
The bottom layer is the data storage layer. In this layer, the downloaded meta data
and log ﬁles are stored on the Gugubarra Analyzer server, parsed, and written into a
MySQL11 relational database for further use.
In this thesis, the Relevance Proﬁle, described in Chapter 3, and the Mouse Proﬁle,
described in Chapter 6, calculations are also integrated into the Gugubarra Analyzer.
The user proﬁles analysis tools are extended so that the web site owner is supported by
conducting a consistency check, as presented in Chapter 3. A tool is implemented to
build and mine similarity graphs of her/his on-line community, as discussed in Chap-
ter 4. With this tool, the web site owner can determine the most important and unim-
portant users of the community using different algorithms.
2.6 Conclusion and Future Work
With the Gugubarra Framework, a tool is developed to support web site owners in un-
derstanding their communities. In this chapter, the Gugubarra Framework, its basic con-
cepts, and its implementation, are introduced. With the Gugubarra concepts of zones,
topics, and actions, new ideas are implemented to reﬁne the common click stream anal-
ysis. Furthermore, the web site owner can ﬁne tune these concepts and so inﬂuence the
user proﬁles calculations to reﬂect the needs of her/his business strategy by deﬁning
the weights of the topics and the actions. The Gugubarra Framework has three differ-
ent types of user proﬁles. The ﬁrst type is built from the explicit user feedback, and the
second type is calculated from the implicit user feedback. The last type is a container
proﬁle, the RP , which is calculated from all other user interest proﬁles.
8http://www.springsource.org/
9http://www.hibernate.org/
10Hypertext Transfer Protocol
11http://www.mysql.com/2.6. Conclusion and Future Work 27
After the introduction of the basic concepts, the implementation of the Gugubarra
Framework is presented. The Gugubarra Framework consists of two parts. The ﬁrst is
the Gugubarra Designer, built as a plug-in for a content management system that allows
thewebsiteownertointegratetheGugubarraconceptsintothewebsite. Theotherpart,
the Gugubarra Analyzer, provides several services to analyze the on-line community.
In future work, especially with respect to user feedback, the Gugubarra Framework
couldbeenhancedbyWeb2.0technologies. Thewebsitevisitorscouldbecomeinvolved
in the process of the topic assignment to zones, i.e., with tags, users would be able to add
new topics to zones. Tags are meaningful keywords, added by users to a web resource,
such as an image. These words can describe the content of the resource, in this case,
the zone. The result is a ﬂat taxonomy [GH06] for the tagged resource, which is built by
the users (the folk). Thus, tags are sometimes called folksonomy [VW07]. The weight
of user topics could be determined by simply counting how often the same tag word
was added to a zone. This approach would move Gugubarra from a web owner-centric
perspective to a relatively web user-focused perspective. However, this approach would
also imply a loss of power of the web site owner over her/his web site.28 The Gugubarra Framework
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A Framework Analysis for Managing
Feedback of Visitors of a Web Site
In this chapter, a framework analysis for managing the feedback of web site visitors is
presented. Within the seven steps of this framework, the web site owner can identify
patterns of users’ interest. Moreover, the Relevance Proﬁle and the methodology of the
consistency check are introduced. This chapter is based on the publications of Schefels
and Zicari [SZ10, SZ12].
3.1 Introduction
An important issue in the management of a web-based user community, where users are
registered to a web portal, is to identify patterns of users’ interest. In this context, the
users’ feedback plays a major role.
In this chapter, we present a framework analysis for managing the feedback given by
registered visitors of a web site. We use as a reference system Gugubarra (introduced in
Chapter2), aprototypesystemdevelopedbyDBISattheGoethe-UniversityofFrankfurt,
for analyzing the interests of web site users.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 recalls the Gugubarra
Feedback Proﬁle and introduces the seven steps of the framework for managing user
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feedback. From Section 3.3 to Section 3.9 these seven steps of the framework are dis-
cussed in detail. Section 3.10 presents related work and Section 3.11 outlines the con-
clusion and future work.
In this chapter, we consider the problem of how to manage user feedback. We look
at the notion of consistency, that is, to what extent the behavior of a user (expressed by
her/his NOP)differs fromher/his declarationof interest givenwith anexplicit feedback.
We assume that a user is willing to give a feedback, indicating values associated to a
list of topics. This is obviously not the only way for a user to give an explicit feedback,
but we will use this method for simplicity in the rest of this chapter. We are aware of
the limitations of explicit user feedback as indicated in [JF03], where studies of eBay’s
reputation system have shown that it is difﬁcult to elicit user feedbacks without some
sort of incentive.
In the literature (see Section 3.10, Related Work), a user feedback is often used in
the ﬁeld of information retrieval for ranking search results to predict user preferences.
This chapter, in contrast, uses feedback in the context of integrating it in the user proﬁle,
which is independent from a search.
In the rest of the chapter, we assume that a user is aware and has given permission
that a interest proﬁle is generated automatically and is kept for her/him.
3.2 User Feedback Proﬁle
We assume, we ask a user for an explicit feedback (see step 3 below), by asking the user
to deﬁne her/his interest with respect to a set of predeﬁned topics, giving a numerical
value between 0 and 1 for each topic: with 0 indicating no interest, and 1 indicating
much interest for a speciﬁc topic Ti. To capture this user information, we deﬁne a
Feedback Proﬁle (FP) as a vector, similar in structure to a NOP . Figure 3.1 shows an
example of such FP , for the same user um, and for the same three topics, T1, T2, and T3.
FPum,tn =
0
@
1.0
0.5
0.0
1
A
  T1
  T2
  T3
Figure 3.1: FP for a user um, deﬁned for three topics T1, T2, and T3
We can see from the example, that the user has given as a feedback different interest
values for T1, T2, while conﬁrming the no interest in T3. We assume in the rest of the3.3. Deﬁnition of a Scope 31
chapter, that we capture the explicit feedback given by a user in her/his associated FP .
Our framework for managing user feedback for a community of registered users of
a web site is composed of several steps:
 Step 1: Deﬁnition of a scope
 Step 2: Deﬁnition of a ﬁlter
 Step 3: Obtaining explicit user feedback
 Step 4: Filtering the user feedback
 Step 5: Clustering
 Step 6: Consistency check
 Step 7: Interpreting the results of the consistency check
Each step is detailed in the rest of this chapter.
3.3 Step 1: Deﬁnition of a Scope
The meaning of this initial step is to analyze for which users and for which topics (scope)
we want to take into consideration the users’ feedback. With this step, we deﬁne a scope
for the users’ feedback, that is, we set a cluster of users, and a cluster of topics for which
we apply the ﬁltering (step 2) of the user’s feedback.
A cluster of users can be deﬁned in different ways: for example based on their be-
havioral patterns, and/or based on the user’s personal data, etc. No matter how the
cluster of users is deﬁned, we impose the condition that a cluster of users has at least
one user in it. In the extreme case it may contain all registered users.
A cluster of topics can also be deﬁned in a different way: e.g., giving a priority list to
the list of topics deﬁned for the web site, and/or taking into account a possible hierarchy
or classiﬁcation of topics, etc. Here, we assume for simplicity that a cluster of topics is
a subset of the list of all topics deﬁned for a web site. Such a cluster may contain no
topics.
3.4 Step 2: Deﬁnition of a Filter
In order to deﬁne the relative importance of a user feedback, we introduce in this step
the notion of a ﬁlter, as a function fl, which results in a value between 0 and 1. If the32 A Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a Web Site
result value of fl is near to 1, then the user feedback has a substantial inﬂuence for the
associated cluster of users and/or topics. While a low value of fl, close to 0, decreases
the inﬂuence of the user feedback. With fl = 0, the user feedback is not taken into
account for the associated cluster of users and/or topics. With fl, we decide here how
much impact the user feedback should have for a given cluster of users and/or topics.
fl is a function deﬁned for a scope, which is a given cluster of users and a given
cluster of topics, resulting in a value between 0 and 1:
fl(Clusterum, ClusterTi | {z }
scope Sk
) ! between 0 and 1 (3.1)
We can apply the same function fl with different resulting values to different input
scope, i.e., Clusterum and ClusterTi. This is a ﬂexible way to handle user’s feedback.
For example, if the Clusterum contains all registered users, then the same ﬁlter is set
for all users, that is, we treat the feedback in the same way for all users. Nevertheless, if
the Clusterum contains a subset of all registered users, this means we apply the speciﬁc
ﬁlter value only for the users who belong to the input cluster. If we want to treat the
feedback of users belonging to another cluster in a different way, we simply apply the
ﬁlter with a different return value to them.
Moreover, if we want to handle in a special way the user feedback related to a speciﬁc
set of topics, we simply group the topics in a cluster and apply a speciﬁc ﬁlter value. In
this way, we can, for example, decide that the user feedback related to a speciﬁc topic T1
is more important (or less important), than the one given for another topic T2.
3.5 Step 3: Obtaining Explicit User Feedback
The process of obtaining an explicit user feedback may vary. In this chapter, for simplic-
ity we restrict our attention to three cases:
 The user is presented a set of topics T1...Tn, and it is asked to give feedback
by indicating a number between 0 (no interest) and 1 (very interested) for each
topic in the list. The user feedback is then stored as it is, in a Feedback Proﬁle, FP ,
associated to the user.
 The user is ﬁrst shown the value of her/his automatically calculated Non-Obvious
Proﬁle for a set of topics T1...Tn, and then it is asked to give a feedback indicating
a number between 0 (no interest) and 1 (very interested) for each topic in the
NOP . The user feedback is then stored as it is, in a separate Feedback Proﬁle, FP ,
associated to the user.3.6. Filtering the User Feedback 33
 The user is presented with her/his last Feedback Proﬁle (FP) for a set of top-
ics T1...Tn, and it is asked to give a feedback, indicating a number between 0 (no
interest) and 1 (very interested) to each topic in the FP . The user’s feedback is then
stored as it is, in the Feedback Proﬁle, FP , associated to the user.
Itisnotinthescopeofthischaptertodiscussthedifferentsemanticsandimplications
of these different ways of soliciting users’ feedback. We plan to study this research issue
in a forthcoming study.
3.6 Step 4: Filtering the User Feedback
Weconsiderthescopeandtheﬁltersetfortheuserfeedback, andwecreateforeachuser
who has given a feedback and for which we have a NOP , a new proﬁle called Relevance
Proﬁle (RP). A Relevance Proﬁle is a vector containing values between 0 and 1. The
process of applying the scope and ﬁlter to the user’s feedback works as follows:
At a given time tn, given a scope Sk deﬁned by a cluster of users Clusterum, and
a cluster of topics ClusterTi, and a ﬁlter fl for it. For each user um, belonging to the
scope Sk, and given a set of topics Ti, also belonging to the scope Sk, we create a Rele-
vance Proﬁle, related to the topics Ti, using the following formula:
RPum,tn(Ti) =
NOPum,tn(Ti)+ fl(Sk) FPum,tn(Ti)
a + b + fl(Sk)
(3.2)
The RP is calculated by integrating the two available interest proﬁles of the user: the
Non-Obvious Proﬁle (NOP), which is automatically calculated, based upon the behavior
of the user (i.e., her/his Action Proﬁle and her/his Duration Proﬁle), with the explicit
feedback given by the user indicated in her/his Feedback Proﬁle (FP), and ﬁltered fl to
the relevant scope Sk.
In the formula, RP sums up the NOP applying the ﬁlter to FP , and it is normalized to
obtain values between 0 and 1, which corresponds to the domain of the NOP .
After this step, we have for each registered users who has given a feedback, besides
a NOP and FP also an RP . The beneﬁts of RP is that it integrates in a ﬂexible way into one
single user proﬁle both the implicit feedback (calculated from the behavior data) and
explicit feedback of the user. In Section 3.11, we will show a few areas of applicability
for the RPs.
For a very high number of users, it is better to work with clusters of RP rather than
with RPs of individual users, as it is illustrated in the next section.34 A Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a Web Site
3.7 Step 5: Clustering
Withthisstep, weapplyaclusteringalgorithmtothegenerateduserproﬁles. Thisisnec-
essary when the number of registered users is very high (e.g., millions of users) and the
analysis of individual user interest is no more possible. In Gugubarra, we implemented
a fuzzy clustering algorithm [HK10, KLL04] to create clusters of Relevance Proﬁles. RPs
can be clustered together in several different ways: for example grouping together users
with RPs showing similar behavioral patterns of interest. We recall that an RP integrates
the behavioral data calculated by the NOP , and the ﬁltering of the user feedback stored
in the FP .
The results of clustering users RPs depends on the value we have set for the ﬁlter. If
all RPs are generated with a ﬁlter fl = 0, we did not take into consideration the explicit
user feedback (if any) in the calculation of the RPs. If we use a ﬁlter fl = 0, a cluster
represents RPs taking into account only the calculated behavioral data (implicit user
feedback) stored in the NOP of the users, and not the explicit user feedback (if any). If
we want taking into account the explicit user feedback, we have re-calculate the RPs by
setting a ﬁlter different from 0 and cluster again. Furthermore, it is possible to cluster
only Feedback Proﬁles (FPs).
Our approach is quite ﬂexible, as we generate RPs by scope, using different ﬁlter fl
values.
3.8 Step 6: Consistency Check
In step 6, we turn our attention to the notion of user consistency. That is, we look if the
behavior of a user (calculated and expressed by her/his NOP) is consistent with her/his
declaration of interest, expressed in her/his explicit feedback (captured in the FP), and
ﬁltered and generated in her/his RP .
We do not intend to judge the intention of the users but rather measure the possible
discrepancy between actions performed by a user (implicit feedback) and her/his decla-
ration of interest expressed by the explicit feedback. We will show in Section 3.11 some
possible domain of applicability of our approach for measuring user consistency.
In Gugubarra, the interest of a user in a topic is encoded as a number between 0
and 1, which can be represented by a metric scale. The interpretation of such a scale is
not very intuitive. To measure the consistency of a user or a cluster of users, we divide
the metric scale into n intervals. These intervals have not to be equally distributed but
should be disjunctive. At least, we name each interval corresponding to an ordinal scale.
The intervals should cover the whole metric interest scale.3.8. Consistency 35
Deﬁnition 3.1 D is an ordered set of n ordinal categories catx:
D = fcat1,cat2,...,catng
with cat1 6= cat2 6= ... 6= catn
Deﬁnition 3.2 Each category catx is assigned to an interval on a metric interest scale:
catx = [a, b] = fy 2 R j a  y  bg
with a, b 2 R and 0  a, b  1 and cat1 \ cat2 \...\ catN = ;
The number n of the ordinal categories deﬁnes the granularity of the ordinal scale.
The granularity level will inﬂuence the results of the consistency check. An example for
such a classiﬁcation would be:
D = f“low interest
00,“medium interest
00,“high interest
00g with
“low interest
00 = [0.0,0.3),
“medium interest
00 = [0.3,0.7), and
“high interest
00 = [0.7,1.0]
In order to have a measurable indication of user consistency, we compare for a given
user, her/his calculated RP with respect to her/his NOP and FP of a certain topic. We
deﬁne the term consistency as follows:
We deﬁne three propositional logic variables [Sch95] called R, F, and N for a given
user um in addition to her/his three interest proﬁles NOP, FP, and RP. These variables
describe the “location” of the interest proﬁles of a user in respect to the ordinal scale as
deﬁned:
Deﬁnition 3.3 Location:
A user’s interest proﬁle for a topic Ti is located into category catx, if its value is a
(proper) subset of the interval of catx, denoted with e.g., RPum,tn(Ti)  catx.36 A Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a Web Site
Deﬁnition 3.4 Location Variables:
R = RPum,tn(Ti)  catx
F = FPum,tn(Ti)  catx
N = NOPum,tn(Ti)  catx
with catx 2 D
Furthermore, four deﬁnitions of consistencies are given, taking into account R, F,
and N:
Deﬁnition 3.5 Explicit Consistent (Ce):
When the RP and the FP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn are located
into the same ordinal category catx (R ^ F) but not in the same category with the
NOP (: N), we call this user or this cluster of users explicit consistent.
R^ F ^:N ! C
e
Deﬁnition 3.6 Implicit Consistent (Ci):
When the RP and the NOP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn are located
into the same ordinal category catx (R ^ N) but not in the same category with the
FP (: F), we call this user or this cluster of users implicit consistent.
R^:F ^ N ! C
i
Deﬁnition 3.7 Total Consistent (Ct):
When the RP, the FP, and the NOP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn
are located into the same ordinal category catx (R ^ F ^ N), we call this user or this
cluster of users total consistent.
R^ F ^ N ! C
t3.8. Consistency 37
Deﬁnition 3.8 Total Inconsistent (    Ct):
When the RP, the FP, and the NOP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn
are each located into different ordinal categories (: R ^ : F ^ : N), we call this
user or this cluster of users total inconsistent.
:R^:F ^:N !    C
t
or :C
t !    C
t
Deﬁnitions 3.5 and 3.6 say that a user is explicit or implicit consistent if her/his FP
or NOP is in the same ordinal category like her/his RP . Accordingly, one interest proﬁle
is always in another (i.e., in a higher or a lower) ordinal category. For example, if a user
is explicit consistent, her/his NOP is in a different ordinal category than the FP and the
RP (see Deﬁnition 3.6). This extra piece of information can also be included into our
deﬁnitions of explicit and implicit consistency. Therefore, we add to the three location
variables, deﬁned in (3.4), two new location variables F" and N" for a given user um:
Deﬁnition 3.9 Location Variables F", N" with catx, cat y 2 D:
F
" = FPum,tn(Ti)  caty with catx  caty
N
" = NOPum,tn(Ti)  cat y with catx  cat y
The superscript arrow indicates that a proﬁle is in a higher ordinal category, e.g., F"
means that the FP of a user is in a higher category than the other proﬁles. Therefore, the
negated form (e.g., : F") means the contrary: the proﬁle is in a lower ordinal category
compared with the other interest proﬁles of a user. Now, we can extend the deﬁnitions
of the explicit and implicit consistencies:
Deﬁnition 3.10 Up Explicit Consistent (Ce"):
When the RP and the FP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn are located
into the same ordinal category catx (R ^ F) and the NOP is in a higher category and,
therefore, in a different category (: N ^ N"), we call this user or this cluster of users
up explicit consistent.
R^ F ^:N ^ N
" ! C
e"
or C
e ^ N
" ! C
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Deﬁnition 3.11 Down Explicit Consistent (Ce#):
When the RP and the FP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn are located
into the same ordinal category catx (R ^ F) and the NOP is in a lower category and,
therefore, in a different category (: N ^ : N"), we call this user or this cluster of
users down explicit consistent.
R^ F ^:N ^:N
" ! C
e#
or C
e ^:N
" ! C
e#
Deﬁnition 3.12 Up Implicit Consistent (Ci"):
When the RP and the NOP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn are located
into the same ordinal category catx (R ^ N) and the FP is in a higher category and,
therefore, in a different category (: F ^ F"), we call this user or this cluster of users
up implicit consistent.
R^:F ^ N ^ F
" ! C
i"
or C
i ^ F
" ! C
i"
Deﬁnition 3.13 Down Implicit Consistent (Ci#):
When the RP and the NOP of a given user um or a cluster of users at time tn are located
into the same ordinal category catx (R ^ N) and the FP is in a lower category and,
therefore, in a different category (: F ^ : F"), we call this user or this cluster of users
down implicit consistent.
R^:F ^ N ^:F
" ! C
i#
or C
i ^:F
" ! C
i#
3.9 Step 7: Interpreting the Results
Thefactualinformationabouttheconsistencyofbehaviorofusers, computedatstep6, is
valuable information that can be used to better understand the user community and the
effectiveness of a web site. With step 7, we attempt to give an interpretation of the results3.10. Related Work 39
from the consistency check. A general interpretation is difﬁcult because there are many
factors to be considered: beginning with the composition of the on-line community of
the web site, the content and layout of the web site, and the tuning of the parameters
of the Gugubarra Framework.
3.10 Related Work
Userfeedbackisoftenusedintheﬁeldofinformationretrieval, forrankingsearchresults
to predict user preferences. White et al. [WJR01] examine the extent to which implicit
feedback can act as a substitute for explicit feedback, where searchers explicitly mark
documents as relevant. With our approach, we combine NOP and FP in one proﬁle and
use this data for analysis.
Agichtein et al. [ABD06] examine alternatives for incorporating feedback into the
ranking process and explore the contributions of user feedback compared to other com-
mon web search features. The implicit feedback causes signiﬁcant improvements on the
quality of web search result rankings. With the NOP we integrate implicit feedback into
the RP to improve its expressiveness.
Lin et al. [LLYT05] deﬁne a so called reputation manager, which collects feedback
ratings from its clients after each transaction. In our approach, web site owners can
easily weight the feedback of users with respect to their reputation. For example, using
a different ﬁlter fl for expert and non-expert users or with a speciﬁc consistency history,
we can get different weights reﬂecting their reputation levels.
In [PB97], Pazzani and Billsus deﬁne algorithms for learning and revising user pro-
ﬁles that can determine, which World Wide Web sites on a given topic would be inter-
esting to a user. The authors use a Bayesian classiﬁer for this task.
In [JGP+05], Joachims et al. examine the reliability of implicit feedback generated
from click through data in web search. They analyze the users’ decision process using
eye tracking and compare the implicit feedback against manual relevance judgments,
and conclude that clicks are informative but biased.
Zigoris and Zhang [ZZ06] use a Bayesian adaptive user proﬁling with explicit and
implicit feedback, and address the cold-start problem, proposing that implicit feedback
should be combined with explicit feedback to get a stable base for prediction. This is
related to our future work where we want to use the RP for predicting user interest
changes.
Fink, Kobsa, and Schreck [FKS97] deﬁne a public accessible, personalized hyperme-
dia system with an adaptive user interface and content. They also distinguish between
obvious and non-obvious user proﬁle information. In addition, to overcome the cold-40 A Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a Web Site
start problem, they use so called “stereotypes”.
With the advent of Web 2.0, large social communities like Facebook1 or Last.fm2
became popular. These communities with their high number of users related data, often
use distributed databases and frameworks to store and analyze these data. Shmueli-
Scheuer et al. present in [SSRC+10] a method to extract user proﬁles from large scale
data. This method is based on the Apache Hadoop3 MapReduce framework. In contrast
to our work, they only use implicit user feedback extracted from the web server logs to
calculate the user proﬁle. However, their work focuses on the scalability of their method
and could be interesting for our future work since our target groups are also large web
communities.
3.11 Conclusion and Future Work
The main result of this chapter is the deﬁnition of a framework analysis for manag-
ing user feedback. This framework integrates user behavioral data, automatically com-
puted, and explicit user feedback, ﬁltered into the Relevance Proﬁle (RP). The calcula-
tion of RPs, their interpretation, and applicability was presented with the help of exam-
ples.
Applicability of Relevance Proﬁles. The ﬂexible way by which we manage the user
feedback by incorporating it, ﬁltered together with the NOP data, into a single coher-
ent proﬁle per user (the Relevance Proﬁle) makes it attractive for a variety of practical
applications. Here, we list some of them:
RPs are useful to solve the so called “cold-start problem” deﬁned by Maltz and Ehrlich
in [ME95]: if a new user registers to the web site, at the beginning we have no infor-
mation about her/his interests since the user did not perform any action yet. With the
integration of the user Feedback Proﬁle into her/his RP , we can solve this problem by
asking the user about her/his interests. If the user is willing to give a feedback at the
time of the registration, we integrate it into her/his RP .
RPs are well suited to cluster and compare users, with no need to consider several
different proﬁles for the same user.
RPs make it easy to add new forms of user feedbacks (e.g., mouse-tracking Chapter 6,
eye-tracking [YJSH08]) by integrating them into the RPs, and setting a ﬁlter deﬁned
reusing different available analysis methods.
1https://www.facebook.com/
2http://www.last.fm/
3http://hadoop.apache.org/3.11. Conclusion and Future Work 41
RPs are useful in cases of missing information. Sometimes there is missing informa-
tion about a topic in the user proﬁle, for example, because the user never visited a page
with this speciﬁc topic. When the web site owner asks the user for an explicit feedback
and she/he indicates a high interest in this topic, it is possible that the user did not
ﬁnd the topic on the web site. A possible reason could be that the web site has a bad
design or bad navigation, so that the user was not able to ﬁnd the available web pages
with this topic of interest. If the explicit feedback indicates instead a low interest in
these topics, the user is simply not interested and did, therefore, not visit the web pages
containing this topic. Which means, the missing interest information is not caused by a
bad designed web site. In conclusion, by integrating the explicit feedback into her/his
RP allows the web site owner to evaluate how effective the web site is.
Explicit feedback error compensation is another domain where RPs are useful. For
example, a user could interpret an ambiguous topic term in a feedback questionnaire
different than the web site owner intended. This could result in that the user indicates
high interest in a topic she/he is not interested, misled by the ambiguous topic term.
The RP can compensate this kind of errors by taking into account the NOP , the behavioral
data of the user. In detail, if a user is not interest in a topic, she/he will not visit many
web page with this topic. Therefore, the RP corrects the interest value of the user in a
misunderstood topic and compute a lower interest value for this topic (how much lower
depends on the setting of the ﬁlter function fl, see Section 3.3 and Section 3.4).
Infuture, wewanttoanalyzedifferentfactorsinﬂuencingthefeedbackofauser, e.g.,
which type of questionnaire forms [VSL07] should be used (see Chapter 7), how often
should we ask for feedback, and what new Web 2.0/Web 3.0 techniques, for example
tagging [Jaz07], can support feedback collection. Moreover, we want to use the RPs as
a basis for predicting changes in users’ interests. To gain reasonable prediction results, we
want to include more user interest proﬁles into the RP . We are currently implementing
a mouse-tracking module for our Gugubarra Framework (see Chapter 6). With these
new data source we will have an extra source for the prediction of users’ interests.42 A Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a Web Site
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User Similarity and User Importance
In this chapter, the Gugubarra Framework is extended with a tool for building and min-
ing similarity graphs. With this tool, the most important and the most unimportant
users of an on-line community can be calculated. Most parts of this chapter are based
on the publications of Schefels [Sch12, Sch13].
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays, web-based user communities enjoy great popularity. The social network
Facebook1 has more than 1 billion active users [fac13] and even the relatively new
Google+2 about 235 million [Gun12]. In this highly competitive environment, it is
crucial for web site owners to understand and satisfy their web community.
Previous research discovered community structures in these networks but focused
only on the pure friendship structure of these communities [EBB10]. In this chapter,
we present a tool for building and mining similarity graphs. These similarity graphs are
built from the interest proﬁles of the users of a web community. We use the Gugubarra
Framework [MWTZ04, HZ08], introduced in Chapter 2, to build interest proﬁles of web
users.
1https://www.facebook.com/
2https://plus.google.com/
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As described in Section 2.3, in Gugubarra, each user proﬁle is stored as a vector that
presents the supposed interests of a user um related to a topic Ti at time tn. Each vector
row contains the calculated interest value of the user for a given topic. The values of the
interest are between 0 and 1, while 1 indicates high interest and 0 indicates no interest
for a topic (see Example 4.1).
Example 4.1 Relevance Proﬁle RP of user um for three topic T1, T2, T3:
RPum,tn =
0
@
0.3
1.0
0.0
1
A
  T1
  T2
  T3
To measure the similarity of the users, we are using different techniques from graph
theory. First, we will introduce the similarity threshold that helps the web site owner in
building the similarity graph of her/his community. This threshold sets how similar the
users must be to be connected together in the similarity graph. In addition to that, it
reduces the complexity of the graph [Pal12]. Second, we will provide several algorithms
to ﬁnd important users in the similarity graph. There exists not only one valid deﬁnition
for importance of users because it depends–as always–on the point of view. For this
reason, we provide nine algorithms to discover the importance of users. Two of these
algorithms are new designed in respect to the needs of similarity graphs.
TherestoftheChapterisstructuredasfollows: Section4.2introducesbasicconcepts
anddeﬁnitionsthatwillbeusedintherestofthechapter. InSection4.3, thesimilarityof
users is deﬁned. Section 4.4 presents the main contribution of this chapter, the analysis
tool for building and mining similarity graphs. Section 4.5 presents the conclusion and
future work of this chapter.
4.2 Basic Concepts and Deﬁnitions
In this section, we introduce the deﬁnitions of the user equality and the user similarity,
concepts of the graph theory, and seven algorithms to determine the importance of users
of an on-line community.
4.2.1 Similarity measurement
Due to the fact that the RP contains all information about the interests of the users, we
want to use it to compute the similarity between the interests of all users. First, we have4.2. Basic Concepts and Deﬁnitions 45
to deﬁne the equality of users:
Deﬁnition 4.1 Two users ui and uj are equal in respect to a topic Tr of a web site at
time tn if the interest values of Tr of their RPs are equal:
RPui,tn(Tr) = RPuj,tn(Tr) where i 6= j.
To compare users, we need a measurement for similarity. Similarity measurements
are very common in the research ﬁeld of data mining. For example, documents are often
represented as feature vectors [YL03], which contain the most signiﬁcant characteris-
tics like the frequency of important keywords or topics. To compute the similarity of
documents, the feature vectors are compared with the help of distance measurements:
the smaller the distance of the documents is the more similar they are.
Gugubarra interest proﬁles, i.e., the RP , can be considered as feature vectors of the
users, too. They contain the most signiﬁcant characteristics of the users, e.g., the inter-
ests in different topics of a web site. Therefore, we can use the similarity measurements
of data mining theory to compute similarity between the members of the on-line com-
munity.
An important requirement on the similarity measurement algorithm is its perfor-
mance because an on-line community can cover lots of users. Consequently, we have to
choose a similarity measurement with a high performance so that the analysis program
will scale with the high number of users. Aggarwal et al. proved in [AHK01] that the
Manhattan Distance, also known as City Block Distance or Taxicab Geometry, is very well
suited for high dimensional data. We share in [HMS+09] that web sites may have up to
100 topics. Thus, we have to deal with very high dimensional feature vectors, i.e., one
dimension per topic (see Example 4.1).
The Manhattan Distance (L1-norm) [Cha07] is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 4.2 The Manhattan Distance d (L1-norm):
dManhattan(a, b) =
X
i
jai   bij
with a = RPum,tn, b = RPur,tn and m 6= r.46 User Similarity and User Importance
4.2.2 Graph Theory
In this section, we present the basic deﬁnitions of graph theory, which was founded by
Leonhard Euler [Eul36], that are necessary for our tasks.
A graph G [Wil79] is a tuple (V(G), E(G)). V(G) is a set of vertices of the graph
and E(G) is the set of edges, which connects the vertices3. Two connected vertices are
called adjacent and incident to the connected edge. Accordingly, an edge is a pair of two
vertices v,w with v, w 2 V(G). If the graph has an empty set of vertices V(G) it is
called null graph and is often denoted by 
 [EF70]. The number of out- and incoming
edges of a vertex are called degree, e.g., in Figure 4.1a the vertex with number 139 has
a degree of eight and the vertex 115 has a degree of one.
A graph G can be represented [Bol98] by an adjacency matrix A = A(G) = (aij).
This n  n matrix, n is the sum of the vertices of G, is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 4.3 Adjacency Matrix A of G:
aij =

1 if fv,wg 2 E(G)
0 otherwise.
with v, w 2 V(G)
In a simple graph, an edge connects always two vertices [RN10]. This means that
E(G) consists of unordered pairs fv,wg with v,w 2 V(G) and v 6= w [Wil79]. In
a social network, vertices could represent the members of this network and the edges
could stand for the friendship relation between these vertices–so friends are connected
together.
Every pair of distinct vertices of a complete graph [Wil79] are connected together.
The connections between edges can be directed or undirected. In a directed graph,
the edges are an ordered pair of vertices v,w and can only be traversed in the direction
of its connection. This means that a simple graph is undirected. This feature is very
useful, e.g., to model news feed subscriptions of a user in a social network, a one-way
friendship.
A loop is a connection from a vertex to itself [Bol98]. A loop is not an edge.
Labeled vertices make graphs more comprehensible. Vertices can be labeled with
identiﬁers, e.g., in the social network graph with the names of the users.
3Sometimes it is postulated [Wil79] that V(G) and E(G) has to be ﬁnite but there exists also deﬁnitions
about inﬁnite graphs [Jun94]. However, the number of web site users should be ﬁnite.4.2. Basic Concepts and Deﬁnitions 47
In the same way edges can be labeled to denote the type of connection. In the social
network graph example, the label could represent the type of relation between users,
e.g., friend or relative.
With weighted graphs, the strength of the connection between the single vertices can
be modeled. Every edge has an assigned weight. In a social network, the weight could
be used to display the degree or importance of the relationship of the users. A weighted
graph can also be represented by an adjacency matrix (see Deﬁnition 4.2 above) where
aij is the weight of the connection of fv,wg. See Example 4.2 for an adjacency matrix
of a similarity graph of ﬁve users:
Example 4.2 Adjacency matrix A:
A=
0
B
B
B
B
@
0.00 1.28 1.19 2.79 1.18
1.28 0.00 1.63 2.83 1.90
1.19 1.63 0.00 2.50 1.35
2.79 2.83 2.50 0.00 2.85
1.18 1.90 1.35 2.85 0.00
1
C
C
C
C
A
In this adjacency matrix, every number represents the weight of the edges between
two vertices, e.g., a2,4 = 2.83 represents the edge weight of the two vertices with the
numbers 2 and 4. The diagonal of this matrix is 0.00 because the graph has no loops.
In an undirected graph the adjacency matrix is symmetric.
A vertex w is a neighbor of vertex v if both are connected via the same edge. The
neighborhood of v consists of all neighbors of v. In a social network a direct friend is a
neighbor and all direct friends are the neighborhood.
A path [Sch07] through a graph G is a sequence of edges 2 E(G) from a starting
vertex v 2 V(G) to an end vertex w 2 V(G). If there exists a path form vertex v to
w both vertices are connected. The number of edges on this path is called length of the
path and the distance between v and w is the length of the shortest path between these
two vertices. A path with the same start and end point is called cycle. Two vertices v
and w are reachable from each other if there exists a path with the start point v and the
end point w. If all vertices are reachable from every vertex the graph is called connected.
G0 is a subgraph [Bol98] of G if V(G0)  V(G) and E(G0)  E(G). G is then the
supergraph of G0 with G0  G.
A community in a graph is a cluster of vertices. The vertices of a community are
dense connected.48 User Similarity and User Importance
4.2.3 Importance
There exist many algorithms to measure the importance of a vertex in graph. We intro-
duce seven of the most common algorithms:
Sergin Brin and Lawrence Page [BP98] use their PageRank algorithm to rank web
pages with the link graph of their search engine Google4 by importance. This algo-
rithm is scalable on big data sets (i.e., search engine indices). Usually, the PageRank
algorithm is for unweighted graphs but there exists also implementations for weighted
graphs [NA08]. Pujol et al. [PSD02] developed an algorithm to calculate the reputation
of users in a social network. The results of the comparison of their algorithm with the
PageRank show that the PageRank is also well suited for reputation calculation, i.e.,
importance calculation.
The Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient [Jac12] of two vertices is the number of common
neighbors divided by the number of vertices that are neighbors of at least one of the
two vertices being considered [Csa10]. Here, the pairwise similarity of all vertices is
calculated.
The Dice similarity coefﬁcient [Csa10] of two vertices is twice the number of common
neighbors divided by the sum of the degrees of the vertices. Here, the pairwise similarity
of all vertices is calculated.
Nearest neighbors degree calculates the nearest neighbor degree for all vertices of
a graph. In [BBPSV04], Barrat et al. deﬁne a nearest neighbor degree algorithm for
weighted graphs.
Closeness centrality [Fre78] measures how many steps are required to access every
other vertex from a given vertex.
Hub score [Kle99] is deﬁned [Csa10] as the eigenvector of AAT where A is the adja-
cencies matrix and AT the transposed adjacencies matrix of the graph.
Eigenvector centrality [Bon87, Csa10] corresponds to the values of the ﬁrst eigenvec-
tor of the adjacency matrix. Vertices with high eigenvector centralities are those, which
are connected to many other vertices which are, in turn, connected to many others.
In Chapter 5, we present evaluations of these algorithms and compare the results
with two new algorithms.
4.3 User Similarity
In Gugubarra, the RP provides the most signiﬁcant information about a user, which is
calculated from all implicit and explicit feedback proﬁles. To calculate user similarity,
4https://www.google.com/4.4. Analysis of Similarity Graphs 49
we take the RP interest value of every topic of each user and calculate the Manhattan
Distance between all users of the web community as shown in the following example:
Example 4.3 Let us assume we have a web site with three topics T1, T2, and T3. This
web site has two registered users u1 and u2. The RPs of the two users were calculated
at time t1:
RPu1,t1 =
0
@
1.0
0.5
0.0
1
A, RPu2,t1 =
0
@
0.6
0.8
0.2
1
A
The Manhattan Distance is calculated as follows:
dManhattan(RPu1,t1,RPu2,t1) =
= j1.0 0.6j+j0.5 0.8j+j0.0 0.2j = 0.9
where 0.9 is the distance of the interests of the both users, i.e., the similarity.
In general, the smaller the calculated distance is the more similar are the compared
users to each other. Our focus is on a large group of users (i.e., the whole web commu-
nity) and not only on a single user or on a single topic. The following sections should
clarify research questions such as:
 Which users are important for the on-line community?
 Which users have similar interests?
 How similar are the interests of the users of the on-line community?
 How is this speciﬁc community structured?
By answering these questions, we want to give the web site owner a useful tool to en-
hance her/his marketing strategies, in respect of the work of Domingos and Richardson
[DR01], and rise as consequence the click rates of her/his portal.
4.4 Analysis of Similarity Graphs
We developed a new tool for building and analyzing similarity graphs. We integrated
several algorithms from different research areas for the analysis of the graphs. This50 User Similarity and User Importance
tool is written in R5. R is an open source project with a huge developer community. The
archetypeofRisthestatisticprogramminglanguageS6 andthefunctionalprogramming
language Scheme7. R has a variety of libraries with many different functions for statisti-
cal analytics. For graph analysis, R provides two common libraries: the Rgraphviz8 and
the igraph9 library. We are using the latter for our implementation because it provides
more graph analytics algorithms10 [Mar11] and it is better applicable for large graphs.
The igraph library is available for other programming languages (e.g., C, Python).
Our graph analytics tool follows a two phases work ﬂow. In the ﬁrst phase, the
similarity graph is built and in the second phase, the built graph can be analyzed with
different algorithms. The next paragraphs describe the work ﬂow in more detail.
4.4.1 Building Similarity Graphs
In the ﬁrst work ﬂow phase, the similarity graph of RPs of the users of the web com-
munity has to be build. We use an undirected, vertices and edges labeled, weighted
graph without loop to build a model for the similarity of the web community users. The
weighted edges represent the similarity between the vertices, which stand for the users.
The edges are labeled with the similarity value, that is the Manhattan Distance between
the RPs of the users. The labels of the vertices are the user IDs. We use an undirected
graph because the similarity of two users can be interpreted in both directions. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows examples of similarity graphs. As mentioned before, in the research ﬁeld
of social networks graph analysis is used to detect social structures between the users,
like in [AA03]. These graphs represent the friend relationship of the users and are in
comparison to our work different. We use weighted graphs to embody the similarity
of users where the edge weights represent the similarity between the interests of the
users. Therefore, we are not able to use the graph analytics algorithm tools from the
social network analysis.
In our tool, the web site owner can choose different alternatives to build a similarity
graph for the analysis. The vertices of the graph (the users) are connected via edges
that represent the similarity. It is possible to connect every user to all other users so
that a complete graph represents the similarity between all users. This graph is huge
and not easy to understand. To reduce the complexity of this graph we introduce a sim-
5http://www.r-project.org/
6http://stat.bell-labs.com/S/
7http://www.r6rs.org/
8http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/Rgraphviz.html
9http://igraph.sourceforge.net/
10http://igraph.sourceforge.net/doc/html/index.html4.4. Analysis of Similarity Graphs 51
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Figure 4.1: Different types of similarity graphs
ilarity threshold. This threshold deﬁnes how similar the users must be to be connected
together. Only users are connected via vertices whose Manhattan Distance of their RPs
is smaller (remember: the smaller the distance is the more similar the users are) than
the chosen threshold. Our analysis tool provides several predeﬁned options to build dif-
ferent graphs with different thresholds. All these graphs are subgraphs of the complete
similarity graph of the whole web community:
 Smallest connected graph: with this option the similarity threshold increases
until every user has at least one connection to another user. In Figure 4.1a, user
no. 115 was added last to the graph and has a Manhattan Distance of 1.159.
Accordingly, all connected vertices have a similarity smaller or equal to 1.159.
The result is one connected graph.52 User Similarity and User Importance
 Closest neighbor graphs: here users are only connected with their most similar
neighbors. Every vertex has at least one edge to another vertex. If there exist more
most similar neighbors with the same edge weight, the vertex is connected to all
of them. This can result in many independent graphs as displayed in Figure 4.1b.
The difference to the nearest neighbor algorithm is that the nearest neighbor algo-
rithm calculates a path through an existing graph by choosing always the nearest
neighbor of the actual vertex.
 Minimum spanning tree [Pri57]: a subgraph where all users are connected to-
gether with the most similar users. In contrast to the “closest neighbor graph”, we
have one connected graph. A minimum spanning tree is shown in Figure 4.1c.
 Threshold graph: at last the web site owner can choose a similarity threshold on
her/hisown. Tosimplifythechoice, thetoolsuggeststwothresholdstotheowner:
a minimum threshold and a maximum threshold. With the minimum threshold
only the most similar users are connected together and with the maximum thresh-
old all users are connected together with every user (complete graph). The owner
can choose a value between the suggested thresholds to get meaningful results.
Figure 4.1d shows a graph built with the maximum threshold.
4.4.2 Similarity Graph Mining Algorithms
In the second work ﬂow phase, the web site owner can analyze the graph, generated in
the ﬁrst phase of the work ﬂow, with different algorithms. The aim here is to detect the
important users in the graph.
What is an important user? There exists not only one valid deﬁnition because it
depends–as always–on the point of view. In social networks, e.g., the importance of
users often stands for their reputation. The reputation of a user can be measured, e.g.,
by its number of connectors to other users. Therefore, a connector in social networks
has another meaning, i.e., the friendship, like in our similarity graphs, we can not use
this deﬁnition of user importance.
In a social graph a user could be important if she/he is central in respect to the
graph. Centrality means that from this very user all other users should be not far away–
it should be the nearest neighbor. These highly connected users are often referred as
Hubs or Authorities [Kle99]. Hubs have many outgoing edges while Authorities have
many incoming edges.
In a weighted similarity graph high importance could mean that this user is the most
similar to other users–she/he should have many edges to other vertices and the edges
weights should be as low as possible.4.4. Analysis of Similarity Graphs 53
Accordingly, we provide nine algorithms to discover the importance of users. There-
fore, the importance is deﬁned by the used algorithm, which are explained below.
 PageRank: The vertex with the highest “PageRank” is the most important user.
 Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient: We interpret the most similar vertex as the most
important user.
 Dice similarity coefﬁcient: Like above, we interpret the most similar vertex as
the most important user.
 Nearest neighbors degree: If a vertex has many neighbors it can be considered
as important.
 Closeness centrality: Verticeswithalowclosenesscentralityvalueareimportant.
 Hub score: Vertices with a high hub score are named “hubs” and should be im-
portant.
 Eigenvector centrality: Vertices with a high eigenvector centrality score are con-
sidered as important users.
As these seven algorithms above are not deliberately designed to ﬁnd the important ver-
tices, i.e., users, in similarity graphs of user interests, we developed two new algorithms:
 Weighted degree: This simple algorithm chooses the vertex with the most con-
nections. Vertices with many connections are important users because they are
similar to other users. Actually, they are connected with other users cause of their
similarity. If there are vertices with the same number of connections it takes the
vertex with the lowest edge weights. Therefore, the most unimportant vertex has
fewer connections to other vertices and the highest edge weights.
 Range centrality: The idea behind this algorithm is that a user is very important
if she/he has many connections in comparison with the other users of the graph,
if she/he has a short distance to her/his neighbors, and if her/his edges have low
weights. Therefore, the range centrality is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 4.4 Range Centrality Cr:
Cr =
range2
aspl + aspw54 User Similarity and User Importance
The range is the fraction of the number of users that are reachable from the ana-
lyzed vertex and of all users of the graph. We take the square of the range because
we consider a user as very important that is connected with many other users:
Deﬁnition 4.5 Range:
range =
#reachable users
#all users
The average shortest path length (aspl) is the average length of all shortest paths
divided by the number of all shortest paths. The shortest paths are calculated with
the analyzed vertex as starting point:
Deﬁnition 4.6 Average shortest path length (aspl):
aspl =
average shortest path length
#shortest paths
With the average shortest path weight (aspw) we take into account that the weight
of the connected vertices should be very low, i.e., the vertices should be very sim-
ilar. It’s the fraction of the sum of all shortest paths weights and of the number of
all shortest paths:
Deﬁnition 4.7 Average shortest path weight (aspw):
aspw =
sum of all shortest path weights
#shortest paths
In Chapter 5 we will use our analysis tool with real usage data and compare our new
algorithms with the established ones.4.5. Conclusion and Future Work 55
4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
With the results of graph analysis we are now able to answer the research questions of
Chapter 4:
 Which are the important users of the on-line community?
We provide several algorithms (see Section 4.2.3) to calculate the important users
of the community. The deﬁnition of importance is dependent on the used algo-
rithm and on a subjective point of view. For example, vertices with many low
weight connections can be considered as the important users of the community.
These users are very similar to the other users, expressed by the low edge weight.
 Which users have similar interests?
All users are connected via weighted edges. Users with similar interests have
connections with low weights. The web site owner can also deﬁne, which users
are connected together by selecting a similarity threshold (see work ﬂow phase
one, Section 4.4.1). As a result only similar users are connected via edges.
 How similar are the interests of the users of the on-line community?
The weights of the edges of the similarity graph represent the similarity of the
users. These weights are calculated with the Manhattan Distance. Therefore, the
lowertheweightsoftheedgesarethemoresimilararetheusersofthecommunity.
We give the web site owner the possibility to set thresholds to identify quickly the
similarity of her/his community (see Section 4.4.1).
 How is the community structured? Is it a homogeneous community where every
user has similar interests or is it heterogeneous?
The visualized graph of the community will give the web site owner an overview
over the structure of the whole community of her/his web portal.
With answers to these questions, a web site owner is now able to start more focused
marketing campaigns. To test new contents or features for her/his web site she/he could
start with the most similar users because these users can be considered as an archetype
for her/his community.
Besides the extension of the tool with more algorithms for the similarity calculation,
in future, the exploration for similarity (or importance) metrics would be helpful. With
this type of metrics it would be possible to evaluate the similarity algorithms objectively.56 User Similarity and User Importance
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Case Studies
In this chapter, the framework analysis for managing the feedback of web site visitors
(see Chapter 3) as well as the tool for building and mining similarity graphs (see Chap-
ter 4) are validated with the data of real web site users. Three case studies with different
focuses are conducted. The basic ideas of this chapter were partially published in the
article of Schefels and Zicari [SZ12] and the paper of Schefels [Sch12].
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 and 4, we introduced methods to analyze user feedback of on-line com-
munities. In this chapter, we validate these concepts with three case studies with users
of a real web site. We used the web site of the Databases and Information Systems
(DBIS) research group at the Goethe-University of Frankfurt1. The web site is currently
used as an information portal for both research and teaching related to databases and
information systems. It has a public and a private section that is only accessible via a
free registration. The Gugubarra Framework version 3.0 has been installed on the DBIS
server and tracks the explicit and implicit feedbacks of all registered users.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.2 we conduct a case
study that is focused on explicit user feedback. We examine the user data with our
1http://www.dbis.cs.uni-frankfurt.de/
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framework analysis for managing the feedback in Section 5.2.2 and calculate the most
important and unimportant users with the help of the tool for building and mining
similarity graphs in Section 5.2.3. Section 5.2.4 presents the discussion of this case
study.
In the next case study, presented in Section 5.3, the consistency of user behavior in a
cold-start situation is compared with behavior in a warm-start situation. Furthermore,
we used the framework analysis for managing the feedback, Section 5.3.2, and the
tool for building and mining similarity graphs, Section 5.3.4, to analyze the on-line
community. The results of this analysis are shown in Section 5.3.5.
The last case study, shown in Section 5.4, examines the data of all users of the DBIS
web site with the framework analysis for managing the feedback (see Section 5.4.2) as
well as with the tool for building and mining similarity graphs (Section 5.4.3). Sec-
tion 5.4.4 sums up the conclusion of this case study, while Section 5.5 gives the overall
conclusion regarding all case studies and outlines future work.
5.2 Case Study: Explicit Feedback
In the ﬁrst case study, the feedback case study, we are interested in the explicit user
feedback. We want to check how consistent the web site users are in their explicit
feedback. Therefore, we compared the ﬁrst feedback of a new web site user at her/his
ﬁrst login with the feedback, shortly given before she/he logs out for the ﬁrst time from
the web site.
5.2.1 System Settings
The feedback case study was performed as follows: we asked a number of students
to register to the web site and perform a number of tasks related to its content. We
computed for each registered user a NOP and asked for an explicit feedback twice via a
web-based form. The explicit feedback was requested ﬁrst at the beginning of the tasks
and secondly at the end of the tasks. After that, we computed an RP for each user who
performed the explicit feedback case study. We assumed a cold-start situation [ME95],
where users had to register to the web site for the ﬁrst time and no previous information
of the users was known. We used the following settings:
a) NOP with parameter a = b = 0.5:
For the cold-start, we considered for this test, the time and the activity performed
by each user equally important in the calculation of the NOP .5.2. Case Study: Explicit Feedback 59
b) We deﬁned four topics for the web site (see Section 3.3, step 1):
T1 = teaching, T2 = research, T3 = databases, and T4 = news.
c) RP ﬁlter function constant with fl(Sk) = 1 (see Section 3.4, step 2).
For the cold-start, we considered user explicit feedback with the same importance
as a NOP . This is justiﬁed by the fact that no previous information about the users
was given and, therefore, in the cold-start all inputs were considered equally im-
portant.
For each topic, zone topic weights were associated with different zones [HKTZ06b].
Next, we followed the seven steps of our framework, see Chapter 3, to analyze the
feedback of the test participants.
5.2.2 Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a
Web Site
In Chapter 3, we introduced our framework for the analysis of the feedback of web
site users. With the data from this feedback case study we will test our concept. The
framework consists of seven steps, which will be performed in the next paragraphs.
Step 1: Deﬁnition of a scope. First, we deﬁne the scope Sk for our feedback case
study: we only wanted to include the participants of the study into the analysis, and
not all visitors of our web site. This means that the cluster of users consisted of eleven
web site users:
Clusterum = fuser67,user95,user111,user115,user127,
user128,user130,user135,user136,user138,user139g
The cluster of topics, we liked to analyze, comprises the four topics:
ClusterTi = fteaching,research,databases,newsg
For these topics we asked the users for their feedback (see also Figure 5.2).
Step 2: Deﬁnition of a ﬁlter. We assume a cold-start situation [ME95], where users
had to register to the web site for the ﬁrst time and no previous information of them60 Case Studies
Final Feedback (FP2)
Figure 5.1: Activity diagram of the feedback case study
was known. For a cold-start we wanted the full impact of the explicit feedback on the
RP calculation. Therefore, we used a constant ﬁlter function:
f (Clusterum,ClusterTi) = 1
With this function the explicit feedback of all users in the Clusterum has the same im-
portance.
Step 3: Obtaining explicit user feedback. Eleven students of computer science were
asked to take part in the test, which took place on 2010-12-15. For each of the eleven
students one user session was analyzed. See Figure 5.1 for the ﬂow chart of the experi-
ment. At registration time, we asked each new student to perform a set of tasks related
to the four topics deﬁned in step 1. The students were asked to:
1. First, give an initial explicit feedback on their interests with respect to the four
topics.5.2. Case Study: Explicit Feedback 61
Figure 5.2: Screenshot of the Gugubarra feedback form
2. Second, choose among a set of predeﬁned tasks related with T1 = teaching, T2 =
research, T3 = databases, and T4 = news. The participants were able to execute
one or more tasks.
3. At the end, after performing the selected tasks, the students were asked to give
an additional feedback. The students were shown their initial feedback and were
asked to update it, if their interest had changed after conducting the task or tasks
they had selected.
The invitation for the test, including the tasks to be performed by the students, is
illustrated in Section A.1.1 in Appendix A. Thereby, a student could give a feedback by
simply using a web based slider (see Figure 5.2), which for each topic listed could span
from 0 (no interest) to 1 (maximum interest). The students had the chance to review
their last feedback.
Step 4: Filtering the user feedback. In this step of our framework, we apply the ﬁlter
function fl, which was deﬁned in step 2, on the scope Sk identiﬁed in step 1. Therefore,
we calculated with Formula 3.2 the RP for all users that belong to the scope Sk. First, we
needed to calculate the NOP with Formula 2.3 per user and write the explicit feedback
into the FP of each user. Second, we calculated the RP . The formulas below show, as an62 Case Studies
example, the calculation of the RP for the speciﬁc user no. 127.
The NOP and the FP of the user127 with t0 = 2010-12-20:
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The RP of the user127:
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Step 5: Clustering. In general, clustering the RPs facilitates the interpretation for the
owner of web site of large on-line communities (i.e., with high number of users). RPs
can be clustered together in several different ways, for example, grouping together users
with RPs showing similar behavioral patterns of interest. In this feedback case study, it
was not necessary to cluster because we only had eleven users.
Step 6: Consistency check. To check the consistency of the users, we projected our
metric interest scale on an ordinal scale. We used an ordinal scale with three ordinal5.2. Case Study: Explicit Feedback 63
categories:
D = f“low interest
00,“medium interest
00,“high interest
00g with
“low interest
00 = [0.0,0.3),
“medium interest
00 = [0.3,0.7), and
“high interest
00 = [0.7,1.0]
Next, we looked at each single user whether her/his FP or NOP and RP is located
into the same category of the ordinal interest scale. This case study focuses on the
explicit feedback of the web users. Therefore, we compared the consistency of the initial
feedback (FP1) with the consistency of the second feedback (FP2) of each user per topic.
Figures A.1 to A.4 in Appendix A, display an RP as red circle, a NOP as green di-
amond, the ﬁrst FP as a blue plus, and the second FP as a blue “x”, for each user per
topic. If the ﬁrst and the second FP have the same values a blue star is drawn. The x-axis
displays both the interest value of the users in metric form and the ordinal categories.
On the y-axis the user numbers are depicted.
The results of the consistency check for participants of the feedback case study are
summarized in Table 5.1. The table displays the type of consistency, e.g., Ce#, of the
users for both feedbacks (columns “FP1” and “FP2”) and the ordinal category (column
“Cat.”, med = medium) where the proﬁles of the consistent users are located.
When we applied the consistency check for the “teaching” topic we obtained the
results depicted in Figure A.1, shown in Appendix A. The results are summarized in
Table5.1, wherewecanseethatfourusers(about36%oftheusers)aretotalinconsistent
(    Ct) in both FPs, while two users (18%) are total consistent (Ct), both located in the
low interest category. Two users are down explicit consistent (Ce#) in both FPs, one user
(9%) is up explicit consistent (Ce"), and another chances from down explicit consistent
(Ce#) to total inconsistent (    Ct). At last, one user is up implicit consistent (Ci") in the ﬁrst
FP and down implicit consistent (Ci#) in the second FP .
The results of the consistency check for the “research” topic are presented in Fig-
ure A.2 (in Appendix A), and summarized in Table 5.1. The table shows that in the
“research” topic ﬁve of the users (45%) are total inconsistent and only one (9%) is total
consistent in the low interest category. Two users are down explicit consistent and one
is up explicit consistent. Two users are changing their consistency level: one from up
implicit consistent to down implicit consistent and the other from up implicit consistent to
total consistent.
When the consistency check was applied for the “databases” topic (see Figure A.3
in Appendix A), the following results were obtained (Table 5.1). In this topic, we have
three total inconsistent users (27%) and three total consistent users. In the down explicit64 Case Studies
Table 5.1: Result of the consistency check for the feedback case study
Topic
Teaching Research Databases News
userid FP1 FP2 Cat. FP1 FP2 Cat. FP1 FP2 Cat. FP1 FP2 Cat.
user67   Ct   Ct -   Ct   Ct -   Ct   Ct - Ci" Ct low
user95 Ct Ct low   Ct   Ct -   Ct   Ct -   Ct   Ct -
user111 Ce# Ce# high Ce#   Ct med Ce" Ce" low   Ct Ce# med
user115 Ci" Ci# med Ci" Ct low Ci" Ct low Ct Ct low
user127 Ce#   Ct med Ce#   Ct med   Ct   Ct - Ce#   Ct med
user128   Ct   Ct -   Ct   Ct - Ci" Ci# med Ct Ct low
user130   Ct   Ct -   Ct   Ct - Ct Ct high   Ct   Ct -
user135   Ct   Ct - Ce# Ce# med Ct Ct med Ci" Ci" low
user136 Ce# Ce# med Ce# Ce# med Ce# Ce# med Ci" Ci" med
user138 Ct Ct low   Ct   Ct - Ct Ct low   Ct Ce# med
user139 Ce" Ce" low Ct Ct low Ce# Ce# med Ci" Ct low
consistent level are two users, in the up explicit consistent level only one. Two users
are up implicit consistent; one changes to total consistent and the other to down implicit
consistent.
Next, we apply the consistency check for the “news” topic (see Figure A.4 in Ap-
pendix A). The following results were obtained (Table 5.1): we have two total incon-
sistent users (about 18% of the users) and two total inconsistent who change to down
explicit consistent. Total consistent are two users, with one down explicit consistent, who
changes to total inconsistent. The rest of the users, four, is up implicit consistent in the
ﬁrst FP . Two stay in this consistency level while the others change to total consistent.
Step 7: Interpreting the results of the consistency check. Within this step, we in-
terpret the results from the consistency check. In this case study, we focus on the explicit
feedback of the participants. The explicit consistency shows, whether the explicit feed-
back of the users is consistent, i.e., is in the same interest category like the RP . The
direction of the implicit consistency (up or down) indicates, whether the implicit feed-
back over- (up) or underestimates (down) the interests of the users. This means in
detail, that for an up implicit consistent user the FP is in a higher interest category as the
NOP and the RP . For a down implicit consistent user it is the exact opposite.5.2. Case Study: Explicit Feedback 65
The ﬁrst FP was given by the users before they explored the web pages while solving
the tasks of the experiment. Therefore, the ﬁrst FP represents their expectations of the
web site. The second FP , given at the end of the experiment, reﬂects their web site
experience during the experiment and how this experience meets their expectations.
Next, we interpret the results from the consistency check topic by topic.
Topic “teaching”
Measures: Only two users changed their consistency, one from up implicit consistent
to down implicit consistent, the other one from down explicit consistent to total
inconsistent. All other users remained in the same consistency level, most of them
were total inconsistent.
Interpretation: On the one hand, there were three explicit consistent users, which in-
dicates that the users were interested in the topic (explicit feedback), but did not
visit many pages within the “teaching” topic. This is indicated by the fact that
there were two total consistent users. On the other hand, the high percentage of
inconsistent users indicates that the web pages with the “teaching” topic do not
meet the expectations of the visitors because all interest proﬁles were in different
interest levels. Thus, the participants of our study were students of computer sci-
ence, they know the teaching pages of our web site already very well and could
solve the tasks of the study without visiting the related web pages. It is also pos-
sible that only few people selected a task related to the “teaching” topic.
Topic “research”
Measures: We observed that two users switched from down explicit consistent to total
inconsistent and one from up implicit consistent to total consistent.
Interpretation: It seems, cause of the many total inconsistent users, that the users had
different expectations of the pages with the “research” topic. It may also be pos-
sible that the research part of the web site is not well structured, so that the users
did not ﬁnd what they were searching for. Another cause could be that the tasks,
which were related to the “research” topic, were too difﬁcult, so that no user did
perform any. That would also explain why the NOP of the users was always in the
lowest interest category. In detail, many down explicit consistent users were in the
medium interest category. According to the deﬁnition of down explicit consistent,
their NOPs must be located in the low interest category because their FP and RP
were in the medium interest category.66 Case Studies
Topic “databases”
Measures: One up implicit consistent user changed to total consistent and another up
implicit consistent user to down implicit consistent.
Interpretation: In the view of the high number of total consistent users, this topic seems
to be interesting for the users and the content of the pages measure up to their
expectations. Nevertheless, there were two users with a FP in a higher interest
category than their NOP . This means, that we still have potential to adopt the
content related to this topic to meet the expectations of the users.
Topic “news”
Measures: Two implicit consistent users changed to total consistent, two total incon-
sistent users to down explicit consistent, and one down explicit consistent to total
inconsistent.
Interpretation: In this topic, the users switched the consistency level most frequently.
From the view of the web site owner, this is a positive sign because here the users
changed mostly into a more “strict” consistency, i.e., from Ci to Ct or from     Ct to
Ce#. This means, that the users become more interested in the topic while visiting
the web site. Another explanation could be that the web site originates from a
databases and information systems research group, and, therefore, most of the
news items are related to databases. And, as shown above, the users were very
interested in the “databases” topic.
All Topics
Wealsocheckedtheconsistencyoftheusersforalltopics. Thefollowinguserspresented
a consistent behavior:
 user95: this user was three times total inconsistent and one time total consistent
(“teaching” topic). She/he seems to be only interested in the “teaching” topic.
 user115: this user switched three times the consistency and was three times total
consistent with her/his second feedback.
 user130: this user was three times total inconsistent and one time total consistent
in the “databases” topic. She/he seems to be only interested in this topic.
If the web site owner modiﬁes web pages with the “teaching” or “databases” topic, a
change in the consistent behavior of user95 and user130 might be a sign that the changes
to the web site are effective or not.5.2. Case Study: Explicit Feedback 67
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(d) Complete Graph (CG)
Figure 5.3: Similarity graphs of the feedback case study
5.2.3 User Similarity
Next, we analyzed the users with the help of similarity graphs as described in Chapter 4.
The aim here is to detect important users. The importance of a single user is determined
by the different algorithms that were introduced in Section 4.4.2.
First phase. In the ﬁrst phase of the analysis process, we generated the similarity
graphs of the users. These four graphs are displayed in Figure 5.3.68 Case Studies
Table 5.2: Evaluation results: IDs of the users with maximum and minimum importance
of every graph type (rows) for different algorithms (columns)
Page Nearest Dice Jaccard Closen. Hub Eigen- Weight. Range
Rank N.D. S.C. S.C. C. Score vector C. Degree C.
SCG
Max 127 135 135 135 127,128,136 127,128,136 128 127 127
Min 115 139 115 115 115 115 115 115 115
CNG
Max 127 95 95 95 127 127 139 127 127
Min 130 139 139 139 67,111 128,135 111 115 111
MST
Max 127 130 95 95 127 127 139 127 127
Min 115 139 139 139 115 115 67 115 115
CG
Max 127 127 all all all all 115 127 127
Min 115 115 all all all all 127 115 115
Second phase. In the second phase, the we analyzed the graphs, generated in the ﬁrst
phase, with different algorithms. The aim here is to detect the important users of the
on-line community.
Table 5.2 displays the results of our calculations. The rows present the different
graph types: SCG stands for smallest connection graph, CNG for closest neighbor graph,
MST for minimum spanning tree, and CG for complete graph (i.e., threshold graph). For
each graph type, the user/users with maximum and minimum importance is displayed.
Every column presents one importance algorithm. We can observe the following fact in
the dataset in respect to our new algorithms, the weighted degree and the rang central-
ity:
In the SCG, the user no. 127 is calculated as most important user by the range cen-
trality, weighted degree, hub score, closeness centrality, and the PageRank algorithm.
The Dice similarity coefﬁcient, the Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient, and the nearest neigh-
bor degree calculate user no. 135 as most important and the eigenvector centrality user
no. 128. So, the majority of the algorithms select user no. 127 as most important. The
most unimportant user is user no. 115, calculated by all algorithms except the nearest
neighbor degree, which chooses user no. 139.
In the CNG, the user no. 127, like in the SCG, is calculated as most important user by
range centrality, weighted degree, hub score, closeness centrality, and the PageRank al-
gorithm. The Dice similarity coefﬁcient, the Jaccard similarity, and the nearest neighbor
degree calculates user no. 95 as most important. Only the eigenvector centrality selects
user no. 129 as most important. Both, user no. 139 and user no. 111, are calculated by
three algorithms as most unimportant.5.2. Case Study: Explicit Feedback 69
In the MST, range centrality, weighted degree, hub score, closeness centrality, and
the PageRank algorithm select user no. 127 as most important, the Dice similarity coef-
ﬁcient, the Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient user no. 95. The nearest neighbor degree (user
no. 130) and the eigenvector centrality (user no. 139) select different important users.
User no. 115 is calculated by ﬁve algorithms as most unimportant user, user no. 139 by
three algorithms, and user no. 67 only by one.
In the CG, user no. 127 is most important for four algorithms, which select also user
no. 115 as the most unimportant user. The eigenvector centrality calculates user no. 115
as most important and user no. 127 as most unimportant–exact the opposite. The Dice
similarity coefﬁcient, the Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient, the closeness centrality, and the
hub score are not able to ﬁnd an un-/important user in the complete graph because
these algorithms do not include the edge weights into their calculation.
5.2.4 Discussion
This case study focused on explicit user feedback. We compared two explicit feedbacks
of users during their ﬁrst web site experience. The ﬁrst feedback was given before the
users visited the web site for the ﬁrst time, the second afterwards. With the framework
analysis, introduced in Chapter 3, we were able to detect weak topics of the web site in
respect to a cold-start situation. We draw the following conclusion:
In both FPs, total consistent users indicate that the web pages meet the expectations
of these users. In the feedback case study the total consistent users never change to
another consistency level.
Total inconsistent users or a change to total inconsistent indicate that the web site
does not meet the expectations of the users because their implicit feedback differs from
their explicit feedback. The users can only change from total inconsistent to explicit
consistent because only the FP changes in our feedback case study, whereas the NOP
andtheRPofauserareconstant. Indetail, achangefromtotalinconsistenttoupexplicit
consistent indicates that the users like the topics more after their web site experience.
Concluded from their up explicit consistency (NOP in a higher ordinal category than the
RP and FP), they performed many actions and stayed a long time on page and changed
afterwards their FP to the same ordinal category as the RP; a change into a higher
ordinal category. A change from total inconsistent to down explicit consistent, FP and RP
are in a higher ordinal category than the NOP , indicates that the users dislike the web
site, which may be caused by a bad web site experience. The FP changes from a higher
ordinal category to a lower one and indicates that the users may have lost interest in
the topic.
Implicit orexplicitconsistent usersthatchangetototalconsistent denotethattheusers70 Case Studies
adapt the FP to their observed behavior (NOP) after their web site experience. In detail,
a change from down implicit or up explicit consistent to total consistent indicates that
they like the topic after their web visit more, which evinces a positive web experience.
This conclusion can be drawn because such a change means that the FP has to change
into a higher ordinal category, seen from the consistency level. A change from up implicit
or down explicit consistent to total consistent could indicate that the web pages with this
topic did not meet their expectation. Here, the FP changes to a lower ordinal category.
With the results of the consistency check, the web site owner is now able to identify
weaktopicsandcanadaptthewebsiteaccordingly. Beforedeployingthenewwebpages
it would be wise to test these pages with the most important, i.e., most similar users of
the case study. The analysis tool for building and mining similarity graphs detects in
the explicit feedback study the most important users. The two new algorithms proved
to be a good alternative to the common algorithms and calculate reasonable results.
5.3 Case Study: Cold-Warm-Start
In this section, we compare a cold-start situation with a warm-start situation. In a cold-
start situation, no information about the interests of a user is known. This situation is
typical for a on-line community, where a user registers and does the ﬁrst login to the
web site. In this situation, only the initial and empty user interest proﬁles are available.
After the ﬁrst user session (the ﬁrst login and logout) the system enters the warm-start
situation. Now, the user interest proﬁles are calculated from the data of the ﬁrst session
and can be compared with the second user session.
5.3.1 System Settings
In this section, we performed a case study to compare cold- and warm-start situations.
We used the same settings for the Gugubarra Framework like in the explicit user feed-
back case study in Section 5.2.1:
a) NOP with parameter a = b = 0.5:
Weconsideredforthistestthetimeandtheactivityperformedbyeachuserequally
important in the calculation of the NOP .
b) We deﬁned four topics for the web site (see Section 3.3, step 1):
T1 = teaching, T2 = research, T3 = databases, and T4 = news.
c) RP ﬁlter function constant with fl(Sk) = 1 (see Section 3.4, step 2).
We considered user feedback with the same importance as a NOP . Like in the last5.3. Case Study: Cold-Warm-Start 71
case study, we had no previous information about the users. Therefore, all inputs
had the same impact in the RP calculation.
For each topic, zone topic weights were associated with different zones [HKTZ06b].
In the next sections, we do a framework analysis, introduced in Chapter 3, of the
collected data and search for the most important user using the graph analytics tool of
Section 4.3.
5.3.2 Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a
Web Site
Step 1: Deﬁnition of a scope. First, we deﬁned the scope Sk for the cold-warm-
start case study: we only included participants into the analysis, which performed the
complete experiment. This means, that the cluster of users consisted of eleven users:
Clusterum = fuser250,user252,user255,user259,user261,user266g,
user267,user268,user270,user271,user272g
The cluster of topics we liked to analyze comprises of the four topics:
ClusterTi = fteaching,research,databases,newsg
For these topics we asked the users for their feedback.
Step 2: Deﬁnition of a ﬁlter. We assume a cold-start situation [ME95], where users
had to register to the web site for the ﬁrst time, and no previous information of the users
was known. For a cold-start, we wanted the full impact of the explicit feedback on the
RP calculation. Therefore, we used a constant ﬁlter function:
f (Clusterum,ClusterTi) = 1
With this function, the explicit feedback of all users in the Clusterum has the same im-
portance.
Step 3: Obtaining explicit user feedback. The cold-warm-start case study consisted
of a start web page with a list of links to four web pages, see Figure 5.4. Every link had
a short description, approximately one sentence, concerning the content of the linked
page. So, the topic of the linked page was obvious to the participants. The four topics
were: teaching, research, databases, and news (ClusterTi). The linked page contained a72 Case Studies
Figure 5.4: Screenshot of the start page
more detailed preview of a page of the web site related to the topic and the participants
were able to click on a link in order to see the complete page. On every page the
participants had the possibility to give their explicit feedback, see Figure 5.2. After the
participants gave their feedback, the experiment ended. Figure 5.5 displays the ﬂow
chart of the cold-warm-start case study.
There were four different versions of the start page: two with a different order of the
linklistandtwowithdifferentlinkedpages. Theparticipantswereuniformlydistributed
to the pages.
The case study was built up of two parts: the cold-start and the warm-start situation.
In the cold-start situation, we had no information about the interests of the participants,
all started with empty user proﬁles. In the warm-start situation, a user proﬁle of each
participants was calculated from the data of the cold-start situation.
Cold-start situation: Every participant received an invitation (see Section A.2.1)
with the request to take part in the cold-warm-start case study. First, she/he had to
register to the DBIS web site, where the Gugubarra Framework is installed. After the
registration process, the participant was automatically led to one of the start pages with
the list of links. Next, the participant was asked to follow one of the links to the page
with the topic she/he was most interested in. The Gugubarra Framework monitored
every action of the participant and built an initial user proﬁle from these information
after the user session.5.3. Case Study: Cold-Warm-Start 73
Feedback
Figure 5.5: Activity diagram of the cold-warm-start case study
Warm-start situation: After one week, all participants were asked to take part in
the same experiment a second time. This time, the participants started with a start
page with a different order of the link-list and with different linked pages. Addition-
ally, three participants conducted the experiment in a supervised lab condition. These
three participants performed two warm-start situations. However, eleven participants
accomplished the complete cold-warm-start case study.
A total of 19 participants took part in this experiment. Three performed the exper-
iment supervised in a lab, 16 unsupervised on-line via Internet connection. Seven of
the 16 on-line participants scheduled the complete experiment with its two parts while
eight only completed one of the two parts. One participant made an additional second
warm-start. The participants were all members or students of the computer science
department of the Goethe-University Frankfurt, nine of them were female (39%) and
14 male (61%). The ﬁrst part of the experiment was conducted at 2011-12-12, the
second at 2011-12-19.
Step 4: Filtering the user feedback. In this step of our framework, we apply the
ﬁlter function fl, deﬁned in step 2, on the scope Sk, identiﬁed in step 1. Therefore,
we calculated with Formula 3.2 the RP for all users of the scope. First, we needed to
calculate the NOP with Formula 2.3 per user and write the feedback into the FP of each
user. Second, we calculated the RP . In Section 5.2.2, an example of the calculations is
shown.74 Case Studies
Step 5: Clustering. The clustering of the user RPs is only worthwhile for a large
number of users. Because only 19 users conducted the experiment, it was not necessary
to cluster their RPs.
Step 6: Consistency check. For the consistency check we used an ordinal scale with
three ordinal categories:
D = f“low interest
00,“medium interest
00,“high interest
00g with
“low interest
00 = [0.0,0.3),
“medium interest
00 = [0.3,0.7), and
“high interest
00 = [0.7,1.0]
Next, we looked at each single user whether her/his FP or NOP is located into the
same category of the ordinal interest scale as the RP . We did a consistency check on
the NOPs, FPs, and RPs of each user from the cold-start situation as well as from the
warm-start situation, as deﬁned in Section 3.8. The results of the consistency check are
presented in Table 5.3. The consistencies (e.g., Ce#) of the cold-start are displayed in the
“Cold” titled column, the warm-start consistencies in the “Warm” titled column. The in-
terest categories are listed in the column “Cat.”, separated by a “/” (slash) with the cold-
start category in ﬁrst place and the warm-start category in second place (med=medium,
hi=high). If the consistency stays in the same category, it is displayed only once. Fur-
ther, we compare the consistency of the cold-start situation (no information about the
user’s interest) with the consistency of the warm-start situation of each user per topic.
Figures A.5 to A.8 in Appendix A, display the ﬁrst RP as red solid circles, the second
RP as red circle, the ﬁrst NOP as green diamond, the second NOP as green solid circle,
the ﬁrst FP as a blue plus, and the second FP as a blue “x”, for each user per topic. If the
ﬁrst and the second FP have the same values a blue star is drawn. The x-axis displays
both the interest value of the users in metric form and the ordinal categories. On the
y-axis the user numbers are depicted.
The consistency check (see Table 5.3) for the “teaching” topic shows ﬁve users with
a constant consistency: three total consistent (Ct), one up implicit consistent (Ci"), and
one down explicit consistent (Ce#). In the cold-start situation three users are up implicit
consistent (Ci") users, two down explicit consistent (Ce#), and one total consistent (Ct).
In the warm-start situation, we have four explicit consistent (Ce) users, three down (Ce#)
and one up (Ce").
In the “research”, topic we observe six users who stay in the same consistency level:
two total consistent, three total inconsistent, and one up explicit consistent. In the cold-
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Table 5.3: Result of the consistency check for the cold-warm-start case study
Topic
Teaching Research Databases News
userid Cold Warm Cat. Cold Warm Cat. Cold Warm Cat. Cold Warm Cat.
user250 Ci" Ce# low/med Ci" Ce# med/hi Ci" Ci" low Ci" Ce# low/med
user252 Ct Ce# med/hi Ct Ct low   Ct   Ct - Ct Ct low
user255 Ce# Ce# hi   Ct   Ct - Ci" Ci" low   Ct   Ct -
user259 Ct Ct low Ct Ct low Ct Ct low Ct Ct low
user261 Ci" Ce# med Ct Ce# med/hi Ci" Ci" low Ci" Ci" low
user266 Ci" Ct low Ce" Ce" low Ce#   Ct med Ci" Ci" low
user267 Ci" Ci" low Ct Ce# hi   Ct   Ct - Ce# Ci" med/low
user268 Ce# Ct med   Ct   Ct -   Ct   Ct - Ce# Ci" med/low
user270 Ce# Ce" med/low Ct Ci# med Ct Ct low   Ct Ce# med
user271 Ct Ct med   Ct   Ct - Ce# Ce# med Ci" Ci" low
user272 Ct Ct low   Ct Ci" low Ce# Ct med Ct Ci" low
consistent. Three of these users switch in warm-start situation to down explicit consistent,
one to up implicit consistent, and one to down implicit consistent.
Nine users stay in the same consistency level in the “databases” topic: two total
consistent, three total inconsistent, three up implicit consistent, and one down explicit
consistent. Only two users, down explicit consistent in the cold-start situation, change
in the warm-start situation their consistency: one to total consistent and one to total
inconsistent.
The last topic, “news”, contains six users, who stay in the same consistency. Most of
them, three, are up implicit consistent, two total consistent, and one total inconsistent.
Two users change their consistency from down explicit consistent to up implicit consistent,
one up implicit consistent user to down explicit consistent, one total consistent user to up
implicit consistent, and one total inconsistent user to down explicit consistent.
Step 7: Interpreting the results of the consistency check. In this step, we interpret
the results from the consistency check. In the cold-start phase of this study, we have no
behavioral data of the users. This phase can be seen as a typical registration process of
a new member to a web community. After the registration process, the user discovers
the web site and gives an explicit feedback before the logout. We assume, that the76 Case Studies
user tells us her/his real interests in this explicit feedback. This data is very helpful
to calculate the interest proﬁle of the user because we have only few behavioral data
from the registration process. Therefore, we will focus on the explicit feedback in the
consistency check in the cold-start situation.
In the warm-start situation, the user already knows the web site and now visits web
pages that are interesting to her/him. In a real world web community, this situation may
not start with the second login, but in our study the number of the provided web pages is
very limited. So we assume, that the user can distinguish between pages of interest and
disinterest. In the warm-start situation, we will focus on the implicit feedback of a user
because here we expect major changes in comparison with the cold-start situation–now
the web site experience of the user will have an effect on his/her behavior (i.e., NOP).
Topic “teaching”
Measures: Weobservedthatsixuserschangedtheirconsistencylevel betweenthecold-
start and the warm-start situation, while ﬁve users stayed in the some level. The
explicit feedback of seven users was in a higher interest category than the implicit
feedback proﬁle (Ci", Ce#) in the cold-start situation. In the warm-start situation,
we had only ﬁve users with a FP in a higher category–a reduction about 18%.
Most users were in the low or medium category in the cold-start as well as in the
warm-start situation.
Interpretation: Many users changed their consistency from cold-start to warm-start
and most of them changed to down explicit consistent. This means, that the explicit
feedback “corrects” the implicit feedback of the users: the users express with their
explicit feedback that they are interested in this topic but after the second login
(warm-start), they visited only few web pages with this topic.
Topic “research”
Measures: Five users switched their consistency between the cold-start situation and
the warm-start situation, six users stayed in the same level. 45% of the users were
total consistent and 36% were total inconsistent in the cold-start situation. In the
warm-start situation were only two total consistent users and the NOP was often
in a lower interest category than the FP . Most users were in the low category, but
two (18%) changed from the medium into the high interest category.
Interpretation: The high percentage of total consistent users in the cold-start situation
could mean, that the explicit feedback conﬁrms the implicit feedback of the users.5.3. Case Study: Cold-Warm-Start 77
However, the warm-start situation is different: now, only few users were total
consistent; the FP was often in a higher category than the NOP . This means, that
the users want to visit more pages with the “research” topic, expressed by the
higher FP , as they did, concluded from the low NOP .
Topic “databases”
Measures: In this topic, most users stayed in their consistency, only two changed their
consistency from the cold-start to the warm-start situation. The explicit feedback
of six users was in a higher interest category than the implicit feedback proﬁle
(Ci", Ce#) in the cold-start situation. In the warm-start situation only four users
had an explicit feedback in a higher interest category in comparison to the implicit
feedback proﬁle. No user changed the interest category: ﬁve had low interest,
three had medium interest.
Interpretation: In this topic, we observe no big differences between the cold-start and
the warm-start situation. Only few users changed consistency but many were total
inconsistent (36%); this topic does not meet the expectations of the users. Even
most of the consistent users stayed in the low interest category.
Topic “news”
Measures: We observed that six users changed their consistency between the cold-start
and the warm-start situation, while ﬁve stayed constant. The explicit feedback
of six users was in a higher interest category than the implicit feedback proﬁle
(Ci", Ce#) in the cold-start situation. Even in the warm-start situation, the FPs of
eight users were in a higher interest category (Ci", Ce#), this is 73% of all users.
The most consistent users were located in the low interest category and only two
changed the interest category.
Interpretation: The implicit feedback of the most users was in a low interest category
(Ce# and med Cat.), while the explicit feedback was located in the medium cate-
gory (Ci" and low Cat). Like the “databases” topic, the “news” topic does not meet
the expectations of the users.
All Topics
We also checked the consistency of the users for all topics. Only three users (user266,
user268, and user271) changed to total consistent, which means that their behavior con-
ﬁrms their explicit feedback.78 Case Studies
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Figure 5.6: User proﬁles over time of user no. 270
5.3.3 User Proﬁles Over Time
During the cold-warm-start case study, three participants conducted the experiment su-
pervised in a lab. Each participant performed one cold-start situation and two warm-
start situations (for the detailed case study description see Paragraph 5.3.2). Figures 5.6
and 5.7 display the three interest proﬁles of user no. 270 and user no. 272 for the
four topics “teaching”, “research”, “databases”, and “news”. The x-axis (abscissa) is la-
beled with the time-line, while on the y-axis (ordinate) the interest values are displayed
(range: zero to one). The NOP is drawn as a green diamond, the FP as a blue “x”, and
the RP as a red solid circle. Both users performed the experiment with one cold-start and5.3. Case Study: Cold-Warm-Start 79
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Figure 5.7: User proﬁles over time of user no. 272
two warm-starts, therefore, we obtained three values per proﬁle type per topic. These
three proﬁles are connected with lines to illustrate the changes of the interest values
over time. Accordingly, the line has no meaning between the three points of time.
User270: In the cold-start situation, the user was not interested in the “teaching” topic
(Figure 5.6a), the values of all her/his interests proﬁles are below 0.1. In the ﬁrst warm-
start situation, she/he visited some web pages with the “teaching” topic, which can be
seen from her/his NOP , but her/his FP shows still no interest in this topic. In the second
warm-start situation, even the FP indicates interest in the topic and the values of all80 Case Studies
three user proﬁles are now very close together.
In the cold-start situation, the participant visited many pages with the topic “re-
search” (NOP), but expressed with her/his FP a disinterest, see Figure 5.6b. In the
warm-start situation, she/he became more and more interested in this topic (FP) and
visited more web pages with this topic (NOP). Analogically to the proﬁle-trends in the
“teaching”topic, allthreeproﬁleshavesimilarvaluesinthesecondwarm-startsituation.
The user was completely uninterested in the “databases” topic (see Figure 5.6c).
There is no visible change in all three proﬁles during the whole cold-warm-start case
study. The values of the three interest proﬁles are always close together.
The FP of the user shows that she/he was interested in the “news” topic at the cold-
start situation (Figure 5.6d). The interest in this topic rose with every warm-start situ-
ation. In contrast, the NOP of the user stays always very low. This means, that she/he
did not visit many pages with this topic. The interest values of the proﬁles are very wide
spread. One could interpret, that this user has high interest in “news”, but the news on
the DBIS web site does not meet the user’s expectations.
User272: The user had high interest in the “teaching” topic (see Figure 5.7a), indicated
by her/his FP , at the beginning of the case study (cold-start). The NOP shows, that the
user visited only a few pages with this topic. The value of the FP drops till it reaches
the value of the NOP in the second warm-start situation. At the end, the values of all
proﬁles are nearly the same.
During the cold-start situation, all proﬁles of the user indicate her/his disinterest in
the “research” topic, see Figure 5.7b. First, her/his FP shows a rising interest in this
topic. The NOP follows this trend in the second warm-start situation.
First, in the cold-start situation, the user gave an explicit feedback (FP) that indicates
high interest in the “databases” topic (Figure 5.7c). After visiting some web pages with
this topic (NOP), she/he lost more and more interest, shown by her/his decreasing FP
values in warm-start situation. In the second warm-start situation, her/his proﬁles are
drawn closer together.
The pages with the “news” topic, Figure 5.7d, attracted the user in the cold-start
situation–the NOP shows that she/he visited many pages with this topic. The FP is on a
lower interest level but rises in both warm-start situations, while the NOP sinks. Again,
the values of all interest proﬁles are close together in the second warm-start situation.
Observation: The most interesting fact in this cold-warm-warm experiment is that the
values of the interest proﬁles of the users in a topic become more and more similar. In
other words: the users become more and more consistent.5.3. Case Study: Cold-Warm-Start 81
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Figure 5.8: Similarity graphs of the cold-warm-start case study
5.3.4 User Similarity
Next, we analyzed the users with the help of similarity graphs as described in Chapter 4.
The aim here is to detect important users. The importance of a single user is determined
by the different algorithms that were introduced in Section 4.4.2.
First phase. In the ﬁrst phase of the analysis process, we generated the similarity
graphs of the users. The four graphs are displayed in Figure 5.8.82 Case Studies
Table 5.4: Evaluation results: IDs of the users with maximum and minimum importance
of every graph type (rows) for different algorithms (columns)
Page Nearest Dice Jaccard Closen. Hub Eigen- Weight. Range
Rank N.D. S.C. S.C. C. Score vector C. Degree C.
SCG
Max 266 252 261 261 266 266 266 266 266
Min 259 270 270 270 270 270 270 259 270
CNG
Max 271 261
252,255, 252,255,
271,213 271 271 271 271
261,268 261,268
Min 255
250,266, 250,266, 250,266, 259,267, 259,267,
250 259 259
271 271 271 270,272 270,272
MST
Max 268 261 268
252,255,
266 266 266 271 266
261
Min 259 250 271 271 267,270 267,270 261 259 270
CG
Max 268 268 all all all all 259 268 268
Min 259 259 all all all all 266 259 259
Second phase. In the second phase, we analyzed the graph, built in the ﬁrst phase,
with different algorithms. The aim is to ﬁnd the important users in the similarity graph.
Table 5.4 displays the results of our calculations. The rows present the different
graph types: SCG stands for smallest connection graph, CNG for closest neighbor graph,
MST for minimum spanning tree, and CG for complete graph (i.e., threshold graph).
For every graph type, the users with maximum and minimum importance is displayed.
Every column presents one importance algorithm. We can observe the following fact
in the dataset in respect to our new designed algorithms, the weighted degree and the
range centrality:
In the SCG, the user no. 266 is calculated as most important user by the range cen-
trality, the weighted degree, the eigenvector centrality, the hub score, the closeness
centrality, and the PageRank algorithm. The Dice similarity coefﬁcient and the Jaccard
similarity coefﬁcient calculate user no. 261 as most important and the nearest neighbor
degree user no. 252. So, the majority of the algorithms select user no. 266 in the SCG as
most important. The most unimportant user is user no. 270, calculated by all algorithms
except the weighted degree and the PageRank, which computed user no. 259 as most5.3. Case Study: Cold-Warm-Start 83
unimportant user.
In the CNG, the user no. 271, is calculated as most important user by the range
centrality, the weighted degree, the eigenvector centrality, the hub score, the closeness
centrality, and the PageRank algorithm. The Dice similarity coefﬁcient and the Jaccard
similarity coefﬁcient calculate user no. 252 as most important. The nearest neighbor
degree calculates user no. 261 as important, which also appears in the sets of the im-
portant users of the Dice and the Jaccord similarity coefﬁcient. Unimportant users are:
user no. 259 (range centrality, weighted degree), user no. 250 (eigenvector centrality,
Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient, Dice similarity coefﬁcient, nearest neighbor degree), and
user no. 255 (PageRank).
In the MST, the range centrality, the eigenvector centrality, the hub score, and the
closeness centrality select user no. 266 as most important. The weighted degree co-
efﬁcient calculates user no. 271, the nearest neighbor degree and the Jaccard similar-
ity coefﬁcient user no. 261 as most important. The Dice similarity coefﬁcient and the
PageRank choose user no. 268 as most important. As unimportant user no. 270 is se-
lected by the range centrality, the hub score, the closeness centrality. User no. 259 is
conﬁrmed as unimportant by the weighted degree and the PageRank. Also unimpor-
tant is user no. 271 (Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient, Dice similarity coefﬁcient) and user
no. 250 (nearest neighbor degree).
In the CG, user no. 268 is the most important user for four algorithms, which select
also user no. 259 as the most unimportant user. In contrast, the eigenvector centrality
calculates user no. 259 as most important and user no. 266 as most unimportant. The
Dice similarity coefﬁcient, the Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient, the closeness centrality, and
the hub score are not able to ﬁnd any important or unimportant user in the complete
graph because these algorithms include not the edge weights of the similarity graph into
their calculation.
5.3.5 Discussion
In the cold-warm-start case study, we compared all user proﬁles of the cold-start (NOP ,
FP , and RP), where no information about the interests of the users is available, with all
user proﬁles of the warm-start, that includes data from more user sessions. In the feed-
back case study, see Section 5.2, we only compared the FPs of the users with the interest
proﬁles calculated from a single user session. We observed the following changes in the
consistencies of the users:
In all situations, total consistent users indicate that the web pages meet the expecta-
tions of these users. A shift to up implicit consistent is caused by a change of the FP into a
higher ordinal category in comparison to the other interest proﬁles. Therefore, the topic84 Case Studies
seems to be interesting for the users but they did not perform many actions or spent not
much time on web pages with this topic. That is why their NOP stays in lower ordinal
category. If the users become down implicit consistent in the warm-start situation, the
FP moved into a lower ordinal category. This could mean that the users lost interest in
this topic after visiting the web site. A change to down explicit consistent resulted by a
NOP switching to a lower ordinal category. The users performed less actions or spent
not much time on web pages with this topic, which is reﬂected by their NOP .
Implicit consistent users have their NOP and the RP in the same ordinal category. In
the cold- and warm-start situation, up implicit consistent users seem to have interest in
the web site topic because their FP is in a higher ordinal category, but their behavior
shows not the same high interest value. In the case of a change to down explicit consis-
tent, the FP and the NOP switch into a lower ordinal category, which indicates that the
users lost interest in the web site topic.
Explicit consistent feedback implicates that the FP and the RP are in same ordinal
category. The implicit feedback, the NOP , of users that are up explicit consistent in both
situations indicates more interest in the topic than it is expressed by their explicit feed-
back, the FP . In both situations, down explicit consistent means that the FP is in a higher
ordinal category than RP and NOP . Therefore, the users express with their explicit feed-
back that they are more interested in the topic but they did perform only few actions on
topic related pages. A change from down explicit consistent to total consistent indicates
that the web pages with this topic did not meet the expectation of the users. Here, the
FP dropped down into a lower ordinal category. Users that change from down explicit
consistent to total inconsistent signals that the web site does not meet their expectations
because their implicit feedback is different from their explicit feedback in the warm-start
situation. A change from down explicit consistent to up implicit consistent implicates that
the FP and the NOP switch into a higher ordinal category. This could indicate that the
users become very interested in this topic during their second visit. A change from down
explicit consistent to up explicit consistent means that the FP of a user switches from a
higher ordinal category into a lower and the NOP changes from a lower ordinal category
into a higher one.
Total inconsistent users are an indicator that the web site meets not the expectations
of the users because their implicit feedback is different from their explicit feedback. A
change from total inconsistent to down explicit consistent, FP and RP in a higher ordinal
category than the NOP , indicates that the FP changed from a higher ordinal category to
a lower one; the users lost interest in the topic. A change from total inconsistent to up
implicit consistent denotes that the users perform more actions and stay longer on the
web pages with this topic during their second visit. Also their FP is in a higher ordinal5.4. Case Study: All Data of Gugubarra 85
category, which means that they are interested in the given topic.
During the cold-warm-start case study, we observed three participants for more than
two sessions. The result of this observation is that their interest proﬁles become more
consistent over the time.
With the analysis tool for building and mining similarity graphs, we detected in the
cold-warm-start case study the most important users. The two new algorithms proved
to be a good alternative to the common algorithms and they showed to calculate rea-
sonable results. With the results of the consistency check the web site owner is now
able to identify weak topics and can adapt the web site accordingly. Before deploying
the new web pages, she/he can test these new pages with the most important, i.e., most
similar users.
5.4 Case Study: All Data of Gugubarra
In the this section, we performed a case study with all users of the DBIS web site. We
analyzed the user behavior of all users during their web site visits. In contrast to the
prior case studies, the web site users had not to perform any particular tasks. In this
study, we wanted to test the Gugubarra Framework under real world conditions.
5.4.1 System Settings
For this study, the data of all registered visitors of the DBIS web site were analyzed. The
data were collected during the period between June 2010 and July 2012. We used the
same settings for the Gugubarra Framework like in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.3.1:
a) NOP with parameter a = b = 0.5:
We considered for this test, the time and the activity performed by each user
equally important in the calculation of the NOP .
b) We deﬁned four topics for the web site (see Section 3.3, step 1):
T1 = teaching, T2 = research, T3 = databases, and T4 = news.
c) RP ﬁlter function constant with fl(Sk) = 1 (see Section 3.4, step 2).
We considered explicit user feedback with the same importance as a NOP . This is
justiﬁed by the fact that we wanted to conduct a consistency check with the users
that had given explicit feedback most frequently.
For each topic, zone topic weights were associated with different zones [HKTZ06b].86 Case Studies
Next, we performed a framework analysis, introduced in Chapter 3, of the collected
data and we searched for the most important user with the graph analytics tool intro-
duced in Section 4.3.
5.4.2 Framework Analysis for Managing Feedback of Visitors of a
Web Site
Step 1: Deﬁnition of a scope. First, we deﬁned the scope Sk for the all users case
study: the aim of the framework analysis is to understand whether the users of the web
community are consistent, i.e., whether their implicit feedback correlates with their ex-
plicit feedback. For this reason, we selected the users who gave most frequently explicit
feedback:
Clusterum = fuser63,user64,user75,user115,user127,
user136,user138,user270,user271,user272g
The cluster of topics, we like to analyze, comprised the four topics:
ClusterTi = fteaching,research,databases,newsg
For these topics we analyzed the feedback of the users.
Step 2: Deﬁnition of a ﬁlter. We wanted the full impact of the explicit feedback on
the RP calculation. Therefore, we used a constant ﬁlter function:
f (Clusterum,ClusterTi) = 1
With this ﬁlter the explicit feedback of all users in the Clusterum has the same impor-
tance.
Step 3: Obtaining explicit user feedback. In this case study, we used all data the
users of the DBIS web site collected during the period between June 2010 and July
2012. These data include the implicit feedback (behavioral information) as well as the
explicit feedbacks from the registered web site visitors. There were no restrictions for
the registration, everyone could register to our web site. We did not collect ethnological
data, thus we cannot describe the structure of our community in detail. However, the
DBIS research group is part of the University of Frankfurt. That is why we expect that
most of the visitors were students, researchers, or coworkers.5.4. Case Study: All Data of Gugubarra 87
Step 4: Filtering the user feedback. In this step, we apply the in step 2 deﬁned
ﬁlter function fl on the scope Sk identiﬁed in step 1. Therefore, we calculated with
Formula 3.2 the RP for all users that belong to the scope. First, we needed to calculate
the NOP with Formula 2.3 per user and write the explicit feedback into the FP of each
user. Second, we calculated the RP . See Section 5.2.2 for an example of the calculations.
Step 5: Clustering. Clustering the RPs of the users is only worthwhile for a large num-
ber of users. We selected only ten users for the analysis, therefore it was not necessary
to cluster their RPs.
Step 6: Consistency Check. For the consistency check we used an ordinal scale with
three ordinal categories:
D = f“low interest
00,“medium interest
00,“high interest
00g with
“low interest
00 = [0.0,0.3),
“medium interest
00 = [0.3,0.7), and
“high interest
00 = [0.7,1.0]
Next, we looked at each single user whether her/his FP or NOP and RP is located
into the same category of the ordinal interest scale. We did a consistency check on the
last calculated NOPs, last given FPs, and the current RPs of each user of the whole time
period, as deﬁned in Section 3.8. The results of the consistency check are presented
in Table 5.5. The table displays the type of consistency, e.g., Ce#, of the users and the
ordinal category in brackets (med = medium) where the consistent user proﬁles are
located.
Figures A.9 to A.12 in Appendix A, display the RP as red solid circle, the NOP as
green diamond, and the FP as a blue plus, for each user per topic. The x-axis displays
both the interest value of the users in metric form and the ordinal categories. On the
y-axis the user IDs are depicted.
When we applied the consistency check for the “teaching” topic we obtained the
results displayed in Figure A.9 (shown in Appendix A). The results are summarized in
Table 5.5, where we can see that ﬁve users (equals 50% of all users) are total consistent
(Ct), three users are down explicit consistent (Ce#), and one user is total inconsistent
(    Ct). Most of the users are located in the medium, three in the low, and one in the high
interest category.
In the results (Figure A.10) of the consistency check for the “research” topic, we
obtained the results presented in Table 5.5. The table shows that in the “research” topic
six of the users (60%) are total inconsistent and only one (10%) is total consistent in the88 Case Studies
Table 5.5: Result of the consistency check for the all users case study
Topic
userid Teaching Research Databases News
user63 Ct (low interest)   Ct Ce# (med interest) Ci" (low interest)
user64   Ct Ci" (low interest) Ct (low interest) Ct (low interest)
user75 Ct (med interest)   Ct Ci" (low interest) Ci" (low interest)
user115 Ce# (high interest)   Ct Ce# (high interest)   Ct
user127 Ce# (med interest) Ce# (med interest)   Ct Ce# (med interest)
user136 Ce# (med interest)   Ct Ce# (med interest) Ct (med interest)
user138 Ct (low interest)   Ct Ct (low interest)   Ct
user270 Ct (low interest) Ci# (med interest) Ct (low interest) Ci" (low interest)
user271 Ct (med interest)   Ct Ce# (med interest) Ct (low interest)
user272   Ct Ct (low interest)   Ct Ci" (med interest)
low interest category. Two users are implicit consistent, one up with low interest and
one down with medium interest. In the medium interest category only one down explicit
consistent user is located.
When the consistency check was applied for the “databases” topic (see Figure A.11
in Appendix A), the following results were obtained (Table 5.5). In this topic, we have
three total consistent users (30%) and two total inconsistent users. Down explicit consis-
tent are four users, up implicit consistent is only one user. The distribution of the interest
categories is as follows: four times low interest, three times medium interest, and once
high interest.
The results of the consistency check for the “news” topic (see Figure A.12 in Ap-
pendix A) are displayed in Table 5.5. We observe three total consistent users (30%) and
two total inconsistent users. Four users are up implicit consistent and one is down explicit
consistent. Most of the consistent users are in the low interest category (50%), the rest
(30%) is located in the medium interest category.
Step 7: Interpreting the results of the consistency check. In this step, we interpret
the results of the consistency check. In this all users case study, we are interested in the
current state of our web community. Therefore, we analyze only the current NOP , FP ,
and RP of a user.5.4. Case Study: All Data of Gugubarra 89
Topic “teaching”
Measures: Many total consistent users only had low interest in the “teaching” topic but
there were also many users with the FP in a higher interest category than the NOP .
Interpretation: Cause of the high percentage of total consistent users, the web page
with the “teaching” topic seems to meet the expectations of the users. These users
were not very interested but they found what they want to ﬁnd. The web site
owner could do some minor changes in order to make the web site more interest-
ing for the users with a FP in a higher interest category.
Topic “research”
Measures: In this topic, the majority of the users was total inconsistent.
Interpretation: From their explicit feedback, the users seem to be interested in the
“research” topic. But the NOP with the implicit feedback was mostly in the low
interest category. The web site owner should consider to reconstruct this section
of the web site because the visitors seems to be very unpleased about the pages.
Topic “databases”
Measures: The “database” topic had many down explicit consistent users and total con-
sistent users.
Interpretation: The NOPs of the down explicit consistent users were more often in a
lower interest category than the other interest proﬁles. The web site owner should
provide more pages with the content “databases” to encourage the users to visit
more pages with this topic.
Topic “news”
Measures: In the “news” topic, the FP of many users was in a higher interest category
than their NOP . Many users were in the low interest category.
Interpretation: For their FP , the users are interested in this topic. Therefore, the web
site owner should provide more news items to them.90 Case Studies
All Topics
We checked the consistency of the users for all topics too. User115 had high interest in
two topics and her/his proﬁles were very consistent. Only the NOP was mostly located
in a lower interest category. User138 was two times total consistent in the low interest
category and two times total inconsistent. User270 was the only consistent user in any
topic.
5.4.3 User Similarity
Next, we analyzed the users with the help of similarity graphs as described in Chapter 4.
The aim here is to detect important users. The importance of a single user is determined
by the different algorithms that were introduced in Section 4.4.2.
First phase. In the ﬁrst phase of the analysis process, we generated the similarity
graphs of the users. The four graphs are displayed in Figure 5.9.
Second phase. In the second phase, we analyzed the graph, generated in the ﬁrst
phase, with different algorithms. The aim here is to detect the important users in the
similarity graph.
Table 5.6 displays the results of our calculations. The rows present the different
graph types: SCG stands for smallest connection graph, CNG for closest neighbor graph,
MST for minimum spanning tree, and CG for complete graph (i.e., threshold graph). For
every graph type, the user/users with maximum and minimum importance is displayed.
Every column presents one importance algorithm. We can observe the following fact in
the dataset in respect to our new designed algorithms, the weighted degree and the
rang centrality:
In the SCG, the range centrality calculates user no. 220 as most important user.
The weighted degree, the closeness centrality, and the PageRank select user no. 93
as most important. User no. 223 is important for the eigenvector centrality and the
Dice similarity coefﬁcient. The hub score chooses user no. 91 and the nearest neighbor
degree user no. 216 as most important. The majority of algorithms calculate the same
unimportant user (user no. 104), only the nearest neighbor degree centrality differs
(user no. 138).
In the CNG, the range centrality and the closeness centrality calculates the same
importantuser(userno.178). Thesameunimportantusers(userno.63anduserno.75)
are selected by the range centrality, the hub score, the closeness centrality, the Jaccard
and the Dice similarity coefﬁcient, and the nearest neighbor degree. The results of the5.4. Case Study: All Data of Gugubarra 91
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(a) Smallest Connected Graph (SCG)
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(b) Closest Neighbor Graph (CNG)
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(c) Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
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(d) Complete Graph (CG)
Figure 5.9: Similarity graphs of all Gugubarra users
weighted degree for the most important user is no. 66 and for the most unimportant
user no. 104.
In the MST, the results of the range centrality equals the closeness centrality, while
the weighted degree calculates the same unimportant user as the PageRank. The range
centrality, the hub score, and the closeness centrality select user no. 296 as most unim-
portant one.
In the CG, user no. 241 is computed as the most important user by all algorithms,
except for the eigenvector centrality. User no. 104 is the most unimportant user for
the rang centrality, the PageRank, and the nearest neighbor degree. The eigenvector
centrality calculates the opposite results. The Dice similarity coefﬁcient, the Jaccard
similarity coefﬁcient, the closeness centrality, and the hub score are not able to ﬁnd an
un-/important user in the complete graph because these algorithms do not include the
edge weights into their calculation.92 Case Studies
Table 5.6: Evaluation results: IDs of the users with maximum and minimum importance
of every graph type (rows) for different algorithms (columns)
Page Nearest Dice Jaccard Closen. Hub Eigen- Weight. Range
Rank N.D. S.C. S.C. C. Score vector C. Degree C.
SCG
Max 93 216 223 232 93 91 223 93 220
Min 104 138 104 104 104 104 104 104 104
CNG
Max 155 169
79,80, 79,80,
178 66 300 66 178
121,200 121,200
Min 68
63,65, 63,65, 63,65, 63,65, 63,65,
270 104 63,75
67,... 67,... 67,... 67,... 67,...
MST
Max 241 169
68,80, 68,80,
225 261 129 66 225
121,200 121
Min 104 293
112,229, 112,229,
296 296 300 104 296
232 232
CG
Max 241 241 all all all all 104 241 241
Min 104 104 all all all all 241 79 104
5.4.4 Discussion
To test the Gugubarra Framework, we performed a consistency check with the data of all
users of our web site. One result of the cold-warm-start case study, Section 5.3, was that
the user proﬁles became more and more consistent over the time. In the all users case
study, we did not compare the user proﬁles of different sessions. Instead, we performed
a consistency check on the current state of the web community (snapshot). For the
consistency check we chose ten users that gave the most frequent explicit feedback. We
observed the following consistencies among the users of the on-line community:
Total consistent users have all their interest proﬁles in the same ordinal category.
It is very likely that they will not change their consistency level, as we discovered in
Section 5.3.3. Therefore, their ordinal category reﬂects their interest level in a topic.
We observed no total consistent users in the high ordinal category.
The FP and RP of users that are explicit consistent, are in the same ordinal category.
We observed only down explicit consistent users among our community members. These
users claim to have more interest in a topic (FP) than we have derived from their be-
havioral data (NOP). In contrast, up explicit consistent users have a high interest value,5.5. Conclusion and Future Work 93
calculated from their behavioral data, and a low interest value from their explicit feed-
back.
Without comparing interest proﬁles like in the prior case studies, the interpretation
of the consistency level “implicit consistent” is very similar to the consistency level “ex-
plicit consistent”: the explicit feedback of up implicit and down explicit consistent users
indicates that they are more interested in a topic than we calculated from their im-
plicit feedback (behavioral data). Down implicit and up explicit consistent users seem
to be more interested in a topic from their implicit feedback than they express by their
explicit feedback.
Total inconsistent users have a completely different implicit feedback in comparison
to their explicit feedback. The behavior of these users is very difﬁcult to estimate and it
will be hard for the web site owner to provide interesting content for these users. With
the right content, their consistency level “total inconsistent” would change to another,
more consistent, level.
With the analysis tool for building and mining similarity graphs, we detected in the
all users case study the most important and the most unimportant users. In contrast to
the consistency check, we used for the calculation of the most un-/important users the
data of all web site visitors. The two new algorithms proved to be a good alternative to
the common algorithms. Moreover, they calculated reasonable results.
5.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Conclusion. In this chapter, we conducted three case studies to proof the applicability
of the new extensions of the Gugubarra Framework: the framework analysis for man-
aging feedback of visitors of a web site (see Chapter 3) and the tool for building and
mining similarity graphs (see Chapter 4).
The ﬁrst case study focused on the explicit user feedback. We compared two explicit
feedbacks of users during their ﬁrst web site experience. The ﬁrst feedback was given
before the user visited the web site the ﬁrst time (cold-start situation), the second af-
terwards. With the second study, the cold-warm-start case study, we compared all user
proﬁles (NOP , FP , and RP) of the cold-start, where no information about the users in-
terests is available, with all user proﬁles of the warm-start, which includes data from
previous user sessions. In the last case study, we performed a consistency check with
the data set of all users of our web site. We did not compare the user proﬁles of dif-
ferent sessions. Instead, we performed a consistency check on the current state of the
web community (snapshot). In brief, the ﬁrst and the second case study observed the
changes in the feedbacks of a user, the third focused on the current state of the user94 Case Studies
interest proﬁles. In all three case studies, we calculated the most important and the
most unimportant users of the web community too. We draw the following conclusion:
Consistency check. From this set of studies, we observed different consistency
levels beyond the web site users. These consistency levels might be interpreted in the
following way:
Structural problem: under the term of “structural problem” we summarize all prob-
lems like a bad menu structure of a web site, an unclear layout of a web site, or an
illogical order of the single web pages. An indicator of such a structural problem is,
when the FP of a user is in a higher ordinal category than the other interest proﬁles.
This means in detail, that a user claims to be more interested in a topic by her/his
explicit feedback, than the Gugubarra Framework calculates from her/his implicit feed-
back. The following consistencies describe this phenomenon:
 A change from total consistent (Ct) to down explicit consistent (Ce#)
 A change from total inconsistent (    Ct) to down explicit consistent (Ce#)
 Up implicit consistent (Ci")
 Down explicit consistent (Ce#)
Topic mismatch: the user understands a topic in a different way than the web site
owner who deﬁnes the topics of the zones. Therefore, the topic term does not match
to the content of the web pages from the view of the web site user. As a consequence,
it is not possible to compare the implicit feedback, which reﬂects the topic terminology
of the web site owner, with the explicit feedback, which reﬂects the topic terminology
of the web site user. This could be the case, when the NOP of a user is in a higher
ordinal category in comparison with the other user proﬁles. In detail, the user seems to
be interested in a topic, calculated from her/his behavioral data (NOP), but in her/his
explicit feedback (FP) she/he claims to have less interest in this topic. The following
consistencies describe this phenomenon:
 A change from total inconsistent (    Ct) to up explicit consistent (Ce")
 A change from up implicit consistent (Ci") to total consistent (Ct)
 A change from down explicit consistent (Ce#) to total inconsistent (    Ct)
 Up explicit consistent (Ce")
 Down implicit consistent (Ci#)5.5. Conclusion and Future Work 95
Lost interest: after discovering the web site, the user loses interest in a topic. An
indication for this could be a change in the explicit user feedback, moreover, when the
explicit feedback changes to a lower ordinal category. This is the case in the following
consistency levels:
 A change from total consistent (Ct) to down implicit consistent (Ci#)
 A change from up implicit consistent (Ci") to down explicit consistent (Ce#)
 A change from down explicit consistent (Ce#) to up explicit consistent (Ce")
 A change from total inconsistent (    Ct) to down explicit consistent (Ce#)
 Total inconsistent (    Ct)
Stable interest: the user seems to be generally interested in a topic and the interest
does not change over time. This is the case in the following consistency levels:
 A change from down explicit consistent (Ce#) to total consistent (Ct)
 A change from down explicit consistent (Ce#) to up implicit consistent (Ci")
 A change from up explicit consistent (Ce") to total consistent (Ct)
 A change from down implicit consistent (Ci#) to total consistent (Ct)
 A change from total consistent (Ct) to up implicit consistent (Ci")
 A change from total inconsistent (    Ct) to up implicit consistent (Ci")
 Total consistent (Ct)–the ordinal category reﬂects the interest level of the user
In summary, with the consistency check we are able to analyze the users of the web
community. With its results the web site owner can detect weak and strong points of
her/his web portal.
User similarity. Since there is no objective measurement for importance, we eval-
uated our two new algorithms, the weighted degree and the range centrality, by com-
paring the results with previously published algorithms. Within the three case studies,
conducted in this chapter, we calculated in each study the most important and most
unimportant users of the web community. The web community of the ﬁrst and the
second case study consisted of ten participants respectively. The last case study took
into account the entire on-line community of the DBIS web site, more than 200 users.96 Case Studies
However, every algorithm calculates the importance in a different way. Most of the al-
gorithms are not designed for similarity or even weighted graphs. Thus, evaluation and
comparison of the single results is challenging.
By deﬁnition of the weighted degree, the most important user is the vertex with the
most connections. If there are vertices with the same number of connections it takes the
vertex with the lowest average edge weight. In the feedback and the cold-warm-start
case study, the results of all algorithms are very similar. This can be explained by the
small number of users. The results in the last case study with its large web community
are different: the PageRank and the hub score calculate similar users as most important.
In contrast to the hub score, the weighted degree algorithm can calculate the most
important users in a complete graph (all users have the same number of connections)
because it considers the edge weights of the connections.
By deﬁnition of the range centrality, the most important user has many connections
in comparison to the other users of the graph, short distances to her/his neighbors, and
low edge weights. In the feedback and the cold-warm-start case study, the results of all
algorithms are very similar. In the third case study, the results are partly comparable
with the PageRank and the closeness centrality. In contrast to the closeness centrality,
the range centrality algorithm can calculate the most important and most unimportant
users in a complete graph too.
In summary, we think that our two new algorithms are a good alternative for mining
similarity graphs. Especially in comparison to the Dice similarity coefﬁcient, the Jaccard
similarity coefﬁcient, the closeness centrality, and the hub score both algorithms can
calculate the most important and the most unimportant users in a complete graph.
Future Work. In future, we want to conduct more case studies: on the one hand, to
detect more indicators for weak/strong points of a web site. On the other hand, to
reduce the complexity of the consistency check. During the three case studies it became
obvious that some consistency levels have the same expressiveness, so that the set of
consistencies can be reduced. This would make it easier for the web site owner to
conduct a consistency check.
Furthermore, we plan a case study that focuses only on the similarity of the users in
a on-line community. With such a study, we want to deﬁne an objective measurement
for importance. So, it would be possible to compare the results of each algorithm of our
tool for building and mining similarity graphs.5.5. Conclusion and Future Work 97
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Mouse-Tracking
To gain more behavioral data from the web site visitor, the Gugubarra Framework is ex-
tended with the possibility to track the mouse activities of the web users. First, the po-
tential of the mouse-tracking technology in respect to the Gugubarra Framework is dis-
cussed. Second, the practical realization and implementation is presented. This chapter
is based on the publication of Schefels et al. [SES12].
6.1 Introduction
We present a method to extract implicit data of registered users of a web site with the
help of mouse-tracking. This allows us to generate more accurate interest proﬁles of
visitors of a web site and to obtain a solid basis for the calculation of user interests or
trend detection in the Web. With this method, web site owners have the opportunity to
adjust their sites to the interests of their users. Additionally, they can detect trending
topics and extend the content for these topics on their web pages accordingly.
In this research, we use the Gugubarra Framework, introduced in Chapter 2 and
in [MWTZ04, HZ08], a web analytics system, developed by DBIS1 at the Goethe-Uni-
versity Frankfurt. The goal of the system is to actively help the owner/manager of a
web site to better understand the interests of users registered on her/his web site. The
1http://www.dbis.cs.uni-frankfurt.de/
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previous version of the system analyzed extended server log ﬁles for the computation
of implicit interest proﬁles. In this chapter, we extend the Relevance Proﬁle (RP), ﬁrst
introduced in Chapter 3 and in [SZ10, SZ12], with data generated by mouse activities
of a web site user. The RP is a container for all available interest proﬁles of a user.
The mouse-tracking enhances several concepts of Gugubarra, including zones, actions,
and duration, which are explained in Chapter 2 and in the publication of Hoebel et
al. [HMS+09].
Mouse-tracking has several advantages over eye tracking [CAS01]: First, it is less
prone to the Hawthorne-effect2 [FK78]. Second, it does not need complex calibration
and it is less error-prone (in acquiring positional data) than eye tracking. Third, it is
more precise and eases the mapping to semantic zones.
In what follows, we assume that users are aware and have granted permission that
implicit data is collected and kept in their proﬁle for them.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.2 presents related work.
Section 6.3 recalls the basic concepts of Gugubarra that will be used in the rest of the
chapter. Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 describe the main contribution of this chapter, the
integration and implementation of mouse-tracking in the Gugubarra Framework. The
next section, Section 6.6, shows an evaluation of Gugubarra mouse-tracking module
and Section 6.7 presents the conclusion and outlines future work.
6.2 Related Work
Most mouse-tracking systems in research are limited to the collection and evaluation of
raw mouse data. Our approach is different: we use the Gugubarra Framework and we
can, therefore, enrich the pure mouse-tracking data with additional information about
a web page.
Cox and Silva conducted two experiments in [CS06] and found out that users often
use the mouse cursor to tag potential targets while searching through a menu structure.
In our system, we interpret this tagging as indication that the user is interested in a
menu item.
Arroyo et al. present in [ASW06] the mouse-tracking system “MouseTrack”, which
includes a conﬁguration and visualization tool. In contrast to our approach, this sys-
tem is proxy based, which means that a user has to modify her/his browser conﬁgu-
ration to get tracked. Atterer and Schmidt show in [AS07] with their mouse-tracking
system [AWS06] that the willingness of users to participate in a usability test depends
2Hawthorne-Effect: the knowledge of a subject being watched changes its behavior.6.3. Gugubarra and User Proﬁles 101
much on the used logging technology: if the participants have to install additional soft-
ware or have to change their browser conﬁguration, many are not willing to attend the
test. Atterer and Schmidt who use a proxy based mouse-tracking system, concluded
that the easiest way to recruit study participants would be to develop a tracking system
that needs no conﬁguration on the client side. Our system is directly integrated into
the content management system Joomla! so that no modiﬁcation on the client side is
necessary.
In [TH07], Torres and Hernando developed a mouse-tracking system named “smt”.
To track the mouse usage, the web site owner has to include a JavaScript code manually
in every monitored web page. The “smt” system is similar to our work, except that
Torres and Hernando integrated their system not into a content management system.
Therefore, in our case the JavaScript code of the mouse-tracking system is automatically
included in every web page managed by Joomla!. Additionally, we use the data of the
mouse-tracking system to build user proﬁles that Torres and Hernando suggest in their
future work section.
Rodden et al. analyzed in [RFAS08] the pattern of coordination between users’ eye
movements and mouse movements when scanning a web search result page. Guo and
Agichtein [GA10] extended this work to predict gaze position from mouse movements.
Both publications show a correlation between eye and mouse movements. For this rea-
son, mouse-trackingisagoodalternativeforexpensiveeyetracking, whichispracticable
only in labs. It is also a good additional source for implicit user data for proﬁling.
To understand the idea of the Gugubarra Framework, the next section will call up
its main concepts. For a more detailed description see Chapter 2.
6.3 Gugubarra and User Proﬁles
In this section, we brieﬂy recall the main concepts of the Gugubarra Framework, which
will be used throughout the rest of this chapter. Gugubarra is a prototype system de-
veloped by DBIS at the Goethe-University Frankfurt, with the goal to actively help the
owner/manager of a web site in better understanding the supposed interests of users
registered on her/his web site.
For each registered user Gugubarra generates two interest proﬁles, which collect
data related to the user:
 A Feedback Proﬁle (FP), which stores the data explicitly given by a user. For that,
we ask the users from time to time about their interests in respect to a set of
predeﬁned topics, see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1.102 Mouse-Tracking
 A Non-Obvious Proﬁle (NOP) that stores behavioral data not explicitly given by
the user, but automatically created by analyzing the user behavior on the web
site. The behavioral data stored in the NOP indicates, for example, what pages
a user has visited, and what actions she/he has performed on that web page.
Most of this information is extracted out of the web server log, but Gugubarra has
reﬁned the common click-stream analysis [WH06, JHW07], by extending it with
new concepts, namely: zones, topics, actions, and weights. These concepts are
explained in detail in Chapter 2, Section 2.3. The calculation of a NOP is shown
in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2.
 In Chapter 3, we introduced the Relevance Proﬁle (RP). The RP is calculated by
integrating the NOP and the FP of a user. Furthermore, the FP is ﬁltered by the
ﬁlter function fi to the relevant scope Sk. The beneﬁt of the RP is that it ﬂexibly
integrates both, calculated data as well as feedback of the user into one single
user proﬁle. The calculation of an RP is shown in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.
6.4 Mouse-Tracking in the Context of Gugubarra
Themethodthatweproposeinthischapter, includesimplicitdataofthemouseactivities
of a user into her/his RP proﬁle. Therefore, we deﬁne a basic mouse-event ei as a
member of all possible mouse-events E as:
Deﬁnition 6.1 Mouse-event ei:
ei := hTypi,Timestampi,Attributesii 2 E.
with Typi the type of the event, e.g., a mouse click, Timestampi point in time of the
event, and Attributesi a set of associated attributes, e.g., screen coordinates and iden-
tiﬁer of the pressed button.
A mouse trail Ti is deﬁned as a sequence of (basic) mouse events ei,j:
Deﬁnition 6.2 Mouse trail Ti:
Ti := [ei,j : j = 1..n] with t(ei,j) < t(ei,j+1).
A mouse trail Ti starts with t(ei,1), the loading of a page, and ends with t(ei,n), the
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Furthermore, we deﬁne the duration of a page visit as:
Deﬁnition 6.3 Durations for page visits:
if (i) := i  
X
j2i
j
Where i is the set of detected (assured) inactivities during any duration interval i.
For page visits, the visit time can be determined more accurately by mouse-tracking
than by a click-stream when using the load and unload events of the web page. The
implementation of these considerations follows in the next section.
In contrast to pure click-stream analysis, with our methods it is now possible to ex-
tend the set of actions by lingering [ML01], which is a sequence of events [enter,...,leave]
on an interactive element. Furthermore, it is possible to detect, whether the mouse but-
ton was pressed but released outside an element. Such lingering is considered a hesi-
tation and since hesitation in general is a sign/result of complex neuronal evaluation,
it is interpreted as an indicator for interest. It is assumed that the longer a user lingers,
the greater the interest in a topic and thus the action’s weight should be scaled by the
duration of lingering.
Withmouse-tracking, wedetectzonevisits, whichwillstartwiththeﬁrstentryofany
HTML element belonging to the zone. It naturally ends when leaving the last element
that is a member of the zone. At the same time, this is a ﬁrst entry of any element that
is not part of that same zone.
Another opportunity of mouse-tracking is improving all duration measurements for
(page) visits, lingering, and page views. It is further possible to eliminate times of
assured inactivity (as opposed to lingering). Such inactivities take place, when the user
minimizes the browser window or switches to another program. By detecting resize,
blur, and focus events on the browser’s window object, periods of assured inactivity can
be identiﬁed and eliminated from determined durations i for visits.
6.5 Implementation
The Gugubarra Framework consists of two parts: the Gugubarra Designer and the
Gugubarra Analyzer, as described in Chapter 2 and in Hoebel’s PhD thesis [Hoe11].
Theﬁrstpart, theGugubarraDesigner, isimplementedaspartoftheJoomla! content
management system (CMS). Besides using the common functions of this CMS, here the104 Mouse-Tracking
web site owner can add topics, zones, and actions to her/his web site. These additional
meta data are stored in XML-ﬁles on the server.
The second part, the Gugubarra Analyzer, is a separately operating web client. It
downloads log ﬁles as well as the meta data ﬁles from the Gugubarra Designer and cal-
culates user proﬁles. It is a web application so that the results of the proﬁle calculation
can be visualized in a web browser.
The next subsections describe how we extend the Gugubarra Framework with the
mouse-tracking functionality.
6.5.1 Gugubarra Designer
As noted earlier (see Section 2.5.1), the Gugubarra Framework is directly integrated
into the site’s CMS. The current prototype uses Joomla! as CMS and the Gugubarra
Designer are built as an extension to Joomla!.
One of the major questions regarding mouse-tracking is the acquisition of the actual
tracking data. The most obvious alternatives seem to be either a (native) browser plug-
in or a solution based on JavaScript.
While a native browser plug-in is certainly the most ﬂexible solution, since it gives
access to most internal data structures and the browser’s internal event system, possibly
even to the GUI’s event queue, this approach comes with some major drawbacks: it
usually requires the user’s help to get the plug-in installed. At the same time, the user
has no means to restrict the functions of a plug-in to a speciﬁc web site. Additionally,
if a plug-in needs a rights escalation for some speciﬁc functionality, the user needs to
be able to provide these extended rights to the plug-in. If the user lacks the necessary
rights (or capabilities) the required functionality will not be available. Peeking into the
GUI’s system event queue is an example for a functionality that typically needs a rights
escalation.
The most severe drawback though is the complete lack of portability and platform
independence as well as the need to develop custom plug-ins for each browser. Only
few browsers support cross-platform plug-ins. However, these plug-ins are usually very
limited in the available API and run in a sandbox, which would render their advantages
mostly useless.
In contrast, a JavaScript-based approach is very portable. Since JavaScript is stan-
dardized as well as DOM Events, etc., a JavaScript based solution can be built on estab-
lished and accepted standards. Even though some events might not be readily available
or not (yet) standardized it gives a solid basis for an implementation while ongoing
efforts in the evolution of standards will straighten out current issues. As an example,6.5. Implementation 105
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Figure 6.1: Activity diagram of the mouse-tracking implementation
currently the standards do not yet specify how certain events should be handled when
using tabbed browsing and tabs are switched.
Furthermore, this approach is less intrusive on the user’s side, which mostly elimi-
nates unwanted behavioral changes by the user. Especially as Hawthorne [FK78] shows,
the knowledge of a subject being watched changes its behavior.
On the downside, the abilities of JavaScript are strongly limited by the available APIs
(like DOM Events) and the raw execution speed is clearly slower than with a native plug-
in. The latter problem can be mitigated with technologies like JIT compilation3, which
are becoming more common with most browsers lately.
As some tasks in JavaScript are rather cumbersome and there are still certain differ-
ences between browsers (esp. earlier versions) it is common to use a JavaScript frame-
work. Since such frameworks often extend functionality, multiple frameworks might
offer identical (extended) syntax with different semantics, which could yield conﬂicting
or unspeciﬁed behavior. As Joomla! is built around mootools4 and favors its use, it
became our choice as well.
Our solution, as shown in Figure 6.1, uses a small FIFO queue in the browser client,
which stores the mouse events, deﬁned in Deﬁnition 6.1, as they occur. When the queue
stores a certain number of events or if there have not been new events in a certain
timespan, the local queue is sent as an AJAX-like request and then ﬂushed. We use
3JIT: just in time compilation transforms a scripting language into a native optimized code, instead of
interpreting it.
4http://mootools.net/106 Mouse-Tracking
JSON5 as data format (see Figure 6.2), as it is more compact than XML and suits our
needs perfectly. The idea of a local queue is based on the fact that an HTTP request
possibly involves opening a new connection (depends on pipelining) and that we want
to reduce the overhead introduced by the request’s headers. Additionally, the events
are ﬁltered in the client to only include relevant data, to minimize the amount of data
being sent and because most browser’s native JSON stringiﬁers can not cope with object
methods (which exist in native JS DOM Event Objects). If an empty FIFO is sent, we
pad it with a special keep-alive event. In case the client crashes or something similar
happens, this helps us in determining the last point in time, when there was still activity
in the client.
On the server side, the JSON encoded event list is then transformed into an XML
notation, as seen in Figure 6.2, associated with the proper session of the user and stored
into a transaction-based log for further processing by the Gugubarra Analyzer.
6.5.2 Gugubarra Analyzer
The Gugubarra Analyzer provides a web application to calculate and manage the user
proﬁles. These proﬁles are based on the information in the XML-ﬁles created by the
Gugubarra Designer as described before.
For each user session, one mouse trail is saved in an XML-ﬁle (see Deﬁnition 6.2).
Each trail consists of a number of mouse events and their meta data, including time-
stamp, name of the HTML element, etc. However, we can not simply use these meta
data to create more speciﬁc user proﬁles: on the one hand, the design of Gugubarra
causes some limitations, on the other hand there are some technical constraints. Below,
we show some examples of these limitations and our solutions.
One technical limitation comes with the information ’timestamp’ that provides the
Unix-time of every saved event. The source from which these timestamps are retrieved
varies. As the beginning and the end of each session are located on the web portal,
the events sessionstart and sessionend get timestamped from the server’s clock. All other
events are collected on the client-side, so their timestamp originates from the client’s
clock. Anequationaboutthetimestampsoftheseclientsidedcollectedeventsispossible
without any restrictions. Assuming that not all clocks are perfectly synchronized, it
is not advisable to compare timestamps from different sources. Consistent with this
problem, we just compare sessionstart and sessionend, which both get timestamped from
the server, to get the duration of the whole session.
According to the Gugubarra concept of zones, we want to register a zone visit includ-
5JavaScript object notation - RFC 4627 and ECMAScript Standard6.5. Implementation 107
JSON-Notation:
[{ "type" : "mouseover",
"timestamp" : 1317326640.51,
"x" : 509,
"y" : 384,
"tagName : "DIV",
"tagID" : 102,
"tagClass" : "guguZone"
},
{ "type" : "mousemove",
"timestamp" : 1317326640.511,
"x" : 509,
"y" : 384,
"tagName : "DIV",
"tagID" : 102,
"tagClass" : "guguZone"
},
{ "type" : "mouseout",
"timestamp" : 1317326640.513,
"x" : 479,
"y" : 406,
"tagName : "DIV",
"tagID" : 102,
"tagClass" : "guguZone"
}]
XML-Notation:
<Event type="mouseover">
<timestamp>1317326640.51</timestamp>
<x>509</x>
<y>384</y>
<tagName>DIV</tagName>
<tagID>102</tagID>
<tagClass>guguZone</tagClass>
</Event>
<Event type="mousemove">
<timestamp>1317326640.511</timestamp>
<x>509</x>
<y>384</y>
<tagName>DIV</tagName>
<tagID>102</tagID>
<tagClass>guguZone</tagClass>
</Event>
<Event type="mouseout">
<timestamp>1317326640.513</timestamp>
<x>479</x>
<y>406</y>
<tagName>DIV</tagName>
<tagID>102</tagID>
<tagClass>guguZone</tagClass>
</Event>
Figure 6.2: Side by side comparison of JSON and XML notations
ingitsduration. TheGugubarraDesignerstorestwosetsofmetadataofacompletezone
visit. The ﬁrst one is the x- and y-coordinates acquired by mootools. However, these
coordinates depend on the user’s web browser settings and display dimensions. Addi-
tionally, the exact positions of the Gugubarra zones on the web sites have to be saved
before it becomes possible to detect zone visits by the coordinates. Because of the high
computational cost of the calculation for each user, we decided to not implement this
approach.
The second set of stored meta data is the name of the highest level HTML tag in
the DOM tree the mouse pointer is moved over. The major issue is the HTML code of
the Gugubarra web site itself, i.e., the coding of the Gugubarra zones. In the HTML
code of the web site a Gugubarra zone is represented by a div-container with the class108 Mouse-Tracking
Figure 6.3: Mouse pointer in different Gugubarra zones
’guguZone’ and the id of the zone. The following examples will illustrate this issue:
Let us assume a web site, as displayed in Figure 6.3, with one Gugubarra zone, some
text elements, and some links. Figure 6.4 displays the HTML code of the Gugubarra
zone. The mouse pointer at position 1 exhibits exactly onto the Gugubarra zone, so the
HTML tag < div >, the class ’guguZone’, and the id 102 of this zone will be saved in the
session XML-ﬁle. This way, we can register one zone visit from the access to the leaving
of this < div > tag. However, if the user moves the pointer from position 1 to position 2
the meta data of this mouse trail would be: HTML tag = < p >, but no class and no
id, because the Gugubarra zone id is deﬁned in a higher level within the HTML tree of
the page. As a consequence, we can not assess from the XML-ﬁle information that the
mouse cursor is still in the same Gugubarra zone. The XML-ﬁle information displays the
departure of the zone and the entrance of a new HTML tag with no zone information.
For this reason, there is no way to register a complete zone visit.6.5. Implementation 109
<html xmlns=" ...>
<body>
...
<div class="guguZone" id="102">
<ul>
<li>...text ...</li>
<li>...text ...</li>
<li>...text ...</li>
</ul>
<p>...text ...</p>
</div>
...
</body>
</html>
Figure 6.4: HTML code of Figure 6.3
Another problem with the stored HTML information is shown by the mouse pointer
movement from position 3, outside the Gugubarra zone, to position 4, which is placed
inside the Gugubarra zone. The recording in the XML-ﬁle shows a leaving of the HTML
tag outside the zone and the access of the HTML < p >-tag, but again no Gugubarra
zone information.
Our ﬁrst idea to overcome this issue by tracking the parental HTML-DOM tree ele-
ment failed. In this approach, we store the parent element of the current HTML tag. As
result, we are now able to ﬁnd the < div > element, which contains the zone informa-
tion by reconstructing the mouse path through the HTML-DOM tree. For all previously
described mouse moves, we can thus determinate the Gugubarra zone id because we
always store the < div > element with the Gugubarra zone id, which terminates our
reconstructed path. In our example, the meta data of the mouse pointer movement from
position 1 to position 2 are:
1: HTML < div > tag, class=“guguZone”,
id=“102”, HTML-parent < html > tag
2: HTML < p > tag and HTML-parent < div > tag
With this data, we are now able to reconstruct the Gugubarra zone information
for position 2. However, this is not a satisfactory solution as can be seen from the110 Mouse-Tracking
movement, starting at position 5 and ending at position 6. Pointer position 5 is not
withintheboundariesofaGugubarrazone, accordinglytherewillbenoGugubarrazone
meta data written in the XML-ﬁle. The meta data at position 6 are: HTML < li > tag
and HTML-parent < ul > tag. In this case, we can not trace back the zone visit because
the HTML-parent tag is not the HTML tag of the previous mouse position.
Currently, it is neither possible to register all zone visits nor the duration of one reg-
istered zone visit. Nonetheless, registering zone visits by mouse-tracking still represents
an extension in comparison to proﬁles without mouse-tracking information.
The same problem exists with memorizing mouse clicks. One mouse click on pointer
position 1, shown in Figure 6.3, will be registered as a click on a Gugubarra zone. In
contrast, mouse clicks on position 2, 3, and 4 will be registered merely as clicks without
information about the Gugubarra zone. Analogously to the mouse pointer moves, it is
not possible to register every zone id of all mouse clicks in Gugubarra zones during a
session.
After analyzing all information tracked by the Gugubarra mouse-tracking module,
the following information is used for the new mouse proﬁle of a user: start and end
timestamp of the session, number, type, and zone id (if possible) of the mouse clicks,
zone id of the visited zones (if possible).
On the basis of these data, the new Mouse Proﬁle (MP) is built, which is deﬁned by
the following formula:
Deﬁnition 6.4 Mouse Proﬁle (MP):
MPum,tn(Ti) =  ZvP(Ti)+  ClP(Ti)
According to the NOP , the Mouse Proﬁle is calculated by the sum of two proﬁles, Click
Proﬁle (ClP) and Zone visiting Proﬁle (ZvP). Each of them multiplied by a weight , .
With these weights the web site owner can regulate the impact of the ClP and the ZvP
on the Mouse Proﬁle calculation.
The Click Proﬁle, shown in Deﬁnition 6.5, calculates a proﬁle based on the mouse
clicks executed by a user during a session. Here, the proﬁle distinguishes single clicks
and double clicks. We create for both types weights ’a’, ’b’. So the owner of the web site
can attach different weights to both of them. For each zone Zq with topic Ti, at ﬁrst the
count of single cs and double clicks cdb multiplied by their weights are aggregated. After
multiplying with the topic weight v(Ti,Zq), we sum up the result for all topics. Finally,
the result is normalized by the sum of all counted clicks executed during one session.6.6. Evaluation 111
Deﬁnition 6.5 Click Proﬁle (ClP):
ClPum,tn(Ti) =
P
q((a  cs(Zq)+ b  cdb(Zq)) v(Ti,Zq))
a 
P
q(cs(Zq))+ b 
P
q(cdb(Zq))
The following deﬁnition shows the calculation of the Zone visiting Proﬁle, which
takes into account the zone visits during a session:
Deﬁnition 6.6 Zone visiting Proﬁle (ZvP):
ZvPum,tn(Ti) =
X
q
v(Ti,Zq)
P
allvisitedzones v(Ti,Zq)
The topic weight v for every single topic will be normalized by the sum of the topic
weights of all visited zones during the complete session. For the result, we build the
sum for all topics.
The Mouse Proﬁle is now used to extend the Relevance Proﬁle, which is deﬁned
in Chapter 3, Section 3.6 in Formula 3.2. The following deﬁnition displays the more
accurate version of the RP:
Deﬁnition 6.7 Relevance Proﬁle with Mouse Proﬁle:
RPum,tn(Ti) =
NOPum,tn(Ti)+ fi(Si) FPum,tn(Ti)+ MPum,tn(Ti)
a + b + fi(Si)++
In contrast to the previous version of the RP (see Formula 3.2 in Chapter 3), we sum
up the NOP, the FP, and the MP . In the end, we have to add the weights of the MP to
the denominator.
6.6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the new mouse-tracking functionality of the Gugubarra
Framework. Therefore, we conducted an experiment with two groups of users: the ﬁrst
group conducted the experiment with disabled mouse-tracking functionality, the second112 Mouse-Tracking
group with enabled mouse-tracking functionality. Next, we analyzed the user proﬁles
of the two groups. Moreover, we compared the NOPs that contain no mouse-tracking
data with the RPs that take mouse-tracking data into account.
6.6.1 Material and Methods
In order to test the mouse-tracking module of Gugubarra, we conducted an experiment
with ﬁve users. All of the participants are coworkers of the DBIS research group, three
female (60%) and two male (40%). We used the Gugubarra Framework, installed on
theDBISwebsite. Likeinthecasestudies, describedinChapter5, weusedthefollowing
system settings:
 NOP with parameter a = b = 0.5:
The DurP and the ActP had the same impact on the NOP calculation.
 We deﬁned four topics for the web site (see Section 3.3, step 1):
T1 = teaching, T2 = research, T3 = databases, and T4 = news.
 RP ﬁlter function constant with fl(Sk) = 1 (see Section 3.4, step 2):
With this setting the FP and NOP were equally important. However, during this
experiment no explicit user feedback was collected because the FP was not the
scope of this experiment and could have blurred the effect of the MP .
 MP with parameter  =  = 0.5:
The ZvP and the CIP had the same impact on the MP calculation.
For the experiment, we prepared a web page with four short preview texts (teasers)
about current news with four different topics: teaching, research, databases, and gen-
eral news. These teasers were put into zones, assigned with the appropriate topic and
topicweight. The testprocedure wasas follows: the participantswere instructedto read
all news previews and select the most interesting one. If they selected an article they
had to click on a “read more” link, which led to a page with the complete text of the news
article. The length of the news article was chosen so that it did not ﬁt completely to the
computer screen, thus the participant had to scroll down to read the whole article. To
ensure that the participant read the whole news article, we announced that they had to
answer detailed questions about the content of the article afterwards. The experiment
was supervised in a lab, so that all participants had the same conditions. During the
experiment, the supervisor noted down the topic of the read article of every participant.
The Gugubarra mouse-tracking module was enabled for three users (user300, user301,
and user302), without their knowledge and disabled for the rest (user298, user299) of the
participants (control group).6.6. Evaluation 113
(a) NOPs (b) RPs
 user298  user299  user300  user301  user302
Figure 6.5: User proﬁles of the mouse-tracking experiment
6.6.2 Results
To evaluate the results of this experiment, we used the Gugubarra Framework. Fig-
ure 6.5a shows the NOPs, Figure 6.5b the RPs of the participants. On the y-axis the
interest weight/value is displayed, on the x-axis the names of the different topics are
shown. Each colored bar represents the NOP/RP value for one topic of one user. We
collected no explicit feedback (FP) from the participants during the experiment. There-
fore, the RP took only the mouse proﬁle (MP) and the NOP into account. In contrast to
the RP , NOP calculated the interests of the participants without making use of the data
from the mouse-tracking. For the same reason, the NOP and the RP of the two users,
which conducted the experiment with disabled mouse-tracking, should be the equal.
As seen from the notes of the experiment supervisor, the users read the articles with
the following topics:
 Teaching: user300
 Research: user301, user302
 Databases: user299
 News: user298114 Mouse-Tracking
6.6.3 Discussion
The NOPs (see Figure 6.5a) of all users show a peak at the read topic. In general, the
value of the weights are very low: the highest peak is at 0.2–on a scale with a range
to 1.0, which is not a clear indication for an interest in a topic.
The RPs (see Figure 6.5b) also have a peak at the read topic. In comparison with
the proﬁle with disabled mouse-tracking (user298, user299), the proﬁles with mouse-
tracking have higher weight values, but the difference between the read topic and the
no-read topic is also very low. The cause could be the limitations of the mouse-tracking
implementation, in respect to the zoning of Gugubarra: we were not always able to
determinate in which zone the mouse of the users was because more accurate data
from the zones for the calculation were missing.
In conclusion, the mouse-tracking data provide more valuable information about the
visited web pages and about the interests of a user. But with the limitation in monitoring
Gugubarra zones, the mouse-tracking is not as useful as it could be. Our implementation
still needs adjustments in the observation of the Gugubarra zones.
6.7 Conclusion and Future Work
The implicit user data, extracted by the Gugubarra mouse-tracking module, combined
with the other user interest proﬁles, allows us to generate more accurate interest proﬁles
of the users. We have proven our concepts in an experiment and shown that the mouse-
tracking data improve the accuracy of the user interest proﬁles. This gives a solid basis
for prediction of user interests or trend detection in the Web. Since implicit proﬁles are
less prone to manipulation, they provide a chance in improved personalized services,
including, but not limited to, advertisements, while allowing better detection of trend
changes and their adoption. We will test our new concept in a forthcoming user study
with a larger quantity of participants. It would also be interesting to observe with the
help of mouse-tracking web site visitors that are using a device with a touch screen,
like a smartphone or a tablet computer. These types of devices become more and more
popular and should be considered as source of user behavioral data.
In future, we plan to improve our mouse-tracking module prototype with the help of
new technologies. As the new HTML56 standard promises to introduce a multitude of
exciting new features, we expect to further improve the accuracy of our tracking based
mouse-proﬁles. Especially the upcoming user attributes feature seems to be suitable to
achieve such improvements.
6http://dev.w3.org/html5/spec/6.7. Conclusion and Future Work 115
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.116 Mouse-TrackingPart II
Inﬂuencing Factors on Web User
Feedback
1177
How Do Web Based Rating Systems
Inﬂuence User’s Choice
To understand the complete process of web user feedback, different factors that inﬂu-
ence the user’s choices on giving feedback are investigated. With the knowledge about
these factors, web business owners will be able to collect suitable feedback for the anal-
ysis. To measure these factors, we conduct three experiments on a real web store. This
chapter is based on the publication of Schefels et al. [SWHZ13].
7.1 Introduction
With the rise of the Web 2.0 [O’R05], users’ collaboration and feedback became more
and more important. For this reason many web shop owners provide their customers
the possibility to rate or comment on the products of the shop. For example, the web
storeAmazon1 hasaratingsystemandacommentﬁeldforeveryproduct. Thecustomer,
while searching for a product, often has the possibility to rank the products according to
the users’ rating scores. Even the recommendation system of the shop takes advantage
of these user ratings and suggests high-rated products to the customers.
1https://www.amazon.com/
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Not only the shop owner beneﬁts from these ratings but also the consumers do: high-
rated products often meet the expectations of the consumers [WO81] while low-rated
products often fail to satisfy them. The advantage for the customers is also an advantage
for the shop owner: he saves money and time because his customers complain less.
However, there is also a misuse of rating systems. Companies try to rank their prod-
ucts high by cheating (comment spam) [HLS11] and users may use the systems only for
fun.
Nevertheless, user rating systems are a beneﬁt for web shop owners and their cus-
tomers [GI07].
Another set of Web 2.0 phenomena, which became more and more important, are
social networks like Facebook2 or Google+3. In these networks, users can rate or recom-
mend products or web pages to their friends as well. For web shop owners, it is an easy
and powerful way to reach millions of customers. For example, Facebook and Google+
designed special buttons that can be easily integrated into every web page/shop to make
recommendations to the whole community. A web shop customer or a member of a
social network has only to click on such a button and all his friends see his recommen-
dations (in some case even the whole network).
Until now, a lot of research has been done to investigate the effect of the ratings of
products with the result that user ratings are important for the popularity and the sales
volume of products. Our focus is on the different designs of the rating scales [CM06].
In the Internet, a wide variety of different rating systems can be found, e.g., Amazon’s
common ﬁve star product rating system or the very popular "thumb-up" recommender
symbol of Facebook. Accordingly, our research question is as follows:
Do these different styles of rating scales have an inﬂuence on the willingness of the user to
give feedback or are there other inﬂuencing factors?
We split this research question into three parts and focus on web rating systems in
on-line music stores:
 How does the representation design of the community feedback information inﬂuence
the user’s choice to listen to an audio ﬁle?
 How does the representation design of the community feedback information inﬂuence
the user’s choice to rate an audio ﬁle?
 How does the representation design of the community feedback information inﬂuence
the user’s choice to indicate interest in an audio ﬁle?
2https://www.facebook.com/
3https://plus.google.com/7.1. Introduction 121
Figure 7.1: The musicfox web shop
The experiments took part on the musicfox4 music store (see Figure 7.1), a web shop
for "gemafreie5" music.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.2 discusses the theoretical
insights and introduces a cognitive process of rating. Section 7.3 presents the method
and the research design of our study. In Section 7.4, we present four steps are presented,
which allow us to evaluate the conjoint model. We use these four steps in Section 7.5,
Section 7.6, and Section 7.7 to resolve our three research questions. Section 7.8 dis-
cusses the results of the three conducted experiments and Section 7.9 presents the con-
clusion and future work.
4https://www.musicfox.com/
5GEMA: A German acronym for the society for musical performing and mechanical reproduction rights
(German: Gesellschaft für musikalische Aufführungs- und mechanische Vervielfältigungsrechte).
"Gemafreie" (GEMA-free) music: the music producer is not a member of the GEMA and can sell his music
under his own licenses. Therefore, he has not to pay a fee to the GEMA.122 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
7 customers like this title
show product page
(a) Heart Design
9 customers like this title
Show product page
         sounds good!
(b) Thumb Design
9 votes
show product page
(c) Stars Design
8 votes
show product page
(d) Johns Design
Figure 7.2: The different rating scale designs
7.2 Theoretical Insights
In the rest of the chapter, we use the term “rating scale design” to describe the graphical
interface for a rating system. Figure 7.2 displays all rating scale designs we will use in
ourexperiment; forfurtherdetailsseeSection7.3.1(TheResearchDesign). However, in
otherpublications, ratingscalesarealsoreferredtoas“scoringsystem”, “votingsystem”,
and, in general, as “feedback mechanism”.
Nowadays, there is a wide variety of rating scales with different designs. A very
common scale is the Likert scale, which has a certain number of levels. For example, a
participant couldexpress her/his agreementby aten-level scalewhere zeromeans “total
disagreement” and ten means “total agreement”. Today, in times of extensive usage of
the Internet, rating systems are often realized by so-called HTML radio buttons in web
forms. Besides radio buttons, slider scales are used with no certain levels. The user can
move the slider from a minimum level to a maximum level. The levels between the two
limits have almost an inﬁnity of ﬁne granularity and are, therefore, difﬁcult to match
to their semantically equivalents. If fewer details are needed, the use of binary rating
systems with two states is reasonable. For example, the on-line video watching and7.2. Theoretical Insights 123
sharing web site Youtube6 uses a rating scale with only two levels, “like” or “dislike”.
The simplest rating system has a unary scale with only one level. Today such a kind
of scale is very common through the popularity of the on-line platform Facebook that
makes usage of this scale form. The Facebook unary rating scale has a “like” button.
With the help of this button a Facebook member can express her/his favor to a comment
or to a web site and show it to the Facebook community. Unary rating systems allow no
negative rating and can be useful for shop owners who want to avoid negative feedback.
Before the utilization of the Internet became common, the main area of application
of rating systems was opinion polls. In contrast to surveys, where the granularity and
meaning of the single levels of the scale has to be explained to the participants, rating
systems of products do not usually provide such an explanation. Product rating systems
often present a short statistical overview to the user with the information of the rating
behavior of the former users (e.g., how many people gave their vote or the average
voting points of all former voters). This is not reasonable in surveys because this could
inﬂuence the answers of the participants.
Many researches on the usage of rating scales in surveys or economics discovered a
j-shaped distribution of the votes (e.g., as described in [HZP09] by Hu et al.). However,
we are not interested in the matter how people vote. Instead, we want to clarify the
inﬂuence of the different factors that affect the voter during the rating process.
In economics, consumer reviews are often seen as a new kind of word-of-mouth
(WOM) [HPZ06, Del03, CM06, XB08] propaganda, sometimes called e-WOM [SL07].
These reviews express the experience of the customer with a product and frequently
include suggestions to other customers interested in the same product. Consumer re-
view systems consist usually of a text-form for user comments and a rating scale. In this
chapter, we are concentrating on a pure rating scale without the possibility to post text
comments. A certain form of the WOM are reputation systems. For example, the rating
system of the on-line auction portal eBay7 is used to rate the trader after a transaction.
The more positive ratings the trader earns for her/his former transaction, the greater is
the community’s trust in her/his reputation. Dellarocas presents in [Del03] an overview
focusing on rating systems within recommender systems. However, we do not use the
collected votes of the customer for recommendations, but we are only providing the rat-
ing system to the customer in order to value a product, i.e., a song. How the collected
feedback is used, is not part of this study.
Accordingly, from an economic perspective, rating can also be seen as an economical
process, where the user wants to beneﬁt from her/his action. In [HLCK05], Harper et al.
6https://www.youtu.be/
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built a parameterized economic model of rating behavior to explain the motivations of
the users. The authors suggest a personalized rating interface to enhance the motivation
of users to rate.
Xia and Bechwati detected in [XB08] that the impact of reviews depends on the envi-
ronment. This is explained by the affect intensity, which means how emotionally people
respond to different events. In this research work, we also observe the environmental
attributes that might inﬂuence the voter in her/his actions. In detail, we include in our
observations different attributes from the design of the rating scale as well as from the
design of the web page of the experiment. We also refer the aspects of emotions in our
discussion of the results.
Sometimes the effect of product ratings is classiﬁed by the product category: Sen
and Lerman discovered in [SL07] that negative ratings for hedonic products are not as
helpful as for utilitarian products, i.e., they did not observe a negativity bias for hedonic
products, but a positivity bias. Similar to this discovery Xia and Bechwati explored
in [XB08] that the impact of negative ratings of experience/hedonic products on people
with high affect intensity is higher than the impact of positive ratings. In this work,
customers of a web shop have to rate songs, which can be put into the product category
of hedonic products. So, we expect similar effects on negative ratings.
In [RBLK10], Riedl et al. assume that the cognitive process of rating ideas in open
innovation platforms is very similar to the one responding to a survey. This response
process is analyzed in detail by Tourangeau et al. in [TRR00] and a four-component
model is suggested. As we are dealing with the rating for audio songs, we have to adopt
the model to our needs, as follows:
Comprehension: in a survey the attendant has to read, understand, and assign a
meaning to the surface form of the question, as Tourangeau et al. observed in [TRR00].
This is very important because misunderstood questions could confuse the attendant.
So, she/he might answer in a way different from what was intended by the interviewer
as Collins shows in [Col03].
Therefore, since we have neither a survey with questions nor attendants, we have to
adapt this component to our case: ﬁrst the customer, considered a sort of attendant, has
to click on the link to open the experiment web page and understand all information
presented in it. The information consists of all available attributes (i.e., the visible
attribute levels, see Table 7.1) and/or listen to one or more songs. If a customer does
not understand the meaning of this experiment web page, he will simply close it without
rating any song. That is the cause why we think that the design of the rating scale is
very important and leads us to our hypothesis.7.2. Theoretical Insights 125
Retrieval: after understanding the question and its meaning, the attendant will re-
call relevant information related to this question from his long-term memory [TRR00].
For example, Sloboda discovered in [Slo92] that songs can trigger positive, as well as
negative emotions (shown by Baumgartner in [Bau92]). Thus they can inﬂuence the
rating behavior of the customer because some people connect memories with songs.
These memories are kept in the long-term memory and have to be recalled. All other
attributes are equally important and should be considered in every research.
Judgment: in this component, the attendant forms her/his answer about the ques-
tion [Col03]. Here, the attendant will decide whether enough and sufﬁcient memories,
recalled during the Retrieval, are available to answer the question. If the question is
difﬁcult, the attendant has to draw conclusions, to infer missing details, or to combine
fragmentary memories to answer the question. Difﬁcult are also questions about date or
frequencies because often it is difﬁcult for people to remember exact date (see Friedman
and Wilkins [FW85]).
Judging songs is similar to judging attitude questions. The judgment can not be
based on facts; it is a very personal decision. Collins presents in [Col03] “Judgmental
heuristics” that are often employed when attendants respond to a question. Here we
will list some well-known heuristics that can be put into context to judging and rating
songs:
 Affect heuristic: positive as well as negative emotions inﬂuence the choice, as Fin-
ucane et al. show in [FASJ00]. We expect that emotions will have an inﬂuence on
the user choice. For example, the appearance of the manikin in the rating scale
design “Johns” (see Figure 7.2d) with its large head, large eyes, and round body
could be seen as a scheme of childlike characteristics, i.e., cuteness. Therefore,
we expect that the voters will be attracted by this design in particular.
 Anchoring: people tend to use an initial value [TK74] as a basis point for their
estimation. As a result, with different initial values people will estimate different
results. We expect that this effect inﬂuences the choice of the users if they see a
ﬁve-point rating scale (Johns or Stars design) with the average voting points of
the last voters.
 Availability heuristic: is based on the fact that the choice depends on memo-
ries that are available from past experiences. Tversky and Kahneman describe
in [TK74] several studies where people making assessments often are misled by
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 Bandwagon effect: people prefer choice-items that are chosen by the majority.
In [MJ09], Margetts and John discovered that the willingness of people to sign an
on-line petition increases by the information that there are other signatories. We
expect the inﬂuence of this effect if we show the users the total number of votes.
Bond et al. present in [BFJ+12] an example of the Bandwagon effect on Facebook,
where American voters are inﬂuenced in their choice by the rating results of the
community.
 Framing effect: the design of the experiment web site may affect the choice of
the participants, described in [HSDA07] by Hartmann et al. Even emotions, as
De Martino et al. show in [DMKSD06], are associated with the framing effect–
listening to songs may also trigger emotions.
 Negativity bias: in [Kan84], Kanouse shows that people weigh negative informa-
tion more seriously than positive information. Therefore, we expect, that negative
ranking of songs could inﬂuence the choice of the participants.
 Positivity bias: Sen and Lerman observed in [SL07] a positivity bias in correlation
with rating of hedonic products. It is the opposite of the negativity bias, which
means that people weigh positive information more than negative information.
 Serial position effect, i.e., Primacy effect: in [MHM06], Murphy et al. report that
web users prefer a higher ranked link in a list of links, which is called primacy
effect. Tourangeau et al. discovered in [TCC04] a similar effect: in an ordered
list of categories most people expect that the top item is the most desirable one.
Tourangeau et al. call the effect “up means good”.
 Serial position effect, i.e., recency effect: in [MHM06], Murphy et al. point out as
well that the last element in a list is more important than the elements in the
middle of a list. Therefore, we expect, that the rank of the positions of the three
choice-items will be: ﬁrst position (primacy effect), third position (recency effect),
and second position.
Most of the researches, and thus the research results, are related to surveys or ques-
tionnaires. The aim of a survey is to get the opinion of the participant without any
inﬂuence caused by the researcher. Therefore, the researches try through surveys to
discover how to minimize this effect by recognizing various heuristics about decision
making. Our research aims at the opposite direction: we want to discover how to inﬂu-
ence people to motivate them to vote more for a product. This has advantages for the
customer as well as for the web shop owner, as pointed out in the introduction.7.3. Research Method and Design 127
Response: ﬁnally the attendant has to map the answer onto the appropriate scale or
response option [TRR00]. This means, in our case, that the customer, who wants to vote
for a song, has to map his judgment to the provided rating scale. He can also express
his attitude to the song by visiting the product page of the song, which we interpret as
an intention to buy the song.
7.3 Research Method and Design
7.3.1 The Research Design
For our study, we used the musicfox web shop to collect data. The participants are both
the walk-in customers and the registered customers of the musicfox shop.
We prepared a pop-up web page with three different songs (see Figure 7.4) and
placed it on the home page, the so-called landing page, of the shop. To draw the atten-
tion to the link and to arouse visitors’ curiosity we named it "top songs" and placed an
eye-catching icon next to it. The web page of the pop-up window contained a player
for each song so that the songs can be listened to on-line. Next to every song a rating
system with its scale was placed. The three rating scales always had the same design
per IP-address so that a single participant only saw one kind of the rating scale design.
The design altered randomly for the visitors, i.e., for the IP-addresses.
We designed four different rating scales: a heart (unary), known from Last.fm8,
a thumb-up Facebook-like rating scale (unary), an Amazon-like rating scale with ﬁve
stars (Likert scale), and a new style inspired by SAM [BL94], a non-verbal pictorial
assessment technique to directly measure emotion (Likert scale). All styles are shown
in Figure 7.2. Sparling and Sen discovered in their paper [SS11], that users prefer the
ﬁve stars design as well as the thumb design for product reviews. For this reason, we
created two ﬁve-star-like (see Figure 7.2c and 7.2d) and two thumb-like rating scales
(see Figure 7.2a and 7.2b).
Every visitor had the possibility to listen to the songs, to rate the songs, and to
click on a link, which opens the product page of the song in the musicfox web shop,
where she/he could gather information or buy it. During the experiment, when the
participant closed the pop-up window without performing any action, the no-option
(see Section 7.4.2) was selected.
We performed three experiments through which we observed different types of be-
havior of the participants: in the ﬁrst experiment (E1) we explored the impact of service
attributes on the choice of listening to audio ﬁles, in the second experiment (E2) we
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close
First Hero
show product page Stimulus 1
Action Stacc
show product page Stimulus 2
Heroes
show product page Stimulus 3
Choice-Set
Figure 7.3: Choice-set with the ﬁve attributes per stimulus
explored the impact of service attributes on the choice of rating, and in the third ex-
periment (E3) we explored the impact of service attributes on the choice of indicating
interest toward a product (song).
We sent no invitations to people to ask for participation in the experiment because
we did not want to encourage the participants to use the rating system–they should
act as naturally as possible and only use the rating system if they want to. Without
knowing about the experiment, the participants were not affected by the Hawthorne-
effect [FK78], so the result should be unbiased.
7.3.2 The Choice of Attributes
To identify the relevant attributes, we have been investigating the most popular mu-
sic web site, which makes use of rating systems. Our choice-set, the pop-up window,
consists (see Figure 7.3) of three stimuli with ﬁve attributes per stimulus. Table 7.1
summarizes all attributes, as explained below:
A choice-set contains three different stimuli, each with one song (see Figure 7.3).
Every song has a different name that is displayed on the left side of the music player.
We chose three unknown songs with very generic names; therefore, the attribute “Song
Name” has three different levels: First Hero (mf-78), Action Stacc (mf-170), and Heroes
(mf-297). We chose very general names on purpose, on the one hand to make the
participants curious about the song and lure them to listen to it. On the other hand,
we wanted to avoid that participants vote for a song with a well-known name without7.3. Research Method and Design 129
Table 7.1: Attributes and attribute levels
Attribute Name Number of Levels Levels
Song Name 3 mf-78, mf-170, mf-297
Song Position 3 1, 2, 3
Rating Scale Design 4 Johns, Stars, Thumb, Heart
Number of Votes 100 [0,100]
Average Voting Points 5 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
listening to it.
In the choice-set, the three songs are placed in a row; therefore, the attribute “Song
Position” has three levels: a song could be placed on the top, in the middle, and at the
bottom of the list of songs. The songs were ordered randomly for each participant.
A crucial role is played by the attribute “Rating Scale Design”. We created four differ-
ent designs for the rating scale: Johns, Stars, Thumb, and Heart. While Johns and Stars
are rating scales with ﬁve levels, Thumb and Heart only have one level. Stars are well
known from various web sites like Amazon or Musicload (https://www.musicload.
de/). Johns are a new creation inspired by SAM, a pictogram used in psychology to
display emotions [BL94]. Thumb is also well known through the popularity of the so-
cial network Facebook. Heart is used by Last.fm and often related to the action to favor
something (i.e., “I love it.”).
We recognized during our investigations on rating systems that many web pages
display, next to the rating scale, the current number of the people that voted for a song.
For this reason, we placed a counter with the current number of people that voted for
this song next to the rating scale. This attribute, called "Number of Votes", is a linear
attribute, which means that it has an inﬁnitive number of levels.
For the rating scale designs with more levels, the Johns and the Stars, we also dis-
played the average voting points for the participants to see. This average is calculated
by dividing the total number of voting points by the number of votes. The result is be-
tween zero and ﬁve, since the result of the division has to be rounded to the next whole
number. The result is visualized by coloring the pictograms of the rating scales differ-
ently: for example, if the average voting points are three stars for a song, the three ﬁrst
stars of the rating scale design are colored in red, see Figure 7.2c. The unary designs
Thumbs and Hearts have no different levels, for this reason this kind of visualization is
not possible here.130 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Figure 7.4: The pop-up window of the experiments
7.3.3 Research Design and the Research Instrument
With this study, we wanted to see how much the attributes, introduced in Section 7.3.2,
inﬂuence the choice of the user. All attributes were combined in one stimulus, see
Figure 7.3, and three stimuli per participant were presented in one task. One participant
saw only one rating scale design. The position of the song, i.e., the position of the
song name, was selected randomly, while the number of average voting points were
calculated from the previous voting data. The design of the experiments was calculated
with SAWTOOTH9.
We kept the layout of the pop-up window minimalistic. We discovered the presented
attributes in an Internet investigation. We selected only attributes that are in common
at most of the music shops. The layout of the pop-up window, see Figure 7.4, was the
same used in the musicfox web store. This has been maintained to make the participant
feel comfortable. Besides, the participants do not recognize the real purpose of the pop-
up window, i.e., the case study. The study was implemented with the self-developed
PHP framework of the musicfox web store.
9Sawtooth Software, Inc., http://www.sawtoothsoftware.com/7.4. Analysis Overview 131
7.4 Analysis Overview
Since the 1970s, the use of the conjoint analysis has gained in popularity with both
academics and practitioners [GS90]. We use the choice-based conjoint (CBC) analysis
for the purpose of this study. In [Hoe11], four steps are presented, which allow us to
evaluate the conjoint model:
 Step 1: Choice and deﬁnition of the estimation model for all experiments.
 Step 2: Estimation of the effects using the estimation model and test of the signif-
icance of the effects and of the Standard Conjoint Model.
 Step 3: Calculation of the importance hierarchy and the contribution size of the
attributes.
 Step 4: Simulations of different choice tasks.
Step 1 is the same for each of the three experiments (E1, E2, and E3) and presented
in Section 7.4.1.
Steps 2 to 4 are separately calculated for each experiment. The common parts of
steps 2 to 4 are presented in the subsequent sections. The results of these steps are
presented for each experiment in a separate section; E1 in Section 7.5, E2 in Section 7.6,
and E3 in Section 7.7.
7.4.1 Step 1: Choice of Estimation Model
First, we chose a parameter estimation model to use for the calculations. This step is
the same for all experiments E1, E2, and E3.
There are different ways to analyze the results of a choice-based conjoint study. This
section describes the analysis on the aggregate level, using the multinomial logit model
(MNL). MNL is based on the work of Mcfadden [Mcf74]. For the coding of the data, we
used effect coding, which is compatible with SAWTOOTH Software. With effect coding,
the sum of all effect parameters of the levels of one attribute will be equal to zero; for
further details, see [Coh03]. The multinomial logit model is deﬁned by using notations
adapted from Backhaus et al. [BEPW05].
Adoptions are as follows: We changed some variables for better readability. For
example, instead of using  we use a,l to make it clear that an effect exists for each
level l of an attribute a and instead of using k for a concept (in this study a song with
its rating system) we use c.132 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
We ﬁrst calculated the utility of each concept (pop-up window). The utility repre-
sents the attractiveness of each concept. The utility of a concept is calculated by sum-
ming the parts that each attribute level (shown in this concept) contributes. In other
words, the utility of a concept c is given as the sum of part-worth utilities of each level l
for each attribute a that is in concept c:
utilit yc =
X
a
X
l
a,l  xc,a,l (7.1)
where
 xc,a,l is the effect coding variable value of level l for attribute a for the concept c,
 a,l is the effect parameter (part-worth utility) of level l for attribute a, which has
to be estimated.
This results in a utility for the no-option [HKW01] that is equal to the effect parame-
ter of the no-option: uno opt = no opt. We then calculate the probability that a concept c
is chosen:
probc =
eutilit yc
P
c02CS
eutilit yc0 (7.2)
where
 eutilit yc is the exponent of the utility of this concept,

P
c02CS
eutilit yc0 is the sum of exponents of the utility of all concepts c0 shown within
the choice-set CS (in this study, a combination of three items and the no-option).
We used the log-likelihood function [BEPW05] to estimate the effect parameters a,l
by maximizing the value of the following function:
LL =
X
CT
X
c
ln(probc) choiceCT,c (7.3)
where
 choiceCT,c =

1,if c 2 CS was chosen by a participant in a choice task CT
0, else
 CT is a choice task, i.e., the participant has to choose a concept (item) out of a
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The aim is to deﬁne a function that estimates the parameters a,l in such a way that
the observed user choices can be explained plausibly. This means that the probability a
concept is chosen probc should be as high as possible for all concepts that were, in fact,
chosen by the participants. The function we use here, is the log-likelihood function.
The log-likelihood function calculates the sum of the log value of the probability for
each c that was chosen. The value is added for each time the concept c was chosen. The
function is calculated for different values of the parameters a,l. Finally, the parameter
values that result in the maximum log-likelihood value (LL) are chosen.
The results of applying the deﬁned logit analysis on the data of the study and the
test of signiﬁcance are reported in step 2.
7.4.2 Step 2: Estimation of the Effects and Test of the Signiﬁcance
Step 2 has been separately performed for the data of each experiment (results see Sec-
tions 7.5.2, 7.6.2, and 7.7.2). The estimations were done for the standard conjoint
model that includes all main effects according to Iyengar et al. [IJK08], with a degree
of freedom DF = 10 (details on DF calculation see, e.g., Constantiou et al. [CHZ11]).
The main results of step 2 for each experiment are shown in Tables 7.2, 7.8, and 7.14.
The effect parameters (Part-Worth Utilities) are listed in column three of each table
for the attributes and their relative levels as presented in Table 7.1). We calculated the
effects for all attributes, namely one effect for each level, and in addition one effect for
the no-option.
The attribute no-option indicated that none of the above attributes were selected.
Instead, the participant closed the pop-up window and did not select any option of the
experiment.
Column three of each table presents the resulting effect parameter values, which
are a measure of relative worth. The higher the value is, the more attractive the level
is. The effect parameter values for the attributes “Song Name”, “Song Position”, and
“Rating Scale Design”, is zero-centered. Therefore, the sum of all effect parameters of
the levels of one attribute is zero. The attributes “Number of Votes” and “Average Voting
Points” are linear; a minus indicates that the higher the value is, the less attractive it is.
The standard errors are shown in column four of each table. The standard er-
ror [WBW90] of the estimation is a measure of error in the prediction of the user’s
choice. The t-ratio is shown in column ﬁve, which is the ratio of effect and standard
error. This value can be compared with a t-table, taking into account the degree of free-
dom DF = 10, to determine the signiﬁcance of each level. This signiﬁcance level is
marked in the third column with an asterisk.
In step 4 we further explore these ﬁndings by simulating different choice scenarios.134 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
7.4.3 Step 3: Calculation of the Importance Hierarchy
Step 3 has to be separately performed for the data of each experiment to determine the
importance hierarchy (results see Sections 7.5.3, 7.6.3, and 7.7.3).
The attribute importance hierarchy (IH) can be calculated on the basis of the esti-
mated effect parameters of step 2. The results are shown in Tables 7.3, 7.9, and 7.15
and the ﬁgures accordingly. The importance hierarchy is indicated in the ﬁrst column
and the attribute importance in the third column. The attribute importance is an indi-
cator of the inﬂuence size an attribute may have.
Columnfourhighlightsthesigniﬁcancelevel(contribution), thatwascalculatedwith
a likelihood ratio test to determine whether the contribution of each attribute to the
model was signiﬁcant (details on the method see, e.g., Constantiou et al. [CHZ11]).
Thus, not signiﬁcant attributes have a minor effect on the user’s choice; see also results
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7.5 Experiment 1 (E1): Exploring the Impact of Service
Attributes on the Choice of Listening to Audio Files
7.5.1 The Sample of E1
A total sample of 117 people participated in the experiment 1 (E1), whereby 104 (89%)
participants listened to at least one track and 13 (11%) closed the experiment window
without any further action (no-option).
Four people(3%) participated fourtimes in theexperiment, twopeople (2%) partici-
pated three times, three people (3%) participated two times, and 99 people participated
just one time, whereby participating means opening the experiment window.
Most of participants, 108 people (92%), took part in the experiment from Germany,
one from Austria, one from Iran, and one from Switzerland. The location of six partici-
pants could not be determined.
The majority of the participants, 89 people (76%), used Microsoft Windows as the
operating system to run the experiment. Apple Mac OS was used in 24 cases (20%),
Linux three times (3%) and Apple iPad two times (2%). Note that one person used
Microsoft Windows one time and Apple Mac OS another time to participate the experi-
ment.
Most of the participants, 62 people (53%), used Mozilla Firefox as a browser, Mi-
crosoft Internet Explorer was used by 21 people (18%), Google Chrome by 18 people
(15%), Apple Safari by 13 people (11%), Apple iPad by two people (2%), and Opera by
two people (2%).
These data were all extracted from the server logs, the participants were not asked
about any demographical data. However, in [TCC07] no impact of gender, age, or edu-
cation groups by the use of rating systems is measured.
7.5.2 E1 - Step 2: Analysis Results of the Estimation of the Effects
and Test of the Signiﬁcance
Step 2 has been performed for the total data of this study, i.e., of 117 respondents, in
total 429 choice-sets. The results of step 2 for experiment 1 are shown in Table 7.2.
The LL value is  527.07 for the standard conjoint model, using the estimated effects
of Table 7.2. The likelihood ratio test was used to calculate the signiﬁcance of the
standard conjoint model. The chi-square value was 163.00 (degree of freedom DF =
10). The standard conjoint model is signiﬁcant at the 0.0001 level.136 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Table 7.2: E1: Effect parameters
Attribute Name Levels Eﬀect Std. Error t-Ratio
Song Name
mf-297 +0.01205 0.06936 +0.17374
mf-78  0.10358 0.12905  0.80263
mf-170 +0.09153 0.13017 +0.70315
Song Position
1 +0.23102 0.06678 +3.45943
2  0.11592 0.07210  1.60774
3  0.11510 0.07214  1.59551
Rating Scale Design
Stars +2.04826 0.87604 +2.33808
Heart  1.05546 0.61454  1.71748
Thumb  1.51248 0.58667  2.57807
Johns +0.51968 0.62157 +0.83606
Number of Votes +0.01460 0.06575 +0.22202
Average Voting Points  0.32417 0.16709  1.94008
No Option  1.87561 0.37255  5.03448
 Signiﬁcant at the 0.5 or 0.2 level.
 Signiﬁcant at the 0.1 or 0.05 level.
 Signiﬁcant at the 0.01 or 0.001 level.
7.5.3 E1 - Step 3: Analysis Results of the Calculation of the Impor-
tance Hierarchy
According to Table 7.3 and Figure 7.5, the “Rating Scale Design” is the most important
attribute (60.51%), followed by “Average Voting Points” (27.55%), and the “Song Po-
sition” (5.90%). The attributes representing the song name and the number of votes
have only a minor contribution and inﬂuence on the choice of listening to audio ﬁles.
7.5.4 E1 - Step 4: Simulations of different Choice Tasks
After the analysis of the results, we are now able to perform several simulations to dis-
cover the inﬂuence of the single attributes in different scenarios. A scenario is a certain
combination of attributes with a high contribution level to the model and it represents7.5. Experiment 1 (E1): Listening to Audio Files 137
Table 7.3: E1: Importance hierarchy and signiﬁcance level for attribute contribution
IH Attribute Attribute importance Contribution level
1 Rating Scale Design 60.51% 0.001
2 Average Voting Points 27.55% 0.001
3 Song Position 5.90% 0.01
4 Song Name 3.32% minor
5 Number of Votes 2.73% minor
a choice-set shown to a participant. In contrast to the choice-sets, we presented in
the experiments, we are not longer bound to statistical or logical constraints: we are
now able to combine, e.g., all different rating scale designs in one choice-set or put all
songs on the same position in a simulation. Therefore, we can calculate the ratio of the
choice from various combinations without testing them in reality. With these simula-
tions the different impacts of the single attributes become much clearer. In the tables,
gray printed entries indicate a change in the attribute level.
The ﬁrst scenario of the ﬁrst experiment combines different levels of the three at-
tributes “Position of the Song”, “Rating Scale Design”, and “Average Voting Points”. In
this scenario, we took the attribute levels with the smallest impact, also called bad fram-
ing. Therefore, we put the song on position two, use the “Thumb” rating scale design,
and display an average voting point of ﬁve to the participant. To discover the impact
of the different designs, we change only the designs in this scenario from the design
with the lowest impact (“Thumb”) to the one with the highest impact (“Stars”). As a re-
sult, 77.5% of the participants would choose the choice-item with the stars rating scale
design to listen to, only 2% choose the item with the thumb design. The detailed results
are presented in Table 7.4. The changed attributes are printed in gray.
In the next scenario, we investigate the impact of the position of a choice-item on the
listening behavior of the participants, see Table 7.5. Like in the ﬁrst scenario, we com-
bine the attribute levels with the lowest impact with the different positions. A choice-
item on the ﬁrst position attracts about 41.4% of the listeners, while the choice-items
on position three or two attract only about 29% listeners.
Scenario three, see Table 7.6, shows the impact of the displayed average voting
points. Again, we used the attribute levels with the lowest impact and combined them
with different levels of the “average voting points” attribute. If zero average voting
points are displayed, participants like to listen to this song most, followed by three,138 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
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Figure 7.5: Attributes average importance.
four, and ﬁve displayed average voting points. If two average voting points are shown,
the choice-item animates only 5.3% people to listen to it.
In Table 7.7, twelve scenarios are listed: every choice-set consists of two items. The
scenario on the top, Baseline I, consists of the attribute levels with the lowest impact
(bad framing): choice-item on position two with thumb rating scale design and a dis-
played average voting point of ﬁve. 50% of the participants would choose the ﬁrst song
to listen to and 50% the second because they have exactly the same attribute levels. In
the next eleven scenarios, we change the attribute levels of the second choice-item and
compare its attractiveness to the Baseline I scenario. In scenarios four to six, different
levels of rating scale design are set. This means, if the participants have the choice to
either listen to a song with a thumb rating scale design or one with a heart rating scale
design, 61.3% would listen to the song with the heart design–a difference of 11.3%
in comparison to Baseline I. With a change from the rating scale design “Thumb” to
“Johns”, 38.3% of the participants would listen to the latter. If the participants have
to choose between a choice-item with thumb design and a choice-set with stars de-
sign, 47.2% would prefer to listen to the song with a stars rating scale design.
In comparison to the change of the rating scale design, a different position of the
choice-items does not have such a big impact on the choice. A song in position one
attracts only 8.4% more listeners in comparison to the other positions. This simulation
is presented in the scenarios seven and eight.7.5. Experiment 1 (E1): Listening to Audio Files 139
Table 7.4: E1: Impact of the rating scale designs
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Position Design Av. Voting Share-MNL
1
1 2 Thumb 5 2.18%
2 2 Heart 5 3.46%
3 2 Johns 5 16.84%
4 2 Stars 5 77.51%
Table 7.5: E1: Impact of the position of the song
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Position Design Av. Voting Share-MNL
2
1 2 Thumb 5 29.33%
2 3 Thumb 5 29.26%
3 1 Thumb 5 41.41%
Table 7.6: E1: Impact of the average voting points
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Position Design Av. Voting Share-MNL
3
1 2 Thumb 5 7.70%
2 2 Thumb 4 10.59%
3 2 Thumb 3 12.32%
4 2 Thumb 2 5.33%
5 2 Thumb 1 25.36%
6 2 Thumb 0 38.71%140 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Scenarios 9 to 11 have different levels of the attribute “Average Voting Points”. In
general, a lower average voting point attracts more participants to listen to a song. This
means, in detail, that three average voting points attract 15.8% more listeners, one
point 28.6%, and zero 33.5%.
In the last three scenarios, we combine different levels of any attribute together and
compare them with the Baseline I scenario. In scenario twelve, we change the song
position from position two to position three, we change the rating scale design to the
heart design, and we display two average voting points. This has the effect, that 75%
of the listeners would choose this attribute level combination; a change of 25%. In
scenario thirteen we use the Johns design and show only one average rating point to
the participant. Now, 97% would choose this combination of attribute levels; a change
about more than 47.2%. Finally, we compare the attribute level combination with the
lowest impact (Baseline I) with the attribute level combination with the highest impact:
the choice-item is on the ﬁrst position with stars rating scale design and zero average
voting points. This choice-item will attract nearly 99.9% of the listeners and only 0.2%
would listen to the choice-item with the bad framing attribute levels.
The result of this study and the simulations are discussed in Section 7.8.7.5. Experiment 1 (E1): Listening to Audio Files 141
Table 7.7: E1: Impact of design, average voting points, and position in the choice of
two songs with bad framing
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Position Design Av. Voting Share-MNL Change
Baseline I
1 2 Thumb 5 50.00%
2 2 Thumb 5 50.00%
4
1 2 Thumb 5 38.71%
11.29%
2 2 Heart 5 61.29%
5
1 2 Thumb 5 11.66%
38.34%
2 2 Johns 5 88.34%
6
1 2 Thumb 5 2.81%
47.19%
2 2 Stars 5 97.19%
7
1 2 Thumb 5 49.90%
0.10%
2 3 Thumb 5 50.10%
8
1 2 Thumb 5 41.57%
8.43%
2 1 Thumb 5 58.43%
9
1 2 Thumb 5 34.24%
15.76%
2 2 Thumb 3 65.76%
10
1 2 Thumb 5 21.41%
28.59%
2 2 Thumb 1 78.59%
11
1 2 Thumb 5 16.51%
33.49%
2 2 Thumb 0 83.49%
12
1 2 Thumb 5 24.88%
25.12%
2 3 Heart 3 75.12%
13
1 2 Thumb 5 2.76%
47.24%
2 3 Johns 1 97.24%
14
1 2 Thumb 5 0.15%
49.85%
2 1 Stars 0 99.85%142 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
7.6 Experiment 2 (E2): Exploring the Impact of Service
Attributes on the Choice of Rating
7.6.1 The Sample of E2
In total 29 people participated in the experiment 2 (E2). 16 (55%) of them voted for at
least one of the tracks, whereas 13 participants (45%) left the experiment without any
further action (no-option). Three people (10%) participated three times in the exper-
iment, two people (7%) participated three times, ﬁve people (17%) participated two
times, and 19 people (66%) once. Most participants, 28 people (97%) could be located
in Germany, while accomplishing the experiment. One participant could not be located.
The most often used platform for participating in the experiment was Microsoft Win-
dows, in total 21 times (70%). Apple Mac OS was used in six cases (20%) and Linux
in three cases (10%). Note that one person opened the experiment with Microsoft Win-
dows and with Apple Mac OS. Regarding the browser, 21 people (70%) used Mozilla’s
Firefox, four people (13%) used Microsoft’s Internet Explorer, four people (13%) used
Google’s Chrome, and one person (4%) Apple’s Safari. Note that one person partici-
pated one time by using Firefox and another time by using Chrome.
These data were all extracted from the server logs, the participants were not asked
about any demographical data. However, in [TCC07] no impact of gender, age, or edu-
cation groups by the use of rating systems is measured.
7.6.2 E2 - Step 2: Analysis Results of the Estimation of the Effects
and Test of the Signiﬁcance
Step 2 has been performed for the total data of this study, i.e., of 29 respondents, in
total 48 choice-sets. The results of step 2 for experiment 2 are shown in Table 7.8.
The LL value is  56.43 for the standard conjoint model, using the estimated effects of
Table 7.8. The likelihood ratio test was used to calculate the signiﬁcance of the standard
conjoint model. The chi-square value was 20.22 (degree of freedom DF = 10). The
standard conjoint model is signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level.
7.6.3 E2 - Step 3: Analysis Results of the Calculation of the Impor-
tance Hierarchy
According to Table 7.9 and Figure 7.6, again the “Rating Scale Design” is the most
important attribute (50.81%), followed by “Average Voting Points” (32.03%), and the7.6. Experiment 2 (E2): Rating 143
Table 7.8: E2: Effect parameters
Attribute Name Levels Eﬀect Std. Error t-Ratio
Song Name
mf-297 +0.08949 0.26504 +0.33765
mf-78 +0.21343() 0.31218 +0.68366
mf-170  0.30292 0.33014  0.91753
Song Position
1 +0.38574 0.27261 +1.41498
2  0.59666 0.32572  1.83184
3 +0.21091 0.26473 +0.79670
Rating Scale Design
Stars  6.03105    
Heart  0.97259 91.59698  0.01062
Thumb  1.02209 91.59569  0.01116
Johns +8.02572 91.60277 +0.08761
Number of Votes  0.29516 0.13578  2.17381
Average Voting Points  1.77212 0.97926  1.80965
No Option +6.29530 91.57381 +0.06875
 Signiﬁcant at the 0.5 or 0.2 level.
 Signiﬁcant at the 0.1 or 0.05 level.
“Number of Votes” (11.74%). The attributes representing the song position and the
song name have only a minor contribution and inﬂuence on the choice of rating audio
ﬁles.
7.6.4 E2 - Step 4: Simulations of different Choice Tasks
After the analysis of the results, we are now able to perform several simulations, like in
Section7.5.4, todiscovertheinﬂuenceofthesingleattributesindifferentscenarios. The
attributes with the highest contribution levels in the second experiment are: rating scale
design, number of votes, and average voting points. Therefore, a badly framed choice-
item would consist of the attribute levels with the lowest impact. This means, that the
choice-item has the rating scale design “Stars”, displays ten votes, and an average voting144 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Table 7.9: E2: Importance hierarchy and signiﬁcance level for attribute contribution
IH Attribute Attribute importance Contribution level
1 Rating Scale Design 50.81% 0.0001
2 Average Voting Points 32.03% 0.0001
3 Number of Votes 11.74% 0.0001
4 Song Position 3.55% minor
5 Song Name 1.87% minor
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Figure 7.6: Attributes average importance.
point of ﬁve. In the tables, gray printed entries indicate a change in the attribute level.
In the ﬁrst scenario, we want to focus on the impact of the different rating scale
designs. To measure the impact of the rating scale design, we display a choice-set with
four items to the participant, where every item has a different rating scale design. As
a result, nearly all participants, 99.97% (see Table 7.10), vote for a song using “Johns”
rating scale design. The other designs attract only few voters.
The next scenario, presented in Table 7.11, illustrates the impact of the attribute
“Number of Votes”. Again, we use the choice-item with bad framing and change only
the displayed number of votes. Starting with ten, the highest number that occurred in
our experiment, we decrease the number by two till it reaches zero. A high number of
votes distracts participants from voting, therefore, the choice-items one to three with a7.6. Experiment 2 (E2): Rating 145
Table 7.10: E2: Impact of the rating scale designs
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Design Number of Votes Av. Voting Share-MNL
1
1 Stars 10 5 0.00%
2 Thumb 10 5 0.01%
3 Heart 10 5 0.01%
4 Johns 10 5 99.97%
Table 7.11: E2: Impact of the number of votes
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Design Number of Votes Av. Voting Share-MNL
2
1 Stars 10 5 2.42%
2 Stars 8 5 4.38%
3 Stars 6 5 7.78%
4 Stars 4 5 14.08%
5 Stars 2 5 25.44%
6 Stars 0 5 45.90%
high number of votes are chosen only by few participants. But with a smaller number,
more participants vote. For this reason, about 46% decided to vote for the choice-item
with zero displayed number of votes.
The impact of the attribute “Average Voting Points” is the subject of scenario three,
Table 7.12. The results indicate that the participants do not like to vote for a song with
many average voting points. Therefore, choice-items with ﬁve to two average voting
points only attract very few voters. With one average voting point, about 14% of the
participants are attracted and with zero average voting points 85%. This emphasizes
the awareness of average voting points.
Table 7.13 describes the impact of rating scale design, number of votes, and average
voting points in the choice of two songs with bad framing. We compare in scenarios
four to six the four different rating scale designs. Here, the weak impact of the stars
design becomes obvious: if the design is changed, most participants prefer not to choose146 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Table 7.12: E2: Impact of the average voting points
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Design Number of Votes Av. Voting Share-MNL
3
1 Stars 10 5 0.02%
2 Stars 10 4 0.07%
3 Stars 10 3 0.22%
4 Stars 10 2 0.70%
5 Stars 10 1 14.15%
6 Stars 10 0 84.84%
the stars design to vote for a song. If the Johns design is displayed, all votes are done
with this design. Scenarios seven to nine emphasize the impact of the different levels
of the attribute “Number of Votes”. If two or zero votes are shown, more than 90% of
the participants choose one of these choice-items to vote rather than the one with ten
shown votes. A change in the levels of the attribute “Average Voting Points” has also
a high impact on the choice of the item: a lower number (less than ﬁve) will attract
all willing voters, zero average votes more than 99.9%. In the last three scenarios, we
alternate all three attributes. As a result, no participant would vote for the choice-item
withbadframing, allparticipants(100%)choosedifferentitemsforvoting, independent
of the attributes.7.6. Experiment 2 (E2): Rating 147
Table 7.13: E2: Impact of design, number of votes, and average voting points in the
choice of two songs with bad framing
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Design Number of Votes Av. Voting Share-MNL Change
Baseline I
1 Stars 10 5 50.00%
2 Stars 10 5 50.00%
4
1 Stars 10 5 0.64%
49.36%
2 Thumb 10 5 99.36%
5
1 Stars 10 5 0.61%
49.39%
2 Heart 10 5 99.39%
6
1 Stars 10 5 0.00%
50.00%
2 Johns 10 5 100.00%
7
1 Stars 10 5 23.57%
26.43%
2 Stars 6 5 76.43%
8
1 Stars 10 5 8.62%
41.38%
2 Stars 2 5 91.38%
9
1 Stars 10 5 5.01%
44.99%
2 Stars 0 5 94.99%
10
1 Stars 10 5 2.78%
47.22%
2 Stars 10 3 97.22%
11
1 Stars 10 5 0.09%
49.91%
2 Stars 10 1 99.91%
12
1 Stars 10 5 0.02%
49.98%
2 Stars 10 0 99.98%
13
1 Stars 10 5 0.00%
50.00%
2 Heart 6 3 100.00%
14
1 Stars 10 5 0.00%
50.00%
2 Thumb 2 1 100.00%
15
1 Stars 10 5 0.00%
50.00%
2 Johns 0 0 100.00%148 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
7.7 Experiment 3 (E3): Exploring the Impact of Service
Attributes on the Choice of Indicating Interest
7.7.1 The Sample of E3
A sample of 23 people took part in the experiment 3 (E3). 13 of them (66%) visited
the product page of at least one track. Ten people (43%) left the experiment without
any further action (no-option). Three people (10%) participated four times, two (9%)
participatedthreetimes, four(17%)participatedtwotimes, and14(61%)justonetime.
All of the participants accomplished the experiment out of Germany. 19 people, about
76%, used Microsoft Windows as an operating system to take part in the experiment,
four people (16%) used Apple Mac OS, and two people, about 8%, used Linux. Note
that two people opened the experiment with Microsoft Windows and Apple Mac OS. 17
people (68%) opened the experiment window with Mozilla Firefox, ﬁve (20%) with
Google Chrome, two people (8%) with Microsoft Internet Explorer, and one person
(4%) with Apple Safari. Note that one person opened the experiment with Internet
Explorer and Google Chrome. Another participant opened it with Google Chrome and
Apple Safari.
These data were all extracted from the server logs, the participants were not asked
about any demographical data. However, in [TCC07] no impact of gender, age, or edu-
cation groups by the use of rating systems is measured.
7.7.2 E3 - Step 2: Analysis Results of the Estimation of the Effects
and Test of the Signiﬁcance
Step 2 has been performed for the total data of this study, in particular, of 23 respon-
dents, in total 30 choice-sets. The results of step 2 for experiment 3 are shown in Ta-
ble7.14. The LL valueis 27.39forthestandardconjointmodel, usingtheestimatedef-
fects of Table 7.14. The likelihood ratio test was used to calculate the signiﬁcance of the
standard conjoint model. The chi-square value was 28.40 (degree of freedom DF = 10).
The standard conjoint model is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level.
7.7.3 E3 - Step 3: Analysis Results of the Calculation of the Impor-
tance Hierarchy
According to Table 7.15 and Figure 7.7, again the “Rating Scale Design” is the most im-
portant attribute (42.08%), followed by Average Voting Points (40.42%). The attributes7.7. Experiment 3 (E3): Indicating Interest 149
Table 7.14: E3: Effect parameters
Attribute Name Levels Eﬀect Std. Error t-Ratio
Song Name
mf-297  0.47106 0.57311  0.82194
mf-78 +0.58625 0.69700 +0.84110
mf-170  0.11519 0.71506  0.16109
Song Position
1 +0.67316 0.41881 +1.60733
2  0.03115 0.50965  0.06112
3  0.64201 0.55846  1.14961
Rating Scale Design
Stars  1.71139 2.89028  0.59212
Heart +3.13757 3.03834 +1.03266
Thumb +2.45224 3.05235 +0.80339
Johns  3.87842 3.28930  1.17910
Number of Votes +0.04943 0.25744 +0.19201
Average Voting Points +1.34779 1.10504 +1.21968
No Option +0.26891 1.14719 +0.23441
 Signiﬁcant at the 0.5 or 0.2 level.
representing the Song Position, Song Name and the Number of Votes have only a minor
contribution and inﬂuence on the choice of indicating interest for a speciﬁc audio ﬁle.
7.7.4 E3 - Step 4: Simulations of different Choice Tasks
With the results from Section 7.7.3 we are able to perform several simulations, like in
Section 7.5.4 and 7.6.4, to illustrate the inﬂuence of the single attributes in different
scenarios. The attributes with the highest contribution levels in the third experiment
are: rating scale design and average voting points. Therefore, a badly framed choice-
item would consist of the attribute levels with the lowest impact. This means, that the
choice-item has the rating scale design “Johns” and an average voting point of zero. In
the tables, gray printed entries indicate a change in the attribute level.
In the ﬁrst scenario (Table 7.16), we simulate a choice-set with four items; every150 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Table 7.15: E3: Importance hierarchy and signiﬁcance level for attribute contribution
IH Attribute Attribute importance Contribution level
1 Rating Scale Design 42.08% 0.0001
2 Average Voting Points 40.42% 0.0001
3 Song Position 7.89% minor
4 Song Name 6.34% minor
5 Number of Votes 3.26% minor
%
0
10
20
30
40
42.08% 40.42%
7.89% 6.34%
3.26%
 Rating Scale Design  Average Voting Points
 Song Position  Song Name  Number of Votes
Figure 7.7: Attributes average importance.
item has a different rating scale design. Choice-items with the johns or the stars design
do not motivate the participant to visit the product page. When participants visit the
product page, they see a choice-item with thumb design (33%) or with heart design
(66%).
Listed in Table 7.17, the second scenario investigates the impact of the average vot-
ing points on the choice of the participant in visiting the product page of a song. Choice-
items with up to three average voting points animate only up to 5% of the participants
to visit the product pages of the song. Four average voting points lead 19% of the par-
ticipants to visit the product page, ﬁve average voting points 66%.
The last ten scenarios, presented in Table 7.18, compare two choice-items with the
Baseline I scenario. The ﬁrst choice-item always has a bad framing (like the Baseline I),
while the second differs in some of the attributes (different from the Baseline I where7.7. Experiment 3 (E3): Indicating Interest 151
Table 7.16: E3: Impact of the rating scale designs
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Design Av. Voting Share-MNL
1
1 Johns 0 0.06%
2 Stars 0 0.50%
3 Thumb 0 33.24%
4 Heart 0 66.16%
Table 7.17: E3: Impact of the average voting points
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Design Av. Voting Share-MNL
2
1 Johns 0 0.09%
2 Johns 1 0.25%
3 Johns 2 0.38%
4 Johns 3 4.92%
5 Johns 4 19.47%
6 Johns 5 74.88%
the second item also has a bad framing). Scenarios three to ﬁve compare the inﬂuence
of the rating scale designs. If the participants choose between a badly framed song and a
song with bad framing, but with a different rating scale design, 90% to 100% would visit
the product page of the choice-item with a different rating scale design. This is a change
between 40% to 50%. The impact of the average voting points, shown in scenario six
to eight, also has a strong inﬂuence: if the average voting points are changed from zero
to one, 30% of the participants choose this choice-item and visit the associated product
page. Three average voting points attract nearly all participants, who are willing to visit
theproductsite. Inthelastthreescenarios, wechangebothoftheattributes, ratingscale
design and average voting points: to visit the product page, participants would always
choose the item with no bad framing.152 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Table 7.18: E3: Impact of design and average voting points in the choice of two songs
with bad framing
Framing (Levels of Attributes)
Scenario Choice Design Av. Voting Share-MNL Change
Baseline I
1 Johns 0 50.00%
2 Johns 0 50.00%
3
1 Johns 0 10.14%
39.86%
2 Stars 0 89.86%
4
1 Johns 0 0.18%
49.82%
2 Thumb 0 99.82%
5
1 Johns 0 0.08%
49.92%
2 Heart 0 99.92%
6
1 Johns 0 20.42%
29.58%
2 Johns 1 79.58%
7
1 Johns 0 1.73%
48.27%
2 Johns 3 98.27%
8
1 Johns 0 0.12%
49.88%
2 Johns 5 99.88%
9
1 Johns 0 2.04%
47.96%
2 Stars 1 97.96%
10
1 Johns 0 0.00%
50.00%
2 Thumb 3 100.00%
11
1 Johns 0 0.00%
50.00%
2 Heart 5 100.00%7.8. Discussion 153
7.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we conducted three experiments to investigate the user’s choice of a mu-
sic song as a cognitive process based on heuristics. In the ﬁrst experiment, we examined
the impact of different attributes on the probability of listening to an audio ﬁle. In the
second experiment, we observed the impact on the rating behavior of a user. Within the
last experiment, we explored the inﬂuence of various attributes on the user’s choice of
buying, i.e., indicating interest in an audio ﬁle. In Section 7.2, we introduced a heuristic
approach to interpret the user’s choice. With the help of the heuristics we are able to
explain and to understand the choice of the users. In the next sections, we will discuss
the results of each experiment in detail.
7.8.1 E1: Listening to Audio Files
In the ﬁrst experiment (E1), we examined the inﬂuence of the ﬁve attributes (Sec-
tion 7.3.2) in the listening behavior of the visitors. We calculated the importance hi-
erarchy of the attributes with the help of the conjoint analysis, see Section 7.5.3.
Accordingly, the most important attribute in this experiment is the rating scale de-
sign. The “Stars” and the “Johns” have a positive effect on the choice of most of the
listeners (Table 7.4), which means that these designs attract the listeners. On the con-
trary, the “Heart” and the “Thumb” design have a negative effect and distract users. An
explanation could be the framing effect: the “Stars” and “Johns” designs have a pos-
itive effect because of their dominant appearance, i.e., the relatively big size and the
ﬂashy colors. The scale design “Stars” is well known from web shops like Amazon and
it is likely that users feel attracted to it, which is explained by the availability heuristic.
The “Johns” design may trigger positive emotions in the users because of its childlike
appearance, explained by the affect heuristic.
The second most important attribute is the “Average Voting Points”. Interesting here
is that it has a negative effect on the user’s choice. This means, if a song has few average
voting points, people like to listen to it. The negativity bias could explain this behavior:
the negative information encoded in the few “Average Voting Points” can lead them to
pay more attention to the song.
The attribute “Song Position” follows the serial position effect. Accordingly, a song
in the ﬁrst position has the highest effect on the user’s choice. We observed this primacy
effect (or up means good) as well and it has a positive effect on the user’s choice, too.
The other two song positions have a negative effect on the user’s choice. But the last
song in the list has a less negative effect than the song positioned in the middle. This
is caused by the recency effect. These ﬁndings are in line with similar studies that154 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
discovered serial position effects (see Section 7.2).
The attributes “Song Name” and “ Number of Votes” have only a minor impact on
the choice of the participants and can be disregarded.
7.8.2 E2: Rating Audio Files
The next experiment (E2), see Section 7.6, focused on the inﬂuence of the ﬁve attributes
in the rating behavior of the visitors. We discovered that, again, the most important
attribute is the rating scale design.
In particular, the “Johns” design has a positive effect on the user’s choice. This pos-
itive effect could have many reasons: the childlike appearance of this design might
cause positive emotions (affect heuristic) and thus attract users for voting. Another rea-
son could be that an unknown scale design makes the users curious and they want to
try it out. If rating is seen as an economic process, the funny design of the “Johns” could
be interpreted as an incentive for the users and, as such, caused the positive effect. The
other designs have a negative effect on the rating behavior, especially the “Stars” design.
The attribute “Average Voting Points” has, like in experiment E1, a negative effect on
the user’s choice. In particular, a high number of positive votes distract the users from
rating while negative votes attract voters. This can be explained with the negativity bias:
people pay more attention to negative information. It is also possible that a negative
rated song attracts more listeners, see Section 7.8.1, who will vote after listening to a
song.
A song with few “Number of Votes” is more attractive for the voters than a song with
many votes. An explanation could be that the impact of a single vote is much higher
on a song with only few “Number of Votes”. Accordingly, the vote of a user has more
weight on the rating result of this song. This behavior of the users stands in contrast to
the Bandwagon effect (see Section 7.2).
The attributes “Song Position” and “Song Name” have only a minor effect on the
user’s choice and their contribution can be disregarded.
However, this experiment has some limitations: as listed in Table 7.9 the contribu-
tion levels of rating scale designs is very high, but as seen in Table 7.8 and Table 7.10
the effect of the single rating scale design is not signiﬁcant. Further studies with more
participants are necessary to conﬁrm or discard our ﬁndings.
7.8.3 E3: Indicating Interest
Thelastexperiment(E3)hasonlytwoattributeswithamajorimpactonthechoiceofthe
users. Ifvisitorsindicatetheirinteresttobuyasongbyclickingonthelinktotheproduct7.9. Conclusion and Future Work 155
site, the “Rating Scale Design” has the biggest importance. In detail, the “Heart” and
the “Thumb” designs have a positive impact, while the “Stars” and the “Johns” designs
have a negative impact. In comparison, the design “Heart” and the design “Thumb” are
smaller than the design “Stars” and the design “Johns” so that the link to the product
page becomes more visible and more users click on it (framing effect).
The “Average Voting points” have a positive effect on the user’s choice: the better a
song is rated, the more visitors click on the link to the product page of the song. It is
not surprising that the customers want to buy a well rated song and not a badly rated
one. This positivity bias is observed in hedonic products, as described in Section 7.2.
The other attributes have only a minor effect on the user’s choice and can be disre-
garded.
7.9 Conclusion and Future Work
The main ﬁnding, summarized in Table 7.19, of the three experiments is that the rating
scale design always has a high effect on the user’s choice. A web shop owner who wants
to attract many voters or listeners should consider adding new, uncommon, and eye-
catching scale designs to draw the attention to the rating system. Web shop owners
who want to increase their sales should use more discreet scale designs, so that the
customers do not overlook the other part of the shopping page, i.e., the buy button.
If a web shop owner decides to use a scale where the average voting points are
displayed, she/he should remember the negative effect on the rating and the listening
behavior of the users. But a hedonic product with good votes may be more interesting
to customers who are interested in buying.
The song position has an effect on the user’s choice only when the user listening to
an audio ﬁle. The results of our experiments support former researches in that area:
the song in the ﬁrst and last position attracts the most listeners while the song in the
middle is not so attractive for the users.
Web shops that are interested in motivating their customers to rate their products
should include also the total number of votes in their rating scale, but maybe only to
those products that have few votes. That could increase the user’s motivation to rate
these products as well.
The song name has no effect in our experiments. We chose very uncommon names
on purpose so that the customers are not attracted by famous song names. Our strategy
was successful but it may be interesting to try a new experiment to compare the effect
of common and uncommon song names on the user’s choice.
The new scale design “Johns” was very popular in two of the three experiments, so156 How Do Web Based Rating Systems Inﬂuence User’s Choice
Table 7.19: Main ﬁndings
Attribute Name Hierarchy Level / Eﬀect Heuristic / Finding
Song Name only minor eﬀect (E1, E2, E3) -
Song Position the song on the ﬁrst position has the
highest impact, followed by the last
positioned song in the list (E1)
serial position eﬀect, pri-
macy eﬀect, recency eﬀect
Rating Scale Design high eﬀect in all experiments (E1,
E2, E3)
aﬀect heuristic, availabil-
ity heuristic, framing ef-
fect, incentive
Number of Votes negative eﬀect on rating a song (E2) impact of a single vote
Average Voting Points negative eﬀect on listen to a song
(E1) and rate a song (E2); positive
eﬀect on indicating interest in a song
(E3)
negativity bias, positivity
bias, bandwagon eﬀect
that an experiment with more new scale designs, i.e., maybe more personalized designs,
would be interesting.
It would also be interesting to perform an experiment on how users interpret the
different levels of unlabeled rating scales, e.g., of the “Stars” design. On almost every
web shop, the rating scale levels are not explained to the users, so that customers could
interpret the levels differently: for example, one customer could express himself by
rating a product with only one star that she/he dislikes this product, while another
customer expresses with one star that she/he likes the product, but only a little.7.9. Conclusion and Future Work 157
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Conclusion and Future Research
Directions
8.1 Conclusion
This thesis provides a conceptual framework and an implementation of a system that
helps to better understand the behavior and potential interests of web site visitors by
keeping into account, both, the explicit and implicit feedback. This thesis is divided into
two parts.
The ﬁrst part, rooted in computer science and information systems, is using graph
theory and an extended click-stream analysis in order to deﬁne a framework and a
system tool that is useful for analyzing web user behavior by calculating their interests.
The second part, rooted in behavioral economics, mathematics, and psychology is
investigating inﬂuencing factors on different types of web user’s choices. In detail, a
model for the cognitive process of rating products on the Web is deﬁned and an impor-
tance hierarchy of these inﬂuencing factors is discovered.
We used an interdisciplinary approach to address two main research questions.
Q1: What do we learn from analyzing explicit and implicit user feedback on the
Web?
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The thesis contributions in this research area are the following: To better un-
derstand web user behavior, we developed in Chapter 3 a framework analysis for man-
aging the feedback of visitors of a web site. Within seven steps, this framework analysis
helps web site owners to check the consistency of the behavior of the web site visitors
by analyzing a variety of feedback obtained from them. We deﬁned a new concept for
a user proﬁle, called the Relevance Proﬁle, and four consistency levels. With the help of
three case studies, we demonstrated in Chapter 5 the applicability of these new concepts
to helping to discover patterns of usage, such as indicators for structural problems of a
web site, topic term misunderstandings, lost interest in a topic, and stable interest in a
topic.
In Chapter 4, we presented a tool for building and mining similarity graphs. This tool
provides the web site owner with an overview of the web community with respect to the
similarity and importance of the users’ interests. We presented four different alternatives
to building a similarity graph. In addition, we provided nine algorithms, including two
that were original contributions of this thesis, for calculating the importance of the users
in the community. We demonstrated the applicability of this tool by conducting three
case studies in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, we enhanced the accuracy of the user proﬁles, collecting more behav-
ioral data on the users by using a new source that is different from the server log ﬁles.
For this reason, we extended the Gugubarra Framework with the capability to track
and analyze the mouse activities of the web site visitors. We integrated mouse-tracking
into the existing concepts of the Gugubarra Framework and evaluated mouse-tracking
ability with an experiment, showing that the user proﬁles are now more accurate.
Q2: What are the main factors that inﬂuence user feedback on the Web?
The thesis contributions in this research area are the following: In Chapter 7,
we extended the Gugubarra Framework, adding guidelines on how to place and enrich
rating systems on web pages. We investigated the inﬂuence factors of various rating scale
designs on different types of user’s choices. Hence, we deﬁned a model for the cognitive
process of rating audio ﬁles on the Web. Within the four components of this model, we
presented cognitive heuristics that can be placed in context for judging and rating songs.
Furthermore, we conducted three experiments and identiﬁed an importance hierarchy
of the inﬂuencing factors on the user’s choices with the help of a choice-based con-
joint analysis. More speciﬁcally, in the experiments, we explored the impact of service
attributes on the choice of listening to, rating, and indicating interest in audio ﬁles.8.2. Future Research Directions 163
Web Site User
Figure 8.1: Functional elements of the Gugubarra project
In summary: With the research results of this thesis, a web site owner has the oppor-
tunity to analyze the feedback of a single user as well as of an entire web community, in-
cluding the mouse activities of the web site visitors. In addition, this thesis explored new
guidelines on how to place and enrich rating systems on web pages. With this knowledge
about the interests of the visitors, the web site owner can adapt web pages accordingly
and provide proper content. With guidelines on how to collect feedback on the visitors,
the web site owner can collect suitable feedback for the analysis. Figure 8.1 illustrates
the functional elements in the context of the Gugubarra project.
8.2 Future Research Directions
This thesis contributes to many different areas of web user behavioral analysis and pro-
poses some possible future research directions, which are brieﬂy explained in the fol-
lowing:164 Conclusion and Future Research Directions
Exploring new web technologies to infer web user behavior: The current version of
the Gugubarra Framework is a web site owner centric system, which means that the web
site owner has full control over the system and the web site users have none. In a future
version, it could become a more user centric system by using the collective intelligence of
the World Wide Web community. For example, tags1 could be used to involve web site
visitors in the process of assigning topics to zones. Even the weights of the user topics
could be determined by simply counting how often the same tag word was added to a
zone. With tagging [Jaz07], we would also gain a new source of explicit user feedback.
However, this approach would imply a loss of control of the web site owner over her/his
web site.
The new HTML52 standard promises to introduce a multitude of exciting new fea-
tures, which could be used to further improve the accuracy of our tracking-based mouse
proﬁles. Especially the upcoming user attributes feature appears to be convenient for
achieving such improvements.
Improving the web analytic usability of Gugubarra: In the future, the set of consis-
tencies could be reduced to improve the usability of the consistency check. The results
of the three case studies indicate that some consistency levels have the same expressive-
ness. This task could be solved by performing more case studies, as we did in Chapter 5.
By performing more case studies, more indicators for weak/strong points of a web site
could be detected as well.
Aside from the extension of the tool for building and mining similarity graphs with
more algorithms for the similarity calculations, the exploration of similarity (or impor-
tance) metrics would be reasonable. With this type of metric, an objective evaluation
of the similarity algorithms would be possible, which would help web site owners to
choose a suitable algorithm for the similarity calculation.
Inferring mobile web user feedback: With the ability to track the mouse activities
of the web site visitors of the Gugubarra Framework, we could explore the behavior
of users of new device classes, such as smartphones or tablet computers. These devices
are usually not controlled via a regular mouse device but instead are controlled via a
touchscreen. This new input technique could affect the behavior patterns of the web
users and requires rethinking some of the concepts of web user behavioral analysis.
1Tags are meaningful keywords that are added by the users of a web resource. These words can
describe the content of that resource, e.g., an image or a Gugubarra zone. The result is a ﬂat taxon-
omy [GH06] for the tagged resource built by the users (the folk); therefore, tags are sometimes called
folksonomy [VW07].
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Even the analysis of the navigation data of the GPS3, which is built into the most new
portable devices, could be an interesting source of user feedback.
Follow-up experiments on exploring inﬂuencing factors on web user feedback:
During the three experiments on exploring the impact of service attributes on the user’s
choice, the attribute “Song Name” had no effect because we chose very uncommon
names on purpose to avoid having the customers be attracted by famous song names.
Our strategy was successful but it may be interesting to attempt a new experiment to
compare the effect of common and uncommon song names on the user’s choice.
The new scale design “Johns” was very popular in two of the three experiments, so
that an experiment with more new scale designs, i.e., perhaps more personalized designs,
would be interesting.
It would also be interesting to perform an experiment on how users interpret the
different levels of unlabeled rating scales, e.g., of the “Stars” design. In almost every
web store, the rating scale levels are not explained to the users; as a result, customers
could interpret the levels differently: for example, one customer could express himself
by rating a product with only one star when she/he dislikes the product, while another
customer could express with one star that she/he likes the product, but only a little.
Data privacy: One future perspective, which should not be forgotten, is the ethical
issue of data privacy, which is related to the use of behavioral analysis technologies.
Proper and responsible use of the data must always be ensured.
3Global Positioning System166 Conclusion and Future Research DirectionsAppendix
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Appendix
A.1 Case Studies: Explicit Feedback
A.1.1 Invitation
Dear participant,
please read the following test sequence exactly. Afterwards, you can
go step by step thru the test:
Step 1. Please give us an initial feedback about
your interests: <click here>
Step 2. Please select and execute at least one task
from the list below:
Teaching:
* In which term we conduct the DB2 lesson?
* On which day the fifth exercise sheet was discussed in the
summer term 2008?
* How many exercises were already held in this term?
* What is the title of the diploma thesis of the student Florian
Quetting?
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Research:
* How many research projects were conducted by the DBIS group?
* When did Prof. Roberto V. Zicari a talk about the Gugubarra
project at the Google headquarter in the U.S.?
* Who was the contact person at DBIS of the ABILITIES Project?
* How many internal PhDs are currently at the DBIS group?
News:
* How many news items are published on the ICOODB 2010 conference
and who are the keynote speakers of this conference?
* Who was guest-lecturer on 3. February and where does this
person live?
* In which hall and which stand at the CeBIT 2006 the DBIS group
presented the Gugubarra project?
* How many news items are published on database systems?
Step 3. Please give now a final feedback about
your interests: <click here>A.1. Case Studies: Explicit Feedback 171
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A.2 Case Studies: Cold-Warm-Start
A.2.1 Invitation
Hallo Versuchsteilnehmer/in,
vielen Dank für Ihre Teilnahme an meinem kurzen Experiment
zur Verifizierung unserer Web Analytics Software Gugubarra.
Das Experiment beginnt auf einer Web Seite mit einer Liste
von Links zu unterschiedlichen Themenbereichen. Klicken Sie
einfach auf den Link zu dem Thema, dass Sie am meisten
interessiert und geben Sie uns zum Abschluss noch kurz Ihr
Feedback zu Ihren Interessen.
Nach einer Woche werden wir das Experiment wiederholen, um
unsere Daten zu überprüfen. Sie werden dann noch einmal eine
E-Mail von mir erhalten.
Bitte klicken Sie auf den unten stehenden Link und loggen Sie
sich mit folgenden Daten ein, um das Experiment zu starten:
Benutzername: xxxxxx
Passwort: xxxxxxxx
http://www.dbis.cs.uni-frankfurt.de/index.php/gugubarra-ver...
Vielen Dank für Ihre Hilfe,
Clemens Schefels
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt
Professur Datenbanken und Informationssystem (DBIS)
Robert-Mayer-Str. 10
60325 Frankfurt am Main
Tel: +49 0(69) 798 22426
Fax: +49 0(69) 798 25123176 Appendix
Figure A.5: Cold-warm-start case study: NOPs, RPs, and FPs in the “teaching” topicA.2. Case Studies: Cold-Warm-Start 177
Figure A.6: Cold-warm-start case study: NOP , RP , and both FPs in the “research” topic178 Appendix
Figure A.7: Cold-warm-start case study: NOP , RP , and both FPs in the “databases” topicA.2. Case Studies: Cold-Warm-Start 179
Figure A.8: Cold-warm-start case study: NOP , RP , and both FPs in the “news” topic180 Appendix
A.3 Case Studies: All Data of Gugubarra
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Interests in the Topic Research
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Interests in the Topic Databases
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Interests in the Topic News
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if durations for page visits (see duration)
Ce# down explicit consistent
Ci# down implicit consistent
Ce explicit consistent
Ci implicit consistent
Ct total consistent
    Ct total inconsistent
Ce" up explicit consistent
Ci" up implicit consistent
A adjacency matrix
ActP Action Proﬁle (part of NOP)
aspl average shortest path length
aspw average shortest path weight
aw action weight
Cr Range Centrality
cs single mouse click
cdb double mouse click
catx ordinal category
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CIP Click Proﬁle (part of MP)
ClusterTi cluster of topics
Clusterum cluster of users
D ordered set of ordinal categories
duration time a user spent on a web page
DurP Duration Proﬁle (part of NOP)
E(G) set of edges of the graph G
ei mouse-event no. i
F location variable
F" location variable
fl ﬁlter function: deﬁnes the relative importance of a user
feedback
FP Feedback Proﬁle (explicit feedback)
G graph
L1   norm Manhattan Distance
MP Mouse Proﬁle (implicit feedback)
N location variable
N" location variable
NOP Non-Obvious Proﬁle (implicit feedback)
OP Obvious Proﬁle (e.g., name, age, address)
P web page
R location variable
RP Relevance Proﬁle (container for all feedback proﬁles)
Sk scope of the ﬁlter function flNomenclature 187
Ti mouse trail (in context of mouse-tracking)
Ti topic no. i
tn point in time no. n
um user no. m
v topic weight
V(G) set of vertices of the graph G
Z Gugubarra zone
ZvP Zone visiting Proﬁle (part of MP)
AJA-JSON asynchronous JavaScript and JSON
AJAX asynchronous JavaScript and XML
API application programming interface
CBC choice-based conjoint analysis
CG complete graph
CMS content management system
CNG closest neighbor graph
CS choice-set
CT choice task
DBIS Databases and Information Systems research group
DF degree of freedom
DOM document object model
e-WOM electronic word-of-mouth propaganda
E1 experiment 1: exploring the impact of service attributes on
the choice of listening to audio ﬁles188 List of Symbols and Nomenclature
E2 experiment 2: exploring the impact of service attributes on
the choice of rating
E3 experiment 3: exploring the impact of service attributes on
the choice of indicating interest
FIFO ﬁrst in, ﬁrst out
GPS Global Positioning System
Gugubarra Gugubarra Framework
Gugubarra Analyzer part of the Gugubarra Framework
Gugubarra Designer part of the Gugubarra Framework
Guguboomla Gugubarra Designer Joomla! plug-in
GUI Graphical User Interface
HTML HyperText Markup Language
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
igraph R library
IH attribute importance hierarchy
IP-address Internet protocol address
JIT compilation just in time compilation
JS DOM Event Object JavaScript DOM Event Object
JSON JavaScript object notation
LL log-likelihood
location ordinal category
MNL multinomial logit model
MST minimum spanning tree
on-line community all registered users of a web siteNomenclature 189
R statistic programming language
S statistic programming language
SAM self-assessment manikin
SCG smallest connection graph
Share-MNL share of preference model using MNL
Std. Error standard error
user session time between the log-in and the log-out of a web user
web community all registered users of a web site
web site collection of web pages
web site manager controls the contents of a web site
web site owner controls the contents of a web site and decides on the busi-
ness strategies or goals
web site user visitor of a web site
web site visitor visitor of a web site
WOM word-of-mouth propaganda
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